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Canterbury Press

The Rule of St Benedict
Subtitle: An Inclusive Translation
Author(s): Judith Sutera osb
ISBN: 978 1 78622 390 6
Trim Size: 216 x 135mm
Format: Paperback
Extent: 128
Price: £12.99
Category: Christian communities & monasticism, Christian spirituality
& religious experience
Market: General/trade
Publication date: May 2021
Rights: Andorra, Albania, Austria, Aland Islands, Bosnia and
Herzegovina, Belgium, Bulgaria, Belarus, Switzerland, Czechia,
Germany, Denmark, Estonia, Spain, Finland, Faroe Islands, France,
United Kingdom, Guernsey, Gibraltar, Greece, Croatia, Hungary, Ireland,
Isle of Man, Iceland, Italy, Jersey, Liechtenstein, Lithuania, Luxembourg,
Latvia, Monaco, Moldova, Republic of, Montenegro, North Macedonia,
Malta, Netherlands, Norway, Poland, Portugal, Romania, Serbia,
Russian Federation, Sweden, Slovenia, Svalbard and Jan Mayen,
Slovakia, San Marino, Ukraine and Holy See (Vatican City State).

Key Selling Points:
• The first inclusive language version of the Rule of St Benedict.
• Benedictine spirituality is one of the most attractive of all Christian spiritual traditions.
• A volume to broaden understanding and inform practice, and also to enrich study of the Benedictine tradition.
Description:
The Rule of St Benedict, which dates from the sixth century, is the foundation of monasticism, one of the oldest
continuing institutions in all of Western civilization. The Rule not only defines life for men and women in monasteries, but
has also become central to the spirituality of lay Christians across the globe.
For communities and individuals alike, the text of the Rule is central. This first ever gender-neutral translation is true to the
original text but provides an alternative for those who might prefer such a version over the masculine language of the
original as it was written for St Benedict’s monks, or as a text to read alongside Benedict’s original.
Author Biography:
Sr Judith Sutera OSB is a member of the Benedictine monastery of Mount St Scholastica in Atchison, Kansas. She is a
popular writer, speaker and retreat leader, bringing Benedictine wisdom to oblates, academics, and religious groups.
Review Quote(s):
'Will likely be the new standard edition for readers of the Rule in the English language.’ - Rev. Dr Greg Peters, Nashotah
House Theological Seminary
‘Having read many translations and interpretations of Benedict’s Rule, I could hardly put this one down. Its language is
fresh without being obtrusive, and Sr. Judith’s commentary highlights both Benedict’s practicality and deep prayerfulness.”
- Bonnie B. Thurston, author of Shaped by the End You Live For: Thomas Merton’s Monastic Spirituality
Distributed by
Norwich Books and Music, 13a Hellesdon Park Road, Norwich NR6 5DR
Tel: 01603 785 925 Fax: 01603 785915 E-mail: orders@norwichbooksandmusic.co.uk
generated on 17/05/2021
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The Backwater Sermons
Author(s): Jay Hulme
ISBN: 978 1 78622 393 7
Trim Size: 216 x 135mm
Format: Paperback
Extent: 96
Price: £10.99
Category: Christian spirituality & religious experience, Poetry by
individual poets
Market: General/trade
Publication date: October 2021
Rights: World (Exclusive)

Key Selling Points:
• A fresh young poetic voice with a proven ability to engage with wide and diverse audiences.
• Jay has a rising publishing profile – as well as his publications, he spoke at the 2019 London Book Fair on diversity in
literature and reads for diversity for a variety of publishers.
• Jay has an extensive social media presence and reach.

Description:
Jay Hulme is an award-winning transgender poet, performer, educator and speaker. In late 2019, his fascination with old
church buildings turned into a life-changing encounter with the God he had never believed in, and he was baptised in the
Anglican church.
In this new poetry collection, Jay details his journey through faith and baptism during an unprecedented world-wide
pandemic. As he finds God in the ruined factories and polluted canals of his home city, Jonah is heckled over etymology,
angels appear in tube stations, and Jesus sits atop a multi-story car park. Cathedrals are trans, trans people are
cathedrals, and amidst it all God reaches out to meet us exactly where we are.
Jay’s poetry explores belief in the modern world and offers a perspective on queer faith that will appeal not only to
Christians, but young members of the LGBT+ community who are interested in faith but unsure of where to start.

Author Biography:
Jay Hulme is an award winning transgender performance poet, speaker and educator. Alongside his writing and regular
performances he teaches in schools, consults and speaks at events and conferences on the importance of diversity in the
media, and more specifically transgender inclusion and rights.

Distributed by
Norwich Books and Music, 13a Hellesdon Park Road, Norwich NR6 5DR
Tel: 01603 785 925 Fax: 01603 785915 E-mail: orders@norwichbooksandmusic.co.uk
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News of Great Joy
Subtitle: The Church Times Christmas Collection
Editor(s): Hugh Hillyard-Parker
ISBN: 978 1 78622 406 4
Trim Size: 234 x 156mm
Format: Paperback
Extent: 320
Price: £18.99
Category: Christian spirituality & religious experience, Anthologies
(non-poetry)
Market: General/trade
Publication date: September 2021
Rights: World (Exclusive)

Key Selling Points:
• An ideal gift book that can be enjoyed in many ways – for pure pleasure, as a preaching resource, as a way of studying
the nativity.
• Gathers together superb writing from a wide range of leading authors.
• Good direct marketing opportunities through the Church Times.

Description:
Each year, the Christmas double issue of the Church Times offers a feast of seasonal reading. News of Great Joy draws
together the best Christmas writing by outstanding authors and poets over twenty years to create an ideal Christmas gift
and a wealth of material for all who preach or lead worship at Christmas.
Its many highlights include:
• the eminent biblical scholar John Barton on how to understand the Old Testament prophecies of the nativity;
• Barbara Brown Taylor on the prologue of John’s Gospel which is always read on Christmas Day;
• Margaret Barker on the legends that have become part of the Christmas story;
• an unpublished short story by Evelyn Underhill;
• a piece on the origins of the Nine Lessons and Carols;
• poetry and reflections on the season’s lectionary readings, and more besides.

Related Title(s):
Darkness Yielding – 978 1 85311 986 6 and Journey to the Manger – 978 1 84825 794 8

Distributed by
Norwich Books and Music, 13a Hellesdon Park Road, Norwich NR6 5DR
Tel: 01603 785 925 Fax: 01603 785915 E-mail: orders@norwichbooksandmusic.co.uk
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What Could Possibly Go Wrong?
Author(s): Dave Walker
ISBN: 978 1 78622 409 5
Trim Size: 165 x 210mm
Format: Paperback
Extent: 112
Price: £9.99
Category: Personal Christian testimony & popular inspirational works,
Cartoons & comic strips
Market: General/trade
Publication date: September 2021
Rights: World (Exclusive)

Key Selling Points:
• Dave Walker is undoubtedly the Church’s funniest commentator. His wry and perceptive cartoons are enjoyed by many
thousands through his books, blog and website, www.cartoonchurch.com, and in the Church Times each week.
• With his instantly recognisable style, Dave Walker is an established brand. Sales of his books, calendars, t-shirts, mugs
and tea towels exceed 30,000 units.
• The perfect Christmas gift for any and all of your church friends – or for yourself.

Description:
Dave Walker, cartoonist, cyclist, web editor and former church and youth worker is the UK’S most shrewd observer of the
quirks of church life. His distinctive Guide to the Church cartoons appear weekly in the Church Times, and have made their
way into books and calendars, and on to mugs, tea-towels and T-shirts.
This eighth collection includes, among other things:
• All-age talks – how to get everyone on your side
• Curates – the mess they leave behind when they move on
• A guide to understanding the Cake Stall
• The church weekend away – budget to deluxe options

Author Biography:
Dave Walker started drawing cartoons in lectures at Bible College. He now enjoys a huge following via the Church Times,
his website, www.cartoonchurch.com and social media. A keen cycler, he lives in Essex.

Related Title(s):
How to Avoid the Peace – 978 1 78622 026 4, Revenge of the Flower Arrangers – 978 1 78622 231 2 and The Dave
Walker Guide to the Church 2022 Calendar – 978 1 78622 329 6

Distributed by
Norwich Books and Music, 13a Hellesdon Park Road, Norwich NR6 5DR
Tel: 01603 785 925 Fax: 01603 785915 E-mail: orders@norwichbooksandmusic.co.uk
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The White Stone
Subtitle: The art of letting go
Author(s): Esther De Waal
ISBN: 978 1 78622 401 9
Trim Size: 198 x 126mm
Format: Hardback
Extent: 126
Price: £12.99
Category: Personal Christian testimony & popular inspirational works,
Christian spirituality & religious experience
Market: General/trade
Publication date: October 2021
Rights: World (Exclusive)

Key Selling Points:
• A poignant and beautiful reflection on ageing, with a wealth of spiritual resources to draw on for wisdom and strength
• A significant new work from one of the best loved spiritual writers of our day.

Description:
Esther de Waal is one of today’s most beloved spiritual writers. In The White Stone, she reflects on the changes and
losses that come with growing older. Esther reflects on solitude and, following a period of illness, saying goodbye to a
family home and the Welsh border landscape she had known for decades which inspired some of her greatest writing, and
adjusting to a new city environment.
In her characteristic style, she sees everything as a portal into a deeper spiritual understanding. She draws on the wealth
of the Christian tradition, especially scripture and the monastic and Celtic spiritualities she knows so well, to help her
navigate her way through not only the inevitable sense of loss that accompanies such change, but also to embrace the
new possibilities it brings. The white stone of the title refers to a small pebble from the river that ran through her garden
that she keeps in her pocket, but also strikes a note of hope referring to the new identity promised by God (Revelation
2.17).
This is a book of simple, profound wisdom that will speak to many coping with change in their own lives.

Author Biography:
Esther de Waal is a noted scholar and spiritual writer. She was propelled to fame by her book Seeking God, which was
published in numerous languages. She now lives in Oxford.

Related Title(s):
The Celtic Way of Prayer – 978 1 84825 051 2, A Retreat with Thomas Merton – 978 1 84825 066 6, Seeking God –
978 1 85311 346 8, Living with Contradiction – 978 1 85311 545 5, Living on the Border – 978 1 85311 962 0, Lost
in Wonder – 978 1 84825 285 1 and A Life-Giving Way – 978 1 84825 562 3
Distributed by
Norwich Books and Music, 13a Hellesdon Park Road, Norwich NR6 5DR
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All's Well That Ends Well
Subtitle: Through Lent with Shakespeare
Author(s): Peter Graystone
ISBN: 978 1 78622 354 8
Trim Size: 216 x 135mm
Format: Paperback
Extent: 192
Price: £12.99
Category: Bible studies: for individual or small group study, Bible
readings, selections & meditations, Shakespeare studies & criticism,
Personal Christian testimony & popular inspirational works
Market: General/trade
Publication date: November 2021
Rights: World (Exclusive)

Key Selling Points:
• A fresh and engaging Lent companion that will be enjoyed by admirers of Shakespeare and newcomers to his work.
• A lively resource for groups to read and discuss together.
• Full of inspiring insights and wise reflections for preaching during Lent.

Description:
Few writers have a deeper understanding of the foibles of human nature and life’s absurdities and tragedies than William
Shakespeare. This makes him a fascinating companion for the season of Lent, a traditional time for a spot of
self-examination. This engaging, wise and often amusing Lent book sets quotations from Shakespeare’s characters and
poems alongside biblical passages and reflects on the resonance between them – one reflection for each day of the
season.
It starts with dust on Ash Wednesday (‘Golden lads and girls all must, As chimney-sweepers, come to dust’, from
Cymbeline) and ends with resurrection as Easter Sunday approaches (‘It is required you do awake your faith’, from The
Winter’s Tale). In between, it considers many rich spiritual themes: mercy, love, loyalty, trust, good vs evil, guilt,
forgiveness, ageing, grief, death, hope and more.
Each day’s reflection opens with a quotation from Shakespeare and explores its ideas in conversation with the Bible and
Christian thought.

Author Biography:
Peter Graystone is a writer who has worked for Scripture Union, Christian Aid and the Church Army. He read English at
Oxford, is a huge fan of the theatre and has an MA in Shakespeare studies. He is presently Co-ordinator of the Christian
Enquiry Agency and contributes to the Church Times.

Distributed by
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The Hour is Come
Subtitle: The Passion in real time
Author(s): Andrew Nunn
ISBN: 978 1 78622 396 8
Trim Size: 198 x 126mm
Format: Paperback
Extent: 144
Price: £10.99
Category: Bible readings, selections & meditations, Bible studies: for
individual or small group study
Market: General/trade
Publication date: November 2021
Rights: World (Exclusive)

Key Selling Points:
• A first book by a popular figure in the Church of England and a greatly loved Cathedral dean.
• Will be promoted by Southwark Cathedral.
• Short daily scripture readings with a reflection and a prayer for Lent, Holy Week and Easter.

Description:
The gospel accounts change when we come to the final days of Jesus’ life and for the first time we are given precise
timings when things happen, ‘It was night’, ‘the next morning’, ‘it was nine o’clock in the morning when they crucified him’,
‘it was noon’, ‘it was three o’clock in the afternoon’. The Hour is Come enables readers to enter into the experience of
Jesus, his disciples and all the other players in the Passion narrative by using ‘real time’ to immerse us in the story.
Ideal for daily reading during Lent, Holy Week and Easter, it offers scripture reflections and prayers that trace the journey
to and beyond the cross. It begins on Mothering Sunday, the Fourth Sunday of Lent, with a reminder that Jesus’ journey
to the cross began in infancy. The pace is slow at the beginning but during the great ‘Three Days’ from Maundy Thursday
evening until Easter Day, the story unfolds hour by hour as it happens. Then the pace slows again as we move through
Easter’s fifty days to Pentecost.
This presentation reveals a God so intimately involved with human life that the ticking clock becomes part of how we know
Jesus.

Author Biography:
Andrew Nunn is the Dean of Southwark and is much loved by his congregation which has grown internationally during
lockdown. This book began as a blog series to his 5,000+ followers. He was Rector General to the inclusive Society of
Catholic Priests from 2008-2017, and is a member of General Synod.

Related Title(s):
Walking the Way of the Cross – 978 0 7151 2344 7 and Three Mile an Hour God – 978 0 334 06147 2
Distributed by
Norwich Books and Music, 13a Hellesdon Park Road, Norwich NR6 5DR
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What Were You Arguing About Along
The Way?
Subtitle: Gospel Reflections for Advent, Christmas, Lent and Easter
Author(s): Pádraig Ó Tuama and Pat Bennett
ISBN: 978 1 78622 399 9
Trim Size: 216 x 135mm
Format: Paperback
Extent: 192
Price: £16.99
Category: Biblical exegesis & hermeneutics, Biblical commentaries,
Peace studies & conflict resolution
Market: General/trade
Publication date: November 2021
Rights: World (Exclusive)

Key Selling Points:
• A resource for contemporary interpretation of the gospel from the Spirituality of Conflict community which has an
established and growing following.
• Pádraig Ó Tuama is one of the most influential voices in Christian spirituality and is in demand as a speaker and writer
throughout the English speaking world.

Description:
Created by Pádraig Ó Tuama five years ago, the Spirituality of Conflict website is one of the most exciting and vibrant
online lectionary resources. For each Sunday there is an extended reflection, a prayer, and questions for lectio divina or
group discussion. Featuring Catholic, Anglican, Presbyterian and Pentecostal writers from Corrymeela, the Iona
Community, Holy Island, Coventry Cathedral’s Centre for Reconciliation, the Church of Scotland and elsewhere, it reflects
the broad nature of the witness to peace.
Approaching conflict in its various forms - personal, social, global - through the lens of the gospels, conflict, it explores the
conflicted nature of Jesus’ world and how people navigated routes through it. It enables the scriptures to speak to the
conflicts in our lives and reveals how they can have positive as well as negative outcomes.
This volume of collected material focuses on the beginning and the end of Jesus’ human life and covers the gospels for
Advent, Christmas. Lent, Holy Week and Easter.

Author Biography:
Pádraig Ó Tuama is one of today’s outstanding voices in Christian spirituality and led the Corrymeela Community from
2014-19.Pat Bennett is a theologian, medical doctor and a member and former employee of the Iona Community.

Related Title(s):
Readings from the Book of Exile – 978 1 84825 205 9, Sorry For Your Troubles – 978 1 84825 462 6, Daily Prayer
with the Corrymeela Community – 978 1 84825 868 6 and Borders and Belonging – 978 1 78622 256 5
Distributed by
Norwich Books and Music, 13a Hellesdon Park Road, Norwich NR6 5DR
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Come Holy Gift
Subtitle: Prayer Poems for the Christian Year
Author(s): Steven Shakespeare
ISBN: 978 1 78622 412 5
Trim Size: 216 x 135mm
Format: Paperback
Extent: 96
Price: £10.99
Category: Christian spirituality & religious experience, Poetry by
individual poets, Christian prayer
Market: General/trade
Publication date: January 2022
Rights: World (Exclusive)

Key Selling Points:
• Strikingly beautiful prayerful poems for the Christian year, suitable for personal, public and small group use.
• An imaginative liturgical resource for small and large acts of worship, retreats and personal devotion throughout the year.

Description:
Reminiscent of Malcolm Guite’s bestselling Sounding the Seasons, this beautiful collection offers scripture-inspired
poems for each of the major seasons of the Christian year. It includes:
• The Call to Prayer (with poetry on the nature of prayer);
• Advent, Christmas and Epiphany;
• Lent, Easter and Pentecost (including Wings of Wounded Glory, a sequence for Holy Week);
• Transforming Ordinary Time (including some feasts which fall outside the major seasons);
• In the School of Mary (poetic reflections on Mary, see as a model for prayer, contemplation and prophecy).
An introduction considers the relationship between prayer and poetry and offers suggestions for using the book in public
and private worship settings, and a closing sequence contemplates Mary as a figure of prayers and witness.

Author Biography:
Steven Shakespeare is Senior Lecturer in Philosophy at Liverpool Hope University, where he was previously Anglican
Chaplain, and is editor of Modern Believing. He is a member of the Sodality of Mary, an inclusive association for
Anglo-Catholic clergy whose Patron is the Archbishop of York.

Related Title(s):
Prayers for an Inclusive Church – 978 1 85311 915 6, Sounding the Seasons – 978 1 84825 274 5 and The Earth
Cries Glory – 978 1 78622 228 2

Distributed by
Norwich Books and Music, 13a Hellesdon Park Road, Norwich NR6 5DR
Tel: 01603 785 925 Fax: 01603 785915 E-mail: orders@norwichbooksandmusic.co.uk
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Church House
Publishing

Wedding Celebration Keepsake Card
(pack of 10)
ISBN: 978 0 7151 1183 3
Trim Size: 210 x 148mm
Format: Multiple copy pack
Price: £4.50
Category: Christian worship, rites & ceremonies, Stationery items,
Anglican & Episcopalian Churches, Church of England
Market: General/trade
Publication date: May 2021
Rights: World (Exclusive)

Key Selling Points:
• A keepsake card for churches to give to couples as a marker of their wedding day.
• Matches other wedding stationery from the Church of England.

Description:
This beautiful card is designed to be given to marrying couples by churches as a memento of their wedding day. It
provides space for recording the couple's names and the location and date of the wedding, and includes a prayer of
blessing.
Available in packs of 10. Please note this is not an official marriage certificate.

Related Title(s):
and Register of Marriage Services – 978 0 7151 1179 6

Distributed by
Norwich Books and Music, 13a Hellesdon Park Road, Norwich NR6 5DR
Tel: 01603 785 925 Fax: 01603 785915 E-mail: orders@norwichbooksandmusic.co.uk
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Pastoral Principles: The Course (single
copy)
Subtitle: A 5-session course for groups
Author(s): The Pastoral Advisory Group of the House of Bishops
ISBN: 978 1 78140 237 5
Trim Size: 210 x 148mm
Format: Paperback
Extent: 32
Price: £2.99
Category: Christian ministry & pastoral activity, Christian social thought
& activity, Anglican & Episcopalian Churches, Church of England,
Christian aspects of sexuality, gender & relationships
Market: General/trade
Publication date: April 2021
Rights: World (Exclusive)

Key Selling Points:
• A tool to help congregations and other church groups to understand and overcome the obstacles that prevent
engagement with sensitive and divisive questions.
• Published in response to demand, this course is designed to establish good principles and practice for constructive and
fruitful engagement with Living in Love and Faith.

Description:
How can we learn to relate better to one another across the differences and diversity that we find in our church
communities? This five-session course is designed to help identify the roadblocks that can so easily hinder us from
understanding each other better and loving each other more deeply. The course encourages us to find creative ways to
grow and learn together in the love of God.
The course is based on the Church of England’s Pastoral Principles for Living Well Together. These Principles identify six
‘pervading evils’ that hinder our growth as Christians, hurt other people and create barriers that stop our churches from
growing into Christian communities of welcome and belonging. Each session focuses on one or two of these ‘evils’ and
includes resources for Bible study, refection, discussion and worship. Free accompanying videos are available via
www.churchofengland.org/PAG
By exploring these in our everyday lives and relationships, the course helps us to play our part in seeking unity in our
church communities as well as in the wider community. It can be used to explore particular topics about which there is
disagreement, or used simply as a means of becoming a community that lives more fully in the way of Christ.

Related Title(s):
and Pastoral Principles Cards – 978 0 7151 1155 0

Distributed by
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Pastoral Principles: The Course (pack of
6)
Subtitle: A 5-session course for groups
Author(s): The Pastoral Advisory Group of the House of Bishops
ISBN: 978 1 78140 238 2
Trim Size: 210 x 148mm
Format: Multiple copy pack
Extent: 32
Price: £14.99
Category: Christian ministry & pastoral activity, Christian social thought
& activity, Anglican & Episcopalian Churches, Church of England,
Christian aspects of sexuality, gender & relationships
Market: General/trade
Publication date: April 2021
Rights: World (Exclusive)

Key Selling Points:
• A tool to help congregations and other church groups to understand and overcome the obstacles that prevent
engagement with sensitive and divisive questions.
• Published in response to demand, this course is designed to establish good principles and practice for constructive and
fruitful engagement with Living in Love and Faith.

Description:
How can we learn to relate better to one another across the differences and diversity that we find in our church
communities? This five-session course is designed to help identify the roadblocks that can so easily hinder us from
understanding each other better and loving each other more deeply. The course encourages us to find creative ways to
grow and learn together in the love of God.
The course is based on the Church of England’s Pastoral Principles for Living Well Together. These Principles identify six
‘pervading evils’ that hinder our growth as Christians, hurt other people and create barriers that stop our churches from
growing into Christian communities of welcome and belonging. Each session focuses on one or two of these ‘evils’ and
includes resources for Bible study, refection, discussion and worship. Free accompanying videos are available via
www.churchofengland.org/PAG
By exploring these in our everyday lives and relationships, the course helps us to play our part in seeking unity in our
church communities as well as in the wider community. It can be used to explore particular topics about which there is
disagreement, or used simply as a means of becoming a community that lives more fully in the way of Christ.
Pack of 6 copies.

Related Title(s):
and Pastoral Principles: The Course (single copy) – 978 1 78140 237 5

Distributed by
Norwich Books and Music, 13a Hellesdon Park Road, Norwich NR6 5DR
Tel: 01603 785 925 Fax: 01603 785915 E-mail: orders@norwichbooksandmusic.co.uk
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Safeguarding Learning and Development
Subtitle: Framework 2021
ISBN: 978 0 7151 1189 5
Trim Size: 210 x 297mm
Format: Paperback
Extent: 36
Price: £9.99
Category: Christian social thought & activity, Christian leaders &
leadership, Anglican & Episcopalian Churches, Church of England, Child
abuse, Sexual abuse & harassment, Industrial or vocational training
Market: Professional and scholarly
Publication date: July 2021
Rights: World (Exclusive)

Description:
This framework sets out details of the Church’s safeguarding learning pathways, and expectations of Church Officers in
respect of those pathways.
The Church has an ambition to make a paradigm shift in its relationship with safeguarding. Achieving a paradigm shift in
safeguarding requires a ‘whole system’ approach within which change is achieved by the inter-relatedness of different
strands, which include safeguarding learning.
This framework sets out the form that safeguarding learning needs to take to contribute effectively to the paradigm shift
envisioned and to overall organisational change. The safeguarding learning pathways support participants in developing and
maintaining the necessary values, beliefs, knowledge and skills to safeguard and protect children, young people and
vulnerable adults as outlined in the ‘Promoting a Safer Church’ House of Bishops Policy Statement (2017).
The Framework sets out:
• The vision, model, standards and requirements for safeguarding learning and development in the Church context
• Details of the range of learning and development pathways available and the requirements for their delivery
• Details of additional learning and development opportunities.
This document replaces and updates the ‘House of Bishops Learning and Development Framework Practice Guidance’
(2015) and the second and third editions of this document published in January 2017 and July 2019, respectively.

Related Title(s):
Promoting a Safer Church – 978 0 7151 1126 0 and Parish Safeguarding Handbook – 978 0 7151 1138 3

Distributed by
Norwich Books and Music, 13a Hellesdon Park Road, Norwich NR6 5DR
Tel: 01603 785 925 Fax: 01603 785915 E-mail: orders@norwichbooksandmusic.co.uk
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Reflections for Advent 2021
Subtitle: 29 November - 24 December 2021
Author(s): Stephen Cottrell and Guli Francis-Dehqani
ISBN: 978 0 7151 2400 0
Trim Size: 198 x 126mm
Format: Paperback
Extent: 48
Price: £3.99
Category: Bible studies: for individual or small group study
Market: General/trade
Publication date: September 2021
Rights: World (Exclusive)

Key Selling Points:
• Superb spiritual writing and thoughtful commentary based on the Common Worship Lectionary readings for Advent.
• Includes a simple order for daily prayer during Advent.

Description:
Reflections for Advent is a seasonal extract from the main 2021-22 annual volume and is designed to give new readers a
taste of the high standard of spiritual and theological writing that makes Reflections so popular. A first-class line up of
writers provides a quality, yet inexpensive daily devotional companion throughout Advent – a season that is increasingly
important in popular devotion.
Each day includes:
• Full lectionary details for Morning Prayer
• A reflection on one of the Bible readings
• A Collect for the day
It also includes simple forms of Morning and Night Prayer, an introduction to Advent by Libby Lane, and guides to prayer
and Bible reading by Rachel Treweek and Stephen Cottrell.

Author Biography:
Stephen Cottrell is the Archbishop of York.Guli Francis-Dehqani is the Bishop of Chelmsford.Libby Lane is the Bishop of
Derby.

Related Title(s):
Reflections on the Psalms – 978 0 7151 4490 9, Reflections for Sundays, Year A – 978 0 7151 4735 1 and
Reflections for Daily Prayer: Advent 2019 to Christ the King 2020 – 978 1 78140 123 1
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At the Heart of Christmas single copy
Subtitle: 12 days of stories and meditations for Christmas
Author(s): Justin Welby and Stephen Cottrell
ISBN: 978 1 78140 241 2
Trim Size: 148 x 105mm
Format: Pamphlet
Extent: 32
Price: £0.80
Category: Personal Christian testimony & popular inspirational works,
Anglican & Episcopalian Churches, Church of England
Market: General/trade
Publication date: September 2021
Rights: World (Exclusive)

Key Selling Points:
• The Church of England’s official booklet for Christmas 2021.
• A deliberately simple and open theme to help churches engage with their communities whatever the prevailing
circumstances.
• Supported by a high-profile media campaign from the Church of England.

Description:
At the Heart of Christmas is the Church of England’s campaign for Advent and Christmas 2021.
Inspired by readings from the Gospels of Luke and John read at so many Christmas services, this booklet is an invitation
to everyone to explore the good news of God’s saving love as revealed in the birth of Jesus. It is also a challenge to each
of us to ponder in our hearts, as Mary did, what the extraordinary events of the first Christmas might mean for us now and
in the years ahead.
Starting on Christmas Eve and continuing daily until the Epiphany (6 January), twelve contributors share something that
lies close to the heart of Christmas for them, bringing the theme to life through a mixture of personal story, Bible reading,
reflection and questions to ponder.

Author Biography:
Justin Welby is the Archbishop of Canterbury.Stephen Cottrell is the Archbishop of York.
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At the Heart of Christmas single copy
large print
Subtitle: 12 days of stories and meditations for Christmas
Author(s): Justin Welby and Stephen Cottrell
ISBN: 978 1 78140 244 3
Trim Size: 297 x 210mm
Format: Pamphlet
Extent: 32
Price: £1.50
Category: Personal Christian testimony & popular inspirational works,
Anglican & Episcopalian Churches, Church of England
Market: General/trade
Publication date: September 2021
Rights: World (Exclusive)

Key Selling Points:
• The Church of England’s official booklet for Christmas 2021.
• A deliberately simple and open theme to help churches engage with their communities whatever the prevailing
circumstances.
• Supported by a high-profile media campaign from the Church of England.

Description:
At the Heart of Christmas is the Church of England’s campaign for Advent and Christmas 2021.
Inspired by readings from the Gospels of Luke and John read at so many Christmas services, this booklet is an invitation
to everyone to explore the good news of God’s saving love as revealed in the birth of Jesus. It is also a challenge to each
of us to ponder in our hearts, as Mary did, what the extraordinary events of the first Christmas might mean for us now and
in the years ahead.
Starting on Christmas Eve and continuing daily until the Epiphany (6 January), twelve contributors share something that
lies close to the heart of Christmas for them, bringing the theme to life through a mixture of personal story, Bible reading,
reflection and questions to ponder.

Author Biography:
Justin Welby is the Archbishop of Canterbury.Stephen Cottrell is the Archbishop of York.
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At the Heart of Christmas pack of 10
Subtitle: 12 days of stories and meditations for Christmas
Author(s): Justin Welby and Stephen Cottrell
ISBN: 978 1 78140 242 9
Trim Size: 148 x 105mm
Format: Multiple copy pack
Price: £7.00
Category: Personal Christian testimony & popular inspirational works,
Anglican & Episcopalian Churches, Church of England
Market: General/trade
Publication date: September 2021
Rights: World (Exclusive)

Key Selling Points:
• The Church of England’s official booklet for Christmas 2021.
• A deliberately simple and open theme to help churches engage with their communities whatever the prevailing
circumstances.
• Supported by a high-profile media campaign from the Church of England.

Description:
At the Heart of Christmas is the Church of England’s campaign for Advent and Christmas 2021.
Inspired by readings from the Gospels of Luke and John read at so many Christmas services, this booklet is an invitation
to everyone to explore the good news of God’s saving love as revealed in the birth of Jesus. It is also a challenge to each
of us to ponder in our hearts, as Mary did, what the extraordinary events of the first Christmas might mean for us now and
in the years ahead.
Starting on Christmas Eve and continuing daily until the Epiphany (6 January), twelve contributors share something that
lies close to the heart of Christmas for them, bringing the theme to life through a mixture of personal story, Bible reading,
reflection and questions to ponder.

Author Biography:
Justin Welby is the Archbishop of Canterbury.Stephen Cottrell is the Archbishop of York.
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At the Heart of Christmas pack of 50
Subtitle: 12 days of stories and meditations for Christmas
Author(s): Justin Welby and Stephen Cottrell
ISBN: 978 1 78140 243 6
Trim Size: 148 x 105mm
Format: Paperback
Price: £30.00
Category: Personal Christian testimony & popular inspirational works,
Anglican & Episcopalian Churches, Church of England
Market: General/trade
Publication date: September 2021
Rights: World (Exclusive)

Key Selling Points:
• The Church of England’s official booklet for Christmas 2021.
• A deliberately simple and open theme to help churches engage with their communities whatever the prevailing
circumstances.
• Supported by a high-profile media campaign from the Church of England.

Description:
At the Heart of Christmas is the Church of England’s campaign for Advent and Christmas 2021.
Inspired by readings from the Gospels of Luke and John read at so many Christmas services, this booklet is an invitation
to everyone to explore the good news of God’s saving love as revealed in the birth of Jesus. It is also a challenge to each
of us to ponder in our hearts, as Mary did, what the extraordinary events of the first Christmas might mean for us now and
in the years ahead.
Starting on Christmas Eve and continuing daily until the Epiphany (6 January), twelve contributors share something that
lies close to the heart of Christmas for them, bringing the theme to life through a mixture of personal story, Bible reading,
reflection and questions to ponder.

Author Biography:
Justin Welby is the Archbishop of Canterbury.Stephen Cottrell is the Archbishop of York.
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Reflections for Lent 2022
Subtitle: 2 March - 16 April 2022
Author(s): Christopher Herbert, Philip North, Angela Tilby, Rachel
Treweek and Rowan Williams
ISBN: 978 1 78140 276 4
Trim Size: 198 x 126mm
Format: Paperback
Extent: 64
Price: £4.99
Category: Bible studies: for individual or small group study
Market: General/trade
Publication date: July 2021
Rights: World (Exclusive)

Key Selling Points:
• A complete devotional companion for each day of Lent and Holy Week with daily Bible reflections and an easy-to-follow
form of Morning and Evening Prayer.
• Superb spiritual writing and thoughtful commentary based on the Common Worship Lectionary readings for Lent.

Description:
Reflections for Lent is designed to enhance your spiritual journey through the forty days from Ash Wednesday to Holy
Saturday (2 March - 16 April 2022). Covering Monday to Saturday each week, it offers reflections on readings from the
Common Worship Lectionary, written by some of today's leading spiritual and theological writers.
Each day includes:
• Full lectionary details for Morning Prayer
• A reflection on one of the Bible readings
• A Collect for the day
This volume offers daily material for 2 March to 16 April 2022, taken from the Reflections for Daily Prayer 2021/22 annual
edition. It is ideal for individuals and groups seeking Lectionary-based reflections for use during Lent and Holy Week, or for
anyone wishing to try Reflections for Daily Prayer before committing to a year's worth of material. It also features a simple
form of morning and night prayer and a guide to Lent.
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Hit the Ground Kneeling
Subtitle: Seeing Leadership Differently
Author(s): Stephen Cottrell
ISBN: 978 1 78140 285 6
Trim Size: 198 x 129mm
Format: Paperback
Extent: 96
Price: £7.99
Category: Christian leaders & leadership, Personal Christian testimony
& popular inspirational works
Market: General/trade
Publication date: August 2021
Rights: World (Exclusive)

Description:
‘When someone hits the ground running, there is all the superficial attraction of movement and progress. But there is no
guarantee that they are going in the right direction.’
In Hit The Ground Kneeling, Stephen Cottrell takes common statements about leadership – statements that we often take
for granted – and challenges them in the light of the Christian faith and Christian perspectives on leadership.
Wherever you exercise leadership (at work, organizing a home, or doing something like coaching a local football team),
the author playfully suggests some models of leadership that can help you – whether or not you reckon you’re a Christian.

Author Biography:
Stephen Cottrell is the Archbishop of York.

Related Title(s):
Do Nothing to Change Your Life 2nd edition – 978 1 78140 205 4, Let It Slow – 978 1 78140 209 2 and Prayer – 978
1 78140 214 6
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Wedding Welcome Form (pack of 30)
ISBN: 978 0 7151 1195 6
Trim Size: 297 x 210mm
Format: Other printed item
Price: £4.99
Category: Anglican & Episcopalian Churches, Church of England,
Stationery items, Weddings, wedding planners, Christian worship, rites
& ceremonies
Market: General/trade
Publication date: August 2021
Rights: World (Exclusive)

Key Selling Points:
• Designed to help clergy plan weddings and provide pastoral care to couples marrying in their churches.
• Includes the changes to marriage registration introduced in May 2021.
• Wedding stationery is in high demand as churches face a backlog of wedding ceremonies due to covid.

Description:
Gathering legal and pastoral information from a marrying couple is an essential part of a wedding. The Wedding Welcome
Form helps ministers and church administrators record both essential legal information about marrying couples as well as
information helpful for pastoral care and ceremony-planning.
The form has been developed by the Church of England’s Life Events team and reflects the changes to marriage
registration introduced in May 2021. It is ideal for use alongside other Church of England stationery items such as the
Wedding Couple’s Information Pack.
Each pack of 30 forms is supplied in a resealable bag for ease of storage.

Related Title(s):
Wedding Couple's Information Pack (pack of 6) – 978 1 78140 054 8, Register of Marriage Services – 978 0 7151
1179 6, Wedding Celebration Keepsake Card (pack of 10) – 978 0 7151 1183 3 and Banns of Marriage Form (pack
of 30) – 978 0 7151 1191 8
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Banns of Marriage Form (pack of 30)
ISBN: 978 0 7151 1191 8
Trim Size: 210 x 297mm
Format: Other printed item
Price: £4.99
Category: Anglican & Episcopalian Churches, Church of England,
Stationery items, Weddings, wedding planners, Christian worship, rites
& ceremonies
Market: General/trade
Publication date: October 2021
Rights: World (Exclusive)

Key Selling Points:
• Designed to help clergy read the banns of couples who live in the parish but are marrying elsewhere.
• Includes the changes to marriage registration introduced in May 2021.
• Wedding stationery is in high demand as churches face a backlog of wedding ceremonies due to covid.

Description:
The Banns of Marriage Form is designed for ministers and church administrators to use with couples whose banns will be
read in the parish, but whose wedding will take place elsewhere.
It has been developed by the Church of England’s Life Events team to reflect changes to marriage registration introduced
in May 2021 and is ideal for use alongside other Church of England Life Events stationery items such as the Wedding
Banns Information Card.
Each pack of 30 forms is supplied in a resealable bag for ease of storage.

Related Title(s):
Wedding Couple's Information Pack (pack of 6) – 978 1 78140 054 8, Register of Marriage Services – 978 0 7151
1179 6, Wedding Celebration Keepsake Card (pack of 10) – 978 0 7151 1183 3 and Wedding Welcome Form (pack
of 30) – 978 0 7151 1195 6
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Innovating Church
Subtitle: Five Key Qualities for Pioneers
Author(s): Ed Olsworth-Peter, Jonny Baker, Mike Harison, Emma
Ineson, Beth Keith, George Lings and Ian Mobsby
ISBN: 978 1 78140 251 1
Trim Size: 210 x 148mm
Format: Paperback
Extent: 128
Price: £9.99
Category: Christian mission & evangelism, Christian leaders &
leadership
Market: General/trade
Publication date: October 2021
Rights: World (Exclusive)

Key Selling Points:
• Leading figures in pioneer ministry offer resources for shaping its future post-pandemic.
• A series of podcasts by the authors will accompany the book.
• The Church of England aims to have 6000 Pioneer ministers by 2027.

Description:
There are five practices which characterise pioneer ministry: listening, adapting, experimenting, co-creating and persisting.
They describe the outward work of ministry, but leaders also need reflective skills to be truly effective. Innovating Church
explore five inward qualities that underpin and provide a foundation for pioneering leadership:
• Discerning: how does God speak? Sensing the right thing, the right time and place;
• Self-sacrificing: what does it mean to be Christlike? Should we seek success?
• Playful: taking risks, being unsure of the direction of the journey;
• Hospitable: living out the principle of service;
• Resilient: learning from setbacks, growing in courage.
Practitioners from the UK and the US explore how this holistic mix of inward and outward skills can help church pioneers
thrive and become truly innovative.

Author Biography:
Ed Olsworth-Peter is National Adviser for Pioneer Ministry in the Church of England.Jonny Baker is Director of Mission at
the CMS Pioneer Mission Leadership Training programme.Mike Harison is Bishop Advocate for Pioneers.Emma Ineson is
Bishop of Penrith.Beth Keith is National Pioneer Panel Assessor.George Lings is Researcher for Church Army.Ian
Mobsby is Assistant Dean for Pioneering, Diocese of Southwark.

Related Title(s):
How to Pioneer – 978 1 78140 001 2 and How to Pioneer: A five-step guide to getting started (single copy) – 978 1
78140 126 2
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Crockford's Clerical Directory 2022-23
ISBN: 978 0 7151 1184 0
Trim Size: 240 x 156mm
Format: Paperback
Extent: 1216
Price: £58.00
Category: Christian institutions & organizations, Directories, Anglican &
Episcopalian Churches, Church of England
Market: General/trade
Publication date: December 2021
Rights: World (Exclusive)

Key Selling Points:
• Essential for all concerned with church administration - synod members, diocesan staff, clergy, charities and other
organisations that worth with the church.
• Now available in print as a paperback only; also available online via a subscription service.

Description:
This renowned reference directory, first published in 1858, is an essential resource for anyone who works with or is linked
to the Church of England, the Church of Ireland, the Church in Wales or the Episcopal Church of Scotland.
The 107th edition contains biographies and contact details for over 24,000 Anglican clergy - stipendiary and self-supporting
- and ordinands in Great Britain and Ireland.
Extensive supplementary information includes:
• Over 1000 new entries and over 10,000 updated entries since the previous edition;
• Over 20,000 email addresses;
• Details of English, Welsh and Irish benefices and churches and Scottish incumbencies;
• Entries for the presiding Bishops and Archbishops of the Anglican Communion;
• Full biographies for all retired clergy and a list of who have died since the last edition;
• A separate supplement of biographies of those recently ordained as deacon;
• Listings of Chaplains in schools, universities, colleges of higher and further education, the armed services, prisons,
theological colleges and courses, clergy attached to the Chapel Royal, the College of Chaplains, and other appointments.
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SCM Press

Ancestral Feeling
Subtitle: Postcolonial Thoughts on Western Christian Heritage
Author(s): Renie Chow Choy
ISBN: 978 0 334 06090 1
Trim Size: 216 x 135mm
Format: Paperback
Extent: 192
Price: £19.99
Category: Church history, History of religion
Market: General/trade
Publication date: November 2021
Rights: World (Exclusive)

Key Selling Points:
- A fresh and distinctive approach to questions around Christian heritage and postcolonialism
- Will be a vital resource for those studying on and designing courses around church history and doctrine which tend to
major on western voices.
- Combines thoughtful scholarship with grounded and entertaining case studies, taking seriously the reality of how church
history is encountered by ordinary people

Description:
Who owns Christian history? Whose ancestors are Augustine, Anselm and Aquinas?
"Ancestral Feeling" asks whether a Christian religious ancestry is compatible with postcolonial thinking. By revealing how
individuals from former colonies view their European religious ancestry and highlighting the religious experiences which
stem from this connection, the book demonstrates that postcolonial engagement with the narrative of Western
Christendom can in fact destabilize simplistic conceptions of time and space - undermining its imperializing tendencies and instead represent a constructive cultural force.
Refusing easy answers and glib responses, Renie Chow Choy argues both for the value of European Christian history in a
transnational age, and for the powerful potential of its deconstruction.

Author Biography:
Dr Renie Chow Choy is Tutor and Lecturer in Church History at St Mellitus College, London. She was born in Hong Kong
and grew up in Canada. She is the author of Intercessory Prayer and the Monastic Ideal in the Time of the Carolingian
Reforms
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Ecclesiology for a Digital Church
Subtitle: Theological Reflections on a New Normal
Editor(s): Heidi A. Campbell and John Dyer
ISBN: 978 0 334 06159 5
Trim Size: 216 x 135mm
Format: Paperback
Extent: 224
Price: £40.00
Category: Christian communities & monasticism
Market: Professional and scholarly
Publication date: January 2022
Rights: World (Exclusive)

Key Selling Points:
• Comes at a time when digital ways of being and doing church are the subject of intense scrutiny and discussion
• Heidi Campbell is one of the founding thinkers in the discipline of digital theology
• Chapters from some of the most important scholars in the field

Description:
What are the ecclesiological challenges and opportunities raised by technology? How have developments related to the
COVID-19 global health crisis impacted churches, forcing a swift move to mediated and online worship? And how will this
change the shape churches of theological and programmatic choices for years to come?
Drawing together a diverse group of theologians and media scholars, this volume considers the key theological question
churches and religious leaders need to engage with as they look towards long term strategies involving church life and
technology.

Author Biography:
Heidi A Campbell is Professor of Communication, affiliate faculty in Religious Studies and a Presidential Impact Fellow
at Texas A&M University. She teaches undergraduate and graduate course in digital media, religious studies, and
communications. A leading international expert on religious communities’ negotiation with technology and the Internet,
she is the author of 10 books, and over 100 journal articles and book chapters.
John Dyer is VP for Enrollment Services and Educational Technologies at Dallas Theological Seminary. He teaches
courses on systematic theology, communications, technology, and digital culture. He is the author of From the Garden to
the City (2011).
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Education, Inequality and Flourishing
Author(s): Mariama Ifode
ISBN: 978 0 334 06084 0
Trim Size: 216 x 135mm
Format: Paperback
Extent: 224
Price: £22.99
Category: Christian social thought & activity, Secondary schools
Market: General/trade
Publication date: January 2022
Rights: World (Exclusive)

Key Selling Points:
• The first serious attempt to reflect theologically on the multiple inequalities at the heart of the secondary education
system, an issue which has been at the centre of public conversation in recent years.
• Includes interviews from leading figures in the relevant sectors
• The author is an experienced thinker and speaker on the subject.

Description:
It is no surprise that Christians have long been involved in education – the quest for human flourishing and wholeness is at
the heart of the gospel, and education is critical to that quest. Good education has the power to transform our
relationships with ourselves, with each other, with and within communities and ultimately between nation states. But what
is surprising is our theological silence in the face of the deep injustices which lie at the heart of our education system.
In Education, Inequality and Flourishing, Mariama Ifode explores and exposes these inequalities, and calls for a greater
remembrance of the bountiful and daunting gift of stewardship we have as we educate young people. Drawing on
interviews, She offers a fresh vision of education as being about giving children the best tools to be stewards, of their
minds and bodies, our communities and ultimately our planet.

Author Biography:
Dr Mariama Ifode is a former headteacher and now a curate at St James’ Picadilly. A seasoned campaigner for justice in
the education system, she sits on the Editorial Board of Magnet, is a Fulbright Scholar, and also a mentor with Target
Oxbridge, a programme that supports BAME students to realise their full potential.
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English Grounds
Subtitle: A Pastoral Journal
Author(s): Andrew Rumsey
ISBN: 978 0 334 06114 4
Trim Size: 216 x 135mm
Format: Paperback
Extent: 172
Price: £19.99
Category: Christian social thought & activity, Personal Christian
testimony & popular inspirational works, Diaries, letters & journals
Market: General/trade
Publication date: November 2021
Rights: World (Exclusive)

Key Selling Points:
• A follow-up to his acclaimed book 'Parish: An Anglican Theology of Place'
• Stunning essays demonstrate the author's keen poetic eye for landscape, at the same time as asking deep and timely
questions about nationhood and the church.
• Localism and nationhood is well and truly back on the agenda – this book will speak directly into that new spirit of
engagement with place.

Description:
What is this place we call England? What does it mean to be English? What, indeed, does it mean to be the "Church of
England"? Developing the work advanced in his critically acclaimed previous book, Parish: an Anglican Theology of Place,
and drawing deeply on his experience of the Wiltshire landscape, English Grounds presents a series of personal essays
that explore deep questions around church, place, nature, heritage and Englishness. Written in vividly evocative and lyrical
style, these essays by Andrew Rumsey challenge us to think more deeply about the place of the Church in the
consciousness of the English, and the place of England in the consciousness of the Church.

Author Biography:
The Rt Reverend Dr Andrew Rumsey is Bishop of Ramsbury. His previous publications include Parish: An Anglican
Theology of Place (SCM Press, 2017) and Strangely Warmed (Continuum, 2010), endorsed by, among others, Ian Hislop
and Tom Wright. Andrew is a contributor to the Church Times, a regular speaker at the Greenbelt Festival and a former
trustee of Third Way magazine.

Review Quote(s):
"This is a marvellous book, lit by faith, love and imagination — and by the beauty of Andrew Rumsey's gorgeous writing. It
is a celebration of the landscape its author so fully inhabits — and a sequence of meditations on the complexities of
finding a communal identity in the 21st century. Deeply rooted in both physical and spiritual worlds, English Grounds
offers hope and inspiration to every reader." - Erica Wagner
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An Interweaving Ecclesiology
Subtitle: The Church, Mission and Young People
Author(s): Mark Scanlan
ISBN: 978 0 334 06076 5
Trim Size: 216 x 135mm
Format: Paperback
Extent: 256
Price: £19.99
Category: Christian ministry & pastoral activity, Christian theology
Market: College/higher education
Publication date: November 2021
Rights: World (Exclusive)

Key Selling Points:
- An important new contribution to ecclesiology
- Takes seriously the growing field of youth ministry studies, whilst ranging much more widely
- The author is a tutor at St Mellitus, the largest and fastest-growing theological college in the UK, and will be required
reading for c. 120 students per year at the college

Description:
What is church? What spaces does church occupy? Can ecclesial space exist beyond the boundaries of church? In An
Interweaving Ecclesiology Mark Scanlan offers a fresh vision of Christian community as constructed for and by participants
as potential ecclesial spaces combine to create an experience which we call “church”. Drawing in particular on research
into the dynamic between youth groups and the churches within which they operate, Scanlan brings us a distinct
approach to the church in mission that can nuance and develop the tired and sometimes flawed thinking around Fresh
Expressions and pioneer ministry. Combining deep ecclesiology with a practical approach, this book will be useful to
students and scholars of pioneer and youth ministry and those with a wider interest in how churches operate.

Author Biography:
Mark Scanlan is Tutor in Theology and Youth Ministry and Lead Undergraduate Tutor at St Mellitus College. He holds a
PhD in Theology from Durham University and an MA in Youth Ministry from Kings College London.
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Losing Ground
Subtitle: Reading Ruth in the Pacific
Author(s): Jione Havea
ISBN: 978 0 334 05983 7
Trim Size: 216 x 135mm
Format: Paperback
Extent: 224
Price: £25.00
Category: Biblical commentaries, Social impact of environmental
issues
Market: Professional and scholarly
Publication date: September 2021
Rights: World (Exclusive)

Key Selling Points:
- More than just a book about Ruth, this is an exploration of how the Old Testament can challenge, provoke, and call into
questions many of the assumptions of our own age.
- Draws together a scholarly unpacking of one of the most famous books of the OT and engagement with one of the key
issues of our age.
- The author draws not only on his scholarship but his deep knowledge of those communities which are at the frontline of
the changing climate.

Description:
The Ruth narrative opens with a climate crisis – a famine pushed a family to migrate – and addresses some of the critical
concerns for refugees: food, security, home, land, inheritance. Around those concerns, Losing Ground: Reading Ruth in
the Pacific offers a collection of bible studies from the Pacific that interweave the climate pandemic with the interests and
wisdoms of Pasifika natives.
Weaving Ruth's story together with the stories of those who, as Pacific islanders on the frontline of a climate catastrophe,
are forced to leave their homes because of rising sea levels, Pasifika bible scholar Jione Havea offers a powerful and
potent contribution which refuses to pretend scripture can be read separately from the every day realities of a climate
emergency.

Author Biography:
Jione Havea is a Methodist pastor from Tonga and research fellow with Trinity Methodist Theological College (Aotearoa /
New Zealand) and with the Public and Contextual Theology research centre of Charles Sturt University (Australia). He is
the author of numerous books, most recently Scripture and Resistance. Theology in the Age of Empire.
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Review Quote(s):
"In Losing Ground, Jione Havea actually gains ground in studies of Ruth, opening the book’s terrains to ongoing talanoa storytelling, conversation, and questions the narrator refuses to answer. Culturally grounded on disappearing ground, these
interpretive wonderings and wanderings discover the invisible people, the silenced stories, and the unspoken relations that
escape the text’s boundaries and fly free in a world fighting for its life. Havea and his conversation partners offer a
compelling model of how to “think with” the Bible about the most pressing issues of our day."
- Danna Nolan Fewell
"Prepare to be challenged as well as invigorated by reading the book of Ruth through the eyes of Pasifika Bible Studies
gatherings, as they break open the text from their unique contexts of colonization and ecological crisis and trauma!" Gale A. Yee
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Love Makes Things Happen
Subtitle: An Invitation to Christian Living
Editor(s): Jarred Mercer, Jennifer Strawbridge and Peter Groves
ISBN: 978 0 334 05993 6
Trim Size: 216 x 135mm
Format: Paperback
Extent: 160
Price: £14.99
Category: Christian life & practice
Market: General/trade
Publication date: January 2022
Rights: World (Exclusive)

Key Selling Points:
- A follow up to 'Love Makes No Sense', designed to introduce key elements of doctrine in an accessible and
thought-provoking way, and linke them to practice
- A firmly practical approach to thinking about the place of theology in daily living.
- With chapters on a wide scope of practices within the Christian life - sacramental, evangelistic and political

Description:
We can’t truly participate in prayer, or worship, or the sacraments, or the reading of Scripture, and so on, in a way that is
divorced from the doctrine of the Trinity, or the Incarnation, or the Resurrection: all the practices of the everyday Christian
life are lived expressions of the depths of Christian theology.
While God’s love ‘makes no sense’ it is nonetheless expressed through the lives of Christians who inhabit it. Following on
from its predecessor, Love Makes No Sense each chapter in this book deals with central issues of Christian practice, and
presents an introduction to Christian doctrine without losing focus of the lived Christian life. The book sets forth central
aspects of Christian living and practice that are the natural expression of those doctrines when they are understood
properly as a lived phenomenon.

Author Biography:
The Revd Dr Jarred Mercer was a visiting doctoral researcher at École Pratique des Hautes Études in Paris from
2012-2013. Jarred trained for ordination at St Stephen's House, Oxford. He is curate at St Mary Magdalen, Oxford.The
Revd Dr Jenn Strawbridge is Associate Professor of New Testament, Oxford and G.B. Caird Fellow in Theology at
Mansfield College.The Revd Dr Peter Groves is a Senior Research Fellow and College Lecturer in Early and Modern
Christian Doctrine
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The Meanings of Discipleship
Subtitle: Being Disciples Then and Now
Editor(s): Andrew Hayes and Stephen Cherry
ISBN: 978 0 334 06026 0
Trim Size: 234 x 156mm
Format: Paperback
Extent: 320
Price: £25.00
Category: Christian theology
Market: Professional and scholarly
Publication date: October 2021
Rights: World (Exclusive)

Key Selling Points:
• The first such collection to consider how the theological concept of ‘discipleship’ has been understood and used
• There is a growing interest in discipleship at a popular level, but the theme has been less interrogated at an academic
level.
• Brings together a stellar collection of contributors, including Paula Gooder, Andrew Davison and Ruth Valerio, on the
theme, with wide-ranging expertise and across a broad range of theological traditions.

Description:
Discipleship is a foundational concept of Christian life which has become a popular and ubiquitous description of belonging
and growth in early 21st ecclesiastical language. Discipleship courses and popular writings abound and the term is used
liberally in official church documents and strategies for growth and development, particular in a western context. But do we
risk eliding discipleship, and therefore what it means to be a Christian, with some relatively narrow theological and social
contexts?
With contributions from an array of leading thinkers, scholars and theologians, including Rachel Mann, Kirsteen Kim and
Anthony Reddie, this book argues that there is need for more clarity, precision and depth in defining what meaningfully
and constructively is construed as discipleship.
Beginning with an overview of how the concept of discipleship has been understood in history, the volume goes on to
consider some of the key figures who have shaped our understanding of the concept, and finally to reflect on what
discipleship might look like in contemporary society.

Author Biography:
Dr Andrew Hayes is Tutor in Historical Theology at Queens Foundation, Birmingham, and the author of Defining
Christianity: Justin against Marcion
The Revd Dr Stephen Cherry is the Dean of King's College Cambridge and an active writer and speaker on Christian
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spirituality and practical theology. He was previously a Residentiary Canon of Durham Cathedral and Director of Ministerial
Development and Parish Support for the diocese of Durham.
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Motherhood and Autism
Subtitle: An Embodied Theology of Motherhood and Disability
Author(s): Eilidh Campbell
ISBN: 978 0 334 06150 2
Trim Size: 216 x 135mm
Format: Paperback
Extent: 208
Price: £30.00
Category: Christian theology, Disability: social aspects
Market: Professional and scholarly
Publication date: October 2021
Rights: World (Exclusive)

Key Selling Points:
• A ground-breaking contribution to both feminist and disability theology
• The author draws on her own experience of mothering a child with autism, weaving her compelling account with a critique
of dominant models of practical and disability theology.
• The author’s refreshing and distinctive ‘messy’ approach to theology provides a model and a resource for future
theological work.

Description:
While autism is gaining increasing attention as an important subject of theological inquiry, the maternal experience of
caring for a child with autism has had less attention.
Traversing issues of gender, embodiment, disability and motherhood, this book explores the distinctness of mothering
within the context of autism, examining how theology currently responds to the challenges this lived experience presents.
Weaving together an honest reflection on her own experience with analysis of contemporary theological works on disability
and motherhood, the book reflects on mothering, and especially mothering of autistic children, as a unique site of struggle
and resistance.

Author Biography:
Dr Eilidh Campbell is a practitioner theologian. A post-doctoral researcher at the University of Glasgow, she is also
mental health support worker. She presents widely on her work, including at the Nordic School of theology and the BIAPT
and SST conferences in the UK
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Reconciling Theology
Subtitle: Conflict and Convergence in Theology and Church
Author(s): Paul Avis
ISBN: 978 0 334 06138 0
Trim Size: 216 x 135mm
Format: Paperback
Extent: 256
Price: £30.00
Category: Christian Churches & denominations
Market: Professional and scholarly
Publication date: January 2022
Rights: World (Exclusive)

Key Selling Points:
- The author is a leading thinker and experienced author on the church and ecumenism
- Relevant and timely
- Robustly scholarly, but written in the author’s usual engaging and dynamic style.

Description:
In "Conflict and Convergence in Theology and Church", leading thinker on Anglicanism and ecumenism Paul Avis focuses
on the perennial Christian issues of argument, debate, polemic and conflict, on the one hand, and dialogue, search for
common ground, working for agreement and harmony, on the other.
Exploring the tension and interaction between them in a range of contexts in modern theology and the Church, Avis offers
a rigorous but accessible vision of church which moves beyond the usual dichotomy of liberal or orthodox.

Author Biography:
Paul Avis is Honorary Professor in the Department of Theology and Religion, Durham University, UK, and also Honorary
Research Fellow in the Department of Theology and Religion, University of Exeter, UK. He has previously been General
Secretary of the Church of England’s Council for Christian Unity (1998–2011) and Theological Consultant to the Anglican
Communion Office (2011–12). He is a former Chaplain to HM Queen Elizabeth II (2008–17) and Canon Theologian of
Exeter Cathedral, Professor and the author or editor of more than 20 books.
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A Redemption Song
Subtitle: Illuminations on Black British Pastoral Theology and Culture
Author(s): Delroy Hall
ISBN: 978 0 334 06072 7
Trim Size: 216 x 135mm
Format: Paperback
Extent: 192
Price: £22.99
Category: Christian theology, Christian ministry & pastoral activity
Market: Professional and scholarly
Publication date: November 2021
Rights: World (Exclusive)

Key Selling Points:
• A landmark introduction to black pastoral theology in the UK context and beyond
• Interest in black theology and the practical implications of race for churches has increased dramatically as a result of the
attention being given to the BLM movement.
• The author has extensive practical and academic experience which he brings to bear on the topic.

Description:
This landmark text offers critical reflection and practical tool for pastors working and leading congregations where there is
a large percentage of African Caribbean worshippers and other marginalised communities.
Drawing from real-life pastoral examples, socio-political analysis and the theme of Eucharist as a means to human healing
and restoration, it outlines and explores what a black British pastoral theology might look like.

Author Biography:
Delroy Hall is a lecturer in counselling and psychotherapy at Leeds Beckett University, a counseller for the Black Health
Initiative, and a chaplain for Sheffield United Football Club. He was awarded his PhD in theology from Birmingham
University in 2013.
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Theologies and Practices of Inclusion
Subtitle: Insights From a Faith-based Relief, Development and
Advocacy Organization
Editor(s): Nina Kurlberg and Madleina Daenhadrt
ISBN: 978 0 334 06057 4
Trim Size: 216 x 135mm
Format: Paperback
Extent: 256
Price: £35.00
Category: Christian theology, Religious ethics
Market: Professional and scholarly
Publication date: September 2021
Rights: World (Exclusive)

Key Selling Points:
- Draws on the wisdom of practitioners, along with the scholarly insight of academics to address the question of inclusion
in development organisations.
- Includes perspectives from across the globe, including Rwanda, Bolivia and the DRC.
- Published in association with the leading Christian relief agency Tearfund
- With a foreword by Ruth Valerio and an afterword by Elaine Storkey.

Description:
Inclusion has recently become a high priority issue within the development sector, brought to the fore by the 2030 Agenda
for Sustainable Development's commitment to leave no one behind. Practices within the remit of inclusion often focus on
increasing access and meaningful participation, with emphasis placed on bringing those at the margins to the centre.
Theologies and Practices of Inclusion challenges such centre-focused practices from a global perspective, based on
research conducted within the Christian relief, development and advocacy organisation Tearfund and beyond.
Offering inspiration for practitioners within the sector and faith-based organisations in particular, as well as an academic
contribution to the fields of international development studies and theology, the book aims to bridge theology and practice
in an accessible way.
Consisting of 13 chapters and case studies, this book draws on the wisdom of a diverse team of contributors at the
forefront of international development, working in a variety of contexts. These include South Africa, Malaysia, Sri Lanka,
Ethiopia, Nigeria, Kenya, Rwanda, Ecuador, Panama, Bolivia, the Philippines, Iraq, Egypt and the UK. Highlighting
‘journey’, ‘change’ and ‘belonging’ as three key aspects of inclusion, the book explores the outworking of theologies of
inclusion within organisational practice.
With a foreword by Ruth Valerio, and an afterword by Catriona Dejean.
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Nina Kurlberg is a Theology Development Officer at Tearfund, with a responsibility for developing their theology on
diversity and inclusion, and a Senior Tutor at the University of Edinburgh.
Madleina Daehnhardt is a Social Scientist with a PhD in Development Studies, Panel Tutor in International Development
at the University of Cambridge and Impact and Research Advisor for Tearfund.

Review Quote(s):
As a work of Practical Theology employing an interdisciplinary approach, Nina and Madleina have assembled in this
volume scholars and practitioners who understands inclusion, diversity, equality and justice. The multiplicity of their voices
and perspectives on the subject is much needed in this pandemic context in helping the global Church to be prophetic in
speaking out and advocating for the marginalised, but also in reflecting God’s multi-ethnic kingdom on earth through race,
ethnicity, class, gender, age and disability. This is indeed a radical transformative inclusion. - Rev Dr Israel Olofinjana
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Catholic Truth Society

CTS Divine Worship Daily
Office
By Ordinariates Established by Anglicanorum
Coetibus
ISBN: 978-1-78469-609-2
Code: RM33
RRP: £45.00
2030 Pages
125 x 170 mm
Binding: Leatherette
Publication Date: September 2021

Divine Worship: Daily Office (Commonwealth Edition)
contains Morning and Evening Prayer from the Anglican
prayer book tradition, now approved for use in the
Catholic Church through the Personal Ordinariates.
This edition contains the complete Lessons for Morning
and Evening Prayer (RSV Second Catholic Edition),
following the 1961 Lectionary where Isaiah is read in
Advent, Genesis from Septuagesima and Lamentations
in Holy Week.
Together with optional office hymns, antiphons, and
other texts, the ‘bookends’ of Matins and Evensong are
also enriched by the provision of the Lesser Hours of
Prime, Terce, Sext, None, and Compline.
It is beautifully produced in leatherette, with rounded
corners, gilt edges, and multiple ribbons for ease of use.
Includes:
• Proper of Seasons
• Proper of Saints and Holydays
• Commons
• Morning and Evening Prayer
• Prime / Terce / Sext / None / Compline
• Psalter
• Lectionary
• Appendices
2030 pp
6 satin ribbons
Red/Gold gilding

Related titles
• D762 Divine Worship - Occasional Services
• RM19 Divine Worship
• RM26 Divine Worship
• RM30 The CTS Divine Worship Sunday Missal

How To Order
Trade Customers Please order from our distributors,
Norwich Books and Music: Call +44(0)1603 785925
Email: orders@norwichbooksandmusic.co.uk

Parishes, Schools, etc. Please order directly from the CTS:
Visit www.ctsbooks.org • Call +44 (0) 20 7640 0042
Email: orders@ctsbooks.org

Distribution: Worldwide

CTS Sunday Missal 2022
By Catholic Truth Society
ISBN: 978-1-78469-657-3
Code: RM38
RRP: £7.95
630 Pages
125 x 170 mm
Publication Date: July 2021

The beautifully designed paperback Sunday Missal an
ideal companion for the liturgical year, with
• major feasts and seasons
• introduced with the words of Pope Francis.
• Masses and readings for all Sundays & Solemnities
(UK & Ireland) are presented in calendar order.
• Music for the Mass is included.

It also contains the texts for the music during Mass,
making it an essential companion for Catholics.

• This volume runs from the First Sunday of Advent 2021
to Christ the King 2022.

Latin text side-by-side with the English, it is beautifully
designed for every-church goer.

Points of Interest
• Everything you need for Sunday Mass in one handy
book, including readings, Order of Mass, prayers to say
before Mass and after Communion, and more.
• Ideal for parishes to provide the Word of God and Mass
texts for the congregation.
• The words of the Mass are included in Latin and English
in facing columns.
• Includes all Sundays, Feasts, and Solemnities for the
Liturgical year 2021-22.
• Music for the Mass is included

How To Order
Trade Customers Please order from our distributors,
Norwich Books and Music: Call +44(0)1603 785925
Email: orders@norwichbooksandmusic.co.uk

Parishes, Schools, etc. Please order directly from the CTS:
Visit www.ctsbooks.org • Call +44 (0) 20 7640 0042
Email: orders@ctsbooks.org

Distribution: Worldwide

Sycamore: The Catholic
Faith Explained
By Fr Stephen Wang
ISBN: 978-1-78469-616-0
Code: DO944
RRP: £14.95
312 Pages
138 x 216 mm
Publication Date: September 2021

Everything you wanted to know about the Christian faith
and its relevance for life today.
Twenty short chapters that explain the central beliefs
and practices of Catholic Christianity – for those who are
exploring the faith for the first time, and for those who
want to deepen the faith they already have.
SYCAMORE looks into the search for happiness, the
existence of God, the death and Resurrection of Jesus,
the Holy Spirit and the Church, the Bible, the gift of faith,
and the power of prayer. Other topics include the
meaning of love, the seven sacraments, the moral and
social teaching of the Church, the Christian vocations,
the Virgin Mary and the saints, life after death, and the
hope of heaven.
• Written in a conversational style
• With stories and examples to bring the ideas alive
• Includes questions for reflection
• Specially selected passages from the Bible
• Over a hundred beautiful illustrations.

Related titles

This book can be read on its own or used by those who
are following a SYCAMORE course in their parish or
community.

• DO763 What is the Catholic Church?
• DO774 Way of Life for Young Catholics
• PA13 How to Discover your Vocation
• PA16 Being a Parent Today
• DO884 The New Evangelisation
• DO904 The Christian Faith: A Mini
Catechism for Catholics

About the Author
Fr Stephen Wang is a Catholic priest in the
Diocese of Westminster. He has worked in
parishes, schools and university chaplaincies
across London, and lectured in philosophy and
theology. He has written a number of books
including Aquinas and Sartre, A Way of Life for
Young People, How to Discover your Vocation,
The New Evangelisation and The Christian
Faith. He is currently Rector of the Venerable
English College in Rome.

How To Order
Trade Customers Please order from our distributors,
Norwich Books and Music: Call +44(0)1603 785925
Email: orders@norwichbooksandmusic.co.uk

Parishes, Schools, etc. Please order directly from the CTS:
Visit www.ctsbooks.org • Call +44 (0) 20 7640 0042
Email: orders@ctsbooks.org

Distribution: Worldwide

Harper Collins

William Collins

Learning to Pray
A Guide for Everyone

James Martin
‘A brilliant introduction to prayer’ Richard Rohr, Author of
Everything Belongs
One of America’s most beloved spiritual leaders and the New York Times bestselling author
of The Jesuit Guide to (Almost) Everything and Jesus: A Pilgrimage teaches anyone to
converse with God in this comprehensive guide to prayer.

978-0-00-844708-3
400pp

3 Feb 2022
£ 9.99

B 198x129, Paperback
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Christian religion
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REV. JAMES MARTIN, SJ, is a Jesuit priest,
editor at large of America magazine,
consultor to the Vatican's Secretariat for
Communication, and author of numerous
books, including the New York
Times bestsellers Jesus: A Pilgrimage, The
Jesuit Guide to (Almost) Everything and My
Life with the Saints, which Publishers Weekly
named one of the best books of 2006. Father
Martin is a frequent commentator in the
national and international media, having
appeared on all the major networks, and in
such diverse outlets as The Colbert Report,
NPR's Fresh Air, the New York Times and
The Wall Street Journal. Before entering the
Jesuits in 1988 he graduated from the
Wharton School of Business.

‘What do we need to learn? That prayer changes us–and so changes the world we live in; that God is
always there before us; that it's God's action that makes the difference. Practical, comprehensive, and
above all God-centered, this book is a deeply valuable companion for growing in faith.’ Rowan
Williams, former Archbishop of Canterbury
In The Jesuit Guide to (Almost) Everything, Father James Martin included a chapter on
communicating with God. Now, he expands those thoughts in this profound and practical
handbook. Learning to Pray explains what prayer is, what to expect from praying, how to do it, and
how it can transform us when we make it a regular practice in our lives.
A trusted guide walking beside us as we navigate our unique spiritual paths, Martin lays out the
different styles and traditions of prayer throughout Christian history and invites us to experiment and
discover which works best to feed our soul and build intimacy with our Creator. Father Martin makes
clear there is not one secret formula for praying. But like any relationship, each person can discover
the best style for building an intimate relationship with God, regardless of religion or denomination.
Prayer, he teaches us, is open and accessible to anyone willing to open their heart.
‘Prayer, Martin says, is building a relationship with God in the way other relationships are built:
through conversing, listening, and spending time with one another. . . . With Martin's guidance,
interested readers may see prayer as both the most natural yet transcendent thing in the world.’
Booklist
‘Personal, insightful, honest, practical, expansive, enriching, freeing, hopeful—these words only begin
to describe this excellent book about prayer. Learning to Pray deserves to be in the hands and heart
of anyone intent on engaging with the unfolding path of prayer.’Joyce Rupp, author of Anchors for
the Soul
‘The life of prayer is essential for the believer. And yet so many people feel frightened by prayer. Fear
not! James Martin has written a brilliant introduction to prayer, which will help you encounter the
Living God, who wants to encounter you! Richard Rohr, author of Everything Belongs

HarperCollins Publishers, Westerhill Road, Glasgow G64 2QT. Tel +44 (0) 141 306 3100
and The News Building, 1 London Bridge Street, London, SE1 9GF. Tel +44 (0) 20 8741 7070
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Competition
How to pray: A simple guide for normal
people; How to pray; Powerful Prayers in the
War Room; Secrets of a prayer warrior;
Prayer; Falling Upward; Prayer. Pete Greig;
C.S Lewis; Daniel B Lancaster; Derek
Prince; Timothy Keller, Richard Rohl;
Richard Foster
Editorial
Carlos Darby

William Collins

The Power of Ritual
Turning Everyday Activities into Soulful Practices

Casper Ter Kuile
FOREWORD BY DR. DACHER KELTNER: The director of the Berkeley Social
Interaction Lab and author of The Power Paradox is providing a foreword to
ter Kuile’s debut book.
Ter Kuile’s network is diverse and wide-reaching, including bestselling
authors like Brené Brown and Seth Godin, progressive spiritual leaders
including James Martin SJ and Nadia Bolz-Weber, and tech company CEOs
like Ben Silbermann of Pinterest.

9 Dec 2021
£ 9.99

B 198x129, Paperback
Rights
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‘The rare book that really might change your life. It has certainly changed mine.’ – John
Green, Author of The Fault in Our Stars

HC-K
Social and cultural studies
General

CASPER TER KUILE is the co-host of the
award-winning #1 podcast Harry Potter and
the Sacred Text, a Ministry Innovation Fellow
at Harvard Divinity School, co-founder of
think tank How We Gather, and former
Executive Director of the On Being Impact
Lab. His work has been featured in the New
York Times, Boston Globe, PBS, Vice, The
Atlantic, Washington Post, and more as a
leading voice on the future of religion in
America. He has presented his research to
religious leaders and Silicon Valley CEOs
alike at Aspen Ideas Festival, Institute for the
Future, AAR/SBL, and more. Visit him at
caspertk.com
Editorial

Ter Kuile has been featured in numerous outlets for his research and podcast,
including the New York Times, NPR, The Atlantic, Vice, Boston Globe, The
Week, The Economist, Wall Street Journal, and Fast Company.

Carlos Darby

Casper ter Kuile, a Harvard Divinity School fellow and cohost of the popular Harry Potter and the
Sacred Text podcast, explores how we can nourish our souls by transforming common, everyday
practices―yoga, reading, walking the dog―into sacred rituals that can heal our crisis of social
isolation and struggle to find purpose.
“After half a decade of research and hundreds of conversations with people around the country, I am
convinced we are in the midst of a paradigm shift. That what used to hold us in community no longer
works, and that the spiritual offerings of yesteryear no longer help us thrive.”
–Casper ter Kuile
What do Soul Cycle, gratitude journals, and tech breaks have in common? For ter Kuile they offer
rituals that create the foundation for our modern spiritual lives.
We are in crisis today. Our modern technological society has left too many of us―no matter our
ages―feeling isolated and bereft of purpose. Previous frameworks for building community and finding
meaning no longer support us. Yet ter Kuile reveals a hopeful new message: we might not be
religious, but that doesn’t mean we are any less spiritual.
Instead, we are in the midst of a paradigm shift in which we seek belonging and meaning in secular
practices. Today, we find connection in:
· CrossFit and SoulCycle, which offer a sense of belonging rooted in accountability and support
much like church groups
· Harry Potter and other beloved books that offer universal lessons
· Gratitude journals, which have replaced traditional prayer
· Tech breaks, which provide mindful moments of calm
In The Power of Ritual, ter Kuile invites us to deepen these ordinary practices as intentional rituals
that nurture connection and wellbeing. With wisdom and endearing wit, ter Kuile’s call for ritual is
ultimately a call to heal our loss of connection to ourselves, to others, and to our spiritual identities.
The Power of Ritual reminds us that what we already do every day matters―and has the potential to
become a powerful experience of reflection, sanctuary, and meaning.
‘The Power of Ritual is essential reading for anyone interested in how to find meaning in our strange,
new world. Bursting with wisdom and compassion, this is the rare book that really might change your
life. It has certainly changed mine.’ – John Green, Author of The Fault in Our Stars
‘Casper ter Kuile continues to have his pulse on this generation's search for meaning. Building on the
incredible work of How We Gather, The Power of Ritual offers a radical proposition: we decide what's
sacred.’
- Priya Parker, author of The Art of Gathering
‘Casper ter Kuile's book is genuinely wise and utterly useful: it offers you the opportunity to remake
your life in small but vital ways that will leave you happier, calmer, and more able to do the work that
must be done on this planet. A classic the day it is published!’ – Bill McKibben, author of Radio Free
Vermont
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William Collins

The Shed That Fed a Million
Children
The Mary’s Meals Story

Magnus MacFarlane-Barrow
• Magnus MacFarlane-Barrow, formerly a salmon farmer in the Scottish Highlands, is the
founder and CEO of Mary’s Meals.

30 Sep 2021
£ 8.99

• Magnus’ vision to eliminate child hunger has led to him being invited to a private audience
with Pope Francis and lunch at Buckingham palace with the Queen and Duke of Edinburgh.

B 198x129, Paperback
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Mary’s Meals is born from acts of love. If you put all those many acts of sacrifice together it
creates a beautiful thing.

HCUES
Biography and autobiography
General

Magnus lives in Scotland and is the founder
and CEO of Mary’s Meals, a charity which,
every school day, feeds nearly 1 million
chronically hungry children in some of the
world’s poorest countries. Magnus was
named one of 2010’s Top Ten Heroes by
CNN and he received an OBE in the 2011
New Years Honours list.
Author home

Scotland
Carlos Darby

Editorial

REISSUE

Mary’s Meals tells the inspirational and compelling story of how a cripplingly shy fish farmer from
Argyll, Scotland, became the international CEO of a global charity that now feeds over 800,000
children a day.
In 1992, Magnus MacFarlane-Barrow was enjoying a pint with his brother when he got an idea that
would change his life – and radically change the lives of others. After watching a news bulletin about
war-torn Bosnia, the two brothers agreed to take a week’s hiatus from work to help.
What neither of them expected is that what began as a one-time road trip in a beaten-up Landrover
rapidly grew to become Magnus’s life’s work – leading him to leave his job, sell his house and direct
all his efforts to feeding thousands of the world’s poorest children.
Magnus retells how a series of miraculous circumstances and an overwhelming display of love from
those around him led to the creation of Mary’s Meals; an organisation that now holds the key to
eradicating child hunger altogether. This humble, heart-warming yet powerful story has never been
more relevant in our society of plenty and privilege. It will open your eyes to the extraordinary impact
that one person can make.
“One simple decision, and thousands of starving children have been fed. That’s what Magnus did.”–
Gerard Butler
“Through the grace and love provided by Mary’s Meals, there is hope, there is a future, there is life.” –
Celine Dion

HarperCollins Publishers, Westerhill Road, Glasgow G64 2QT. Tel +44 (0) 141 306 3100
and The News Building, 1 London Bridge Street, London, SE1 9GF. Tel +44 (0) 20 8741 7070
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978-0-00-757831-3
320pp

• Magus is the recipient of numerous awards; he has been named one of CNN’s ‘Top Ten
Heroes’ in 2010, Scotland Entrepreneur of the Year in 2011 and was most recently awarded an
OBE in the 2011 New Years Honours list.

William Collins

Holy Bible: English Standard
Version (ESV) Encounter Bible

19 Aug 2021
£ 16.99

216x140, Hardback
Rights
Subject
Readership

HC-K
Christian religion
General

First published in 2001, The ESV Bible
carries forward the trusted legacy of the Bible
in English – the legacy established first in the
Tyndale New Testament (1526) and the KJV
Bible (1611). With this legacy as the
foundation, the ESV reflects the beauty and
majesty of the original languages, first
captured centuries ago by these early Bible
translations.But the ESV also provides the
most recent evangelical Christian Bible
scholarship and enduring readability for
today. The ESV translation process itself was
based on the trusted principles of essentially
literal translation – combining word-for-word
accuracy with readability and literary
excellence.
Forward by Dan Watson, Youth and Young
Editorial

* Forward by Dan Watson, Youth and Young Adults pastor of Hillsong Church UK, one of the
biggest churches in the UK.
* Article on positively shaping society through reading the bible.
* Contemporary and durable cover for a visual generation.
* Ideal gift for Christmas, Easter and Baptisms.
* The English Standard Version is the world’s fastest-growing Bible translation.
* Respected by scholars as the most accurate Bible on the market, faithful to the original
languages.
* Particularly suitable for Evangelical Christians, and all who have a Bible-centred Christian
faith.
* Targeting Youth Leaders and the groups they lead.
* Wide margins enable users to more easily align their notes with specific verses.
* A keepsake to look back through
* Double Column

The Encounter Youth and Young Adults Bible is a modern and engaging edition of the
anglicised ESV bible. This brand-new edition is perfect for all ages and is designed for
readers who want to encounter an active and loving God, and to find answers for the
challenges and questions we face in this ever-changing world.
Less than an inch thick, but still containing a concordance and the complete text of the ESV Bible in a
highly readable font size. This edition comes complete with anglicised text and its many helpful
features include:
• British English Text
• 8-point type
• Double-column format with black letter text
• 30-page Concordance
• Foreward and article by Dan Watson
Dan Watson is the Youth Pastor at Hillsong UK and oversees their youth ministry and outreach. Dan
has written a foreward and article around encountering God through reading the bible and how by
doing so, you will be positively shaping society.
The English Standard Version is a great choice for personal reading and study, for private devotions
and family prayers, and for teaching, preaching, and worship. An ‘essentially literal’ translation, the
ESV Bible combines word-for-word accuracy with readability, literary excellence, and depth of
meaning. More than 100 of the world’s leading Bible scholars and teachers were involved in creating
the ESV Bible.

Carlos Darby
‘This is a fine, fresh and faithful translation, combining both elegance and accuracy to bring us a
version of the bible that is anything but standard. The ESV brings us a text that is both readable yet
scholarly. It is quite simply the best version we have today – clear, simple and illuminating‘
MARTYN PERCY, Principal of Ripon College Cuddesdon
At last a translation that majors on accuracy, combined with a modern, fluent style. I am confident that
in time the ESV will become the standard translation for the English speaking
world.’
THE RT. REV. WALLACE BENN, Bishop of Lewes, England
‘Meticulous care and passionate research make the ESV a crisp, accurate, and valuable translation.’
MAX LUCADO, Minister, Oak Hills Church of Christ
‘The ESV satisfies the preaching memorizing, studying and reading needs of our church, from
children to adults.’
JOHN PIPER, Pastor for Preaching and Vision, Bethlehem Baptist Church, Minneapolis, Minnesota
HarperCollins Publishers, Westerhill Road, Glasgow G64 2QT. Tel +44 (0) 141 306 3100
and The News Building, 1 London Bridge Street, London, SE1 9GF. Tel +44 (0) 20 8741 7070
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Collins Anglicised ESV Bibles, Foreword
by Dan Watson

William Collins

Holy Bible English Standard
Version (ESV) Fuel Bible

19 Aug 2021
£ 16.99

216x140, Hardback
Rights
Subject
Readership

HC-K
Bibles
General

First published in 2001, The ESV Bible
carries forward the trusted legacy of the Bible
in English – the legacy established first in the
Tyndale New Testament (1526) and the KJV
Bible (1611). With this legacy as the
foundation, the ESV reflects the beauty and
majesty of the original languages, first
captured centuries ago by these early Bible
translations.But the ESV also provides the
most recent evangelical Christian Bible
scholarship and enduring readability for
today. The ESV translation process itself was
based on the trusted principles of essentially
literal translation – combining word-for-word
accuracy with readability and literary
excellence.
Editorial

Carlos Darby

* Contemporary and durable cover for a visual generation.
* Ideal gift for Christmas, Easter, Baptisms and school leavers.
* The English Standard Version is the world’s fastest-growing Bible translation.
* Respected by scholars as the most accurate Bible on the market, faithful to the original
languages.
* Particularly suitable for Evangelical Christians, and all who have a Bible-centred Christian
faith.
* Targeting Youth Leaders and the groups they lead.
* Wide margins enable users to more easily align their notes with specific verses.
* A keepsake to look back through
* Double Column

A vibrant and contemporary youth (12+) edition of the English Standard Version of the Bible,
the world’s fastest-growing Bible translation.
An easy-to-read Bible translation, containing a 40 page colour section at the back with timelines,
dictionary of Bible terms, maps, concordance and the complete text of the ESV Bible in a highly
readable font size and only one inch thick. This youth edition is ideal for church, school and personal
use.
Helpful features included:
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·

Old Testament and New Testament colour timelines
Dictionary of Bible terms
God’s Word for me when and about…
2 Reading Plans
Simplified maps
British English text
Double-column format with black letter text
30-page Concordance
Gilt page edges
One inch thick

The English Standard Version is a great choice for personal reading and study, for private devotions
and family prayers, and for teaching, preaching, and worship. An ‘essentially literal’ translation, the
ESV Bible combines word-for-word accuracy with readability, literary excellence, and depth of
meaning. More than 100 of the world’s leading Bible scholars and teachers were involved in creating
the ESV Bible
‘This is a fine, fresh and faithful translation, combining both elegance and accuracy to bring us a
version of the bible that is anything but standard. The ESV brings us a text that is both readable yet
scholarly. It is quite simply the best version we have today – clear, simple and illuminating’
Martyn Percy, Principal of Ripon College Cuddesdon
‘At last a translation that majors on accuracy, combined with a modern, fluent style. I am confident
that in time the ESV will become the standard translation for the English speaking
world.’ The RT. REV. Wallace Benn, Bishop of Lewes, England
‘Meticulous care and passionate research make the ESV a crisp, accurate, and valuable translation.’
Max Lucado, Minister, Oak Hills Church of Christ
‘At every level of congregational and individual Christian life, an accurate, consistent, and readable
Bible translation is essential. The ESV is all those things’
- William Taylor, St Helen’s Bishopsgate
‘Dependability. That’s the first word that comes to mind when I think of the ESV. Reassuring. That’s
the first word that comes to my mind when I think of the new Anglicised version! Confidence. That’s
what every Christian can have when they use this version.’
- Steve Timmis, Acts 29
‘The ESV is a dream come true for me. The rightful heir to a great line of historic translations, it

Updated 24 Aug 2020, printed 1 Jul 2021
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Collins Anglicised ESV Bibles

William Collins

God’s Little Book of Life

978-0-00-850032-0
304pp

Words of joy, peace and hope to live by

Richard Daly
• Attractively designed, pocket-sized book with inspiring religious thoughts
• An excellent companion Richard Daly’s A Little Book of Bible Promises
• Journal pages at the end of each theme of Peace, Joy and Hope makes this an interactive
book and allows readers to reflect on the thoughts and Bible verses

19 Aug 2021
£ 12.99

152x127mm, Paperback
Rights
Subject
Readership

HCUETSF
not-US
World religion
General

A pocket-sized book filled with inspirational religious thoughts on the theme of peace,
joy and hope.
There are some days in our lives that we never want to forget – they’re full of good memories,
happiness and laughter. But there are also days that we struggle to remember, and a few that we
wish didn’t happen at all. Yet it is God’s desire that we live life abundantly, but how can we do this? In
God’s Little Book of Life, words of uplifting encouragement are always at hand to bring renewed
inspiration and vigour to our daily lives. Filled with comforting Bible verses, spiritual thoughts and
reflective journal pages, open this little book and you’ll find ways that will enable you to experience a
life worth living.
“The future is today. Live for today, enjoy today – it comes but only once.”

Richard Daly is a church pastor and author of
several books, including A Little Book of Bible
Promises. He lives with his wife and family in
Gloucester.

Editorial

Gloucester
Caitlin Doyle

HarperCollins Publishers, Westerhill Road, Glasgow G64 2QT. Tel +44 (0) 141 306 3100
and The News Building, 1 London Bridge Street, London, SE1 9GF. Tel +44 (0) 20 8741 7070
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Through a Glass Darkly
Journeys through Science, Faith and Doubt – A
Memoir
Alister McGrath
Keynote
A memoir mapping the journey from atheism to faith, and how both connect with scientific
discovery.

Description
Publication date
Price
EAN\ISBN-13
BIC 2.1

Thursday,
September 02,
2021
£9.99
9781529327625
Christianity (HRC)

Binding
Paperback
Form at
B Format
Ex tent
240 pages
W ord Count
Ex clusively for Sale UK; World (ex USA ,
Can)
Not for Sale
Can; USA
Book locale
Author living in

N/A
UK

Previous Titles
A Theory of Everything (That Matters)
C. S. Lewis: A Life
In the Beginning
Inventing the Universe
The Great Mystery
Deep Magic, Dragons and Talk ing Mice
Knowing Christ
The Re-Enchantm ent of Nature
The Journey
NIV Bible Com m entary
The NIV Bible Com panion
1st Serial
2nd Serial
Audio
Dram atisation and
docum entary
Electronic
Film and TV
Large print
Podcast
Translation
Undram atised
(straight) reading
US

In what he anticipates will be his final book, respected scientist and theologian Professor
Alister McGrath shares the story of a life spent in pursuit of truth: first through the
discipline of science, then in tandem with the C hristian faith he found as a young man.
In Through a Glass Darkly Professor McGrath shares at length and for the first time how
exactly he moved from atheism to faith while studying natural sciences at Oxford
University, and how each discipline has informed the other throughout his life. This is a
rich, inspiring read from one of today's greatest public theologians.

Sales Points
A respected thinker, scientist and theologian on how to make sense of our own lives
Alister's books with Hodder have sold close to 150,000 copies
Solid appeal to our core market and potential to break through onto the high street

Author Biography
Alister McGrath is the Andreas Idreos Professor of Science and Religion at Oxford
University, and Fellow of Harris Manchester C ollege, Oxford. After initial academic work in
the natural sciences, Alister turned to the study of theology and intellectual history, while
occasionally becoming engaged in broader cultural debates about the rationality and
relevance of the C hristian faith. He is the author of many academic and theological works,
as well as the bestselling The Dawkins Delusion and, most recently, his acclaimed C. S.
Lewis - A Life.

Market
For readers of Justin Welby, Rowan Williams and Richard Holloway
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Journey into Light
The Challenge and Enchantment of Catholic
Christianity
Roderick Strange
Keynote
An introduction to C atholic C hristianity

Description
'This journey, of course, is not without its challenges . . . And yet facing those challenges
also lends enchantment to the journey.'
Publication date
Price
EAN\ISBN-13
BIC 2.1

Sunday,
September 19,
2021
£16.99
9781529380002
Roman
Catholicism,
Roman Catholic
Church (HRCC7)
Christian liturgy,
prayerbooks &
hymnals (HRCL)
Christian life &
practice (HRCV)
Christian Churches
& denominations
(HRCC)

Binding
Hardback
Form at
Demy
Ex tent
240 pages
W ord Count
Ex clusively for Sale UK; World (ex USA ,
Can)
Not for Sale
Can; USA
Book locale
Author born in
Author living in

Join Professor Roderick Strange as he presents the core doctrine of the C atholic faith in a
warm and accessible way. Using the liturgical calendar as a roadmap for the journey,
Roderick invites us to follow Jesus of Nazareth from Advent through the C hurch's festivals
to Pentecost.
Through meditative reflection and powerful personal anecdotes, Journey into Light is the
perfect introduction for those new to the C atholic faith.

Author Biography
The Right Reverend Monsignor Roderick Strange was born in 1945 and ordained
priest in 1969 following preparation at the Venerable English C ollege, Rome. From 1970
he was working on C ardinal Newman's understanding of C hrist at Oriel C ollege, Oxford,
and completed his doctorate in 1974. It was published as Newman and the Gospel of
Christ (Oxford, 1981). Since then he has written and lectured on Newman extensively and
has worked as an adviser to the BBC , most notably during the papal visit to the UK in
2010 when Newman was beatified. He continues to write regularly for The Times and to
lecture and direct retreats around the world. Since 2015, he has held the post of Professor
of Theology at St Mary's University, Twickenham, the only faith-based university within
the London area.

NA
UK
Twickenham, UK

Previous Titles
NEW MAN: The Heart of Holiness
1st Serial
2nd Serial
Audio
Dram atisation and
docum entary
Electronic
Film and TV
Large print
Podcast
Translation
Undram atised
(straight) reading
US
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Morality
Restoring the Common Good in Divided Times
Jonathan Sacks
Keynote
Internationally acclaimed thought-leader Jonathan Sacks demonstrates how we can build
a strong collective morality for the modern era.

Description

Publication date
Price
EAN\ISBN-13
BIC 2.1

Binding
Form at
Ex tent
W ord Count
Ex clusively for Sale
Not for Sale
UNITED STATES
Publisher

Thursday,
September 23,
2021
£10.99
9781473617339
Philosophy (HP)
Ethics & moral
philosophy (HPQ)
Religion & politics
(HRA M2)
Paperback
B Format
384 pages
Cw (ex Can); EU;
UK
Can; USA
Basic Books
Publisher

Publishing History
NO T IN GO D'S NAME
THE GREAT PARTNERSHIP
FUTURE TENSE

We are living through a period of cultural climate change. We have outsourced
morality to the markets on the one hand, and the state on the other. The markets have
brought wealth to many, and the state has done much to contain the worst excesses of
inequality, but neither is capable of bearing the moral weight of showing us how to live.
This has had a profound impact on society and the way in which we interact with each
other. Traditional values no longer hold, yet recent political swings show that modern
ideals of tolerance have left many feeling rudderless and adrift. In this environment we
see things fall apart in unexpected ways - toxic public discourse makes true societal
progress almost unattainable, a more divisive society is fuelled by identity politics and
extremism, and the rise of a victimhood mentality calls for 'safe spaces' but stifles debate.
The influence of social media seems all-pervading and the breakdown of the family is only
one result of the loss of social capital. Many fear what the future may hold.
Delivering a devastatingly insightful critique of our modern condition, and assessing its
roots and causes from the ancient Greeks through the Reformation and Enlightenment to
the present day, Sacks argues that there is no liberty without morality, and no freedom
without responsibility.
If we care about the future of western civilisation, all of us must play our part in rebuilding
our common moral foundation. Then we will discover afresh the life-transforming and
counterintuitive truths that a nation is strong when it cares for the weak, and rich when it
cares for the poor.
Here is an inspiring vision of a world in which we can all find our place, and face the future
without fear.

Sales Points
1st Serial
2nd Serial
Audio
Dram atisation and
docum entary
Electronic
Film and TV
Large print
Podcast
Translation
Undram atised
(straight) reading
US
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NOT IN GOD'S NAME was an international bestseller selling over 30k copies in the
general trade.
MORALITY follows on from Jonathan Sacks' 2018 BBC Radio 4 series 'Morality in the
21st C entury', which included interviews with Jordan Peterson, Melinda Gates, Steven
Pinker and David Brooks.
An international religious leader, philosopher, award-winning author and respected
moral voice, Rabbi Lord Jonathan Sacks was awarded the 2016 Templeton Prize in
recognition of his "exceptional contributions to affirming life's spiritual dimension."
Strong publicity potential across radio and broadsheet newspapers, tying in to the radio
series and independently.
How-To Academy event in central London, three further north London events with
Jewish community and general audience.

Reviews
'Jonathan Sacks is one of the great moral thinkers of our time. His latest book,
Morality, applies his powerful approach to the unprecedented challenges of our time social, political, economic, and above all, cultural. May his words be heeded throughout
the land.' - Robert D. Putnam Professor, Harvard University and author of Bowling
Alone (2000) and The Upswing (2020)
'Sacks unpacks a whole litany of dystopian trends arising from our relentless
preoccupation with me, me, me' - Premier Christianity
'Sacks presents an articulate and impassioned argument . . . He is a fine exegete of
the Hebrew Scriptures, and his belief in the common good is profound.' - Reform
'The strength of Morality does not reside in Jonathan Sacks's discussion of political and
philosophical theorists, but in those passages in which he speaks to us as rabbi and
community leader.' - TLS

Author Biography
John Murray Press.

www.johnmurray.co.uk

An international religious leader, philosopher, award-winning author and respected moral
voice, Rabbi Lord Jonathan Sacks was awarded the prestigious Templeton Prize in 2016 in
recognition of his work in affirming life's spiritual dimension. He is a frequent and
respected contributor to radio, television and the press in Britain and around the world.
Rabbi Sacks served as C hief Rabbi of the United Hebrew C ongregations of the
C ommonwealth from 1991 until 2013 and has held a number of professorships at
universities in Britain, the United States and Israel. He is the author of over 30 books,
including the Sunday Times bestseller Not in God's Name: C onfronting Religious Violence,
The Great Partnership: God, Science and the Search for Meaning, and The Dignity of
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Bobby Dean Saves Christmas
Aled Jones
Keynote
From the nation's best-loved choir boy, Aled Jones shares the adventures of Bobby Dean
in his first ever children's book.

Description
Meet Bobby: an ordinary kid with an extraordinary voice!

Publication date
Price
EAN\ISBN-13
BIC 2.1

Thursday, October
14, 2021
£8.99
9781529376128
Short stories
(Children's /
Teenage) (YFU)
For National
Curriculum Key
Stage 1 (4KHF)
Christmas (5HC)
Fantasy & magical
realism (Children's
/ Teenage) (YFH)
Interest age: from
c 5 years (5A F)

Binding
Hardback
Form at
B Format
Ex tent
192 pages
W ord Count
Illustrations
Rosie Brooks
Ex clusively for Sale UK; World (ex USA ,
Can)
Not for Sale
Can; USA
Author born in
Author living in

UK
London UK

1st Serial
2nd Serial
Audio
Dram atisation and
docum entary
Electronic
Film and TV
Large print
Podcast
Translation
Undram atised
(straight) reading
US

Refer to Publisher
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Sent off to school for the first time in his life, nine-year-old Bobby Dean is busy making
new friends, learning lines for the Nativity Play, and trying to not laugh at the head
teacher's terrible jokes. But then Bobby Dean discovers that when he sings magical things
can happen!
From rescuing kidnapped dogs, helping Santa, and even travelling back in time - Bobby
Dean's first term is going to be one full of wonder, adventure, and the magic of song!
Bobby Dean Saves Christmas is a magical and fun packed adventure for kids
highlighting the importance of friendship, loyalty, accepting differences and
above all being yourself it is perfect to be read aloud or for children to read
alone.

Sales Points
Inspiring children to learn the power of music, friendship and fun!
Bobby Dean has a striking similarity to his author Aled Jones!
Exploring popular themes for kids today: friendship, loyalty, accepting differences and
being yourself.
Perfect gift for children aged 5-7 this C hristmas.

Author Biography
Aled Jones MBE has been a household name since the 1980s and will forever be
remembered as one of the world's most successful boy sopranos. He made his
professional debut as a 12-year-old performing the role of the Angel in Handel's Oratorio
'Jeptha' on BBC Two and BBC Radio 3 and aged 15 captured the hearts of the nation with
his cover of the signature tune to The Snowman: 'Walking in the Air'. He has performed
for Pope John Paul II, HM the Queen and the Prince and Princess of Wales in a private
recital, as well as presenting numerous radio and television programmes, including for
children. To date, he has released forty albums which have sold millions of copies around
the world and he has written four books, the most recent being Everyday Blessings,
released with great success in in 2020. Bobby Dean is Aled's brand new and first-ever
collection of books for children.
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If These Stones Could Talk
The History of Christianity in Britain and Ireland
through Twenty-One Buildings
Peter Stanford
Keynote
A unique history of C hristianity in the British Isles, told through its sacred buildings - from
ancient, wooden churches to lofty cathedrals

Description
Publication date
Price
EAN\ISBN-13
BIC 2.1

Thursday, October
14, 2021
£20.00
9781529396423
History of religion
(HRA X)
History: specific
events & topics
(HBT)
Christian Churches
& denominations
(HRCC)
United Kingdom,
Great Britain
(1DBK)

Binding
Hardback
Form at
Royal
Ex tent
352 pages
W ord Count
Ex clusively for Sale UK; World (ex USA ,
Can)
Not for Sale
Can; USA
Book locale
Author born in
Author living in

Britain and Ireland
UK
London, UK

Previous Titles
Angels: A History
W hat W e Talk About W hen W e Talk
About Faith
Martin Luther: Catholic Dissident
Judas: The Troubling History of the
Renegade Apostle
1st Serial
2nd Serial
Audio
Dram atisation and
docum entary
Electronic
Film and TV
Large print
Podcast
Translation
Undram atised
(straight) reading
US

Refer to Publisher
Refer to Publisher
Refer to Publisher
Refer to Publisher

The UK's parish churches, chapels, cathedrals, convents, abbeys and monasteries,
spanning 1600 years, are a spectacularly rich but often overlooked heritage. Many are
visited for their architectural and aesthetic qualities - they make up 45% of all Grade 1
listed buildings in the country - but rarely is the deeper historical story that they tell
explored and joined up into a single narrative in our sceptical, secular times.
This book tells that story - the story of C hristian faith as it made its way into and through
the British Isles - and how it has been expressed in our real, material ways of life.
'There is no better navigator through the space in which art, culture and
spirituality meet than Peter Stanford' Cole Moreton, Independent on Sunday

Sales Points
A fascinating journey through time and space, telling the story of C hristianity in the
British Isles through 21 different buildings
From journalist and writer Peter Stanford, author of 2017's hit biography MARTIN
LUTHER and 2019's ANGELS: A HISTORY
Neil MacGregor meets Simon Jenkins - exploring the history of a set of ideas through
the buildings it created

Author Biography
Peter Stanford's previous investigations into the history, theology, enduring appeal and
cultural significance of religious ideas include Angels: A History; Martin Luther:
Catholic Dissident; Judas: The Troubling History of the Renegade Apostle; The
Devil - A Biography; Heaven - A Traveller's Guide to the Undiscovered Country;
and The She-Pope, an investigation of the Pope Joan legend. His other books include
biographies of Bronwen Astor, Lord Longford and the Poet Laureate, C Day-Lewis,
plus the polemical Catholics and Sex that became an award-winning C hannel 4 series in
1992. He is a senior features writer at the Daily and Sunday Telegraph titles, and
contributes to the Independent, the Observer, the Daily Mail and the C atholic weekly, the
Tablet, where he is a columnist. He has presented programmes on BBC 1, C hannel 4 and
C hannel 5, as well as BBC Radios 2 and 4 and the BBC World Service.

Market
Simon Jenkins meets Diarmaid MacC ulloch
For fans of Neil MacGregor
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On Birth
T imothy Keller
Keynote
A beautiful book that explores the spiritual aspect of the birth of a new baby - ideal as a
gift for a new parent - from New York Times bestselling author Tim Keller

Description
There are few events as significant and life-altering as birth, marriage, and death. These
are the moments in which we experience our greatest happiness and our deepest grief.
And so it is profoundly important to understand these events and their religious and
spiritual significance in the course of our lives.
Publication date
Price
EAN\ISBN-13
BIC 2.1

Thursday, October
14, 2021
£6.99
9781529325690
Christianity (HRC)

Binding
Paperback
Form at
B Format
Ex tent
144 pages
W ord Count
Ex clusively for Sale Cw (ex Can); Ire;
UK
Not for Sale
Can; USA
Book locale
Author living in

N/A
NYC, US

Previous Titles
9781473690509 The Prodigal Prophet
9781473647558 The W ay of W isdom
9781473642584 Hidden Christm as
9781473614222 My Rock ; My Refuge
9781444750195 Mak ing Sense of God
9781444750157 Prayer
9780340979334 The Reason for God
9780340979983 The Prodigal God
9781444702163 The Meaning of
Marriage
9781444702187 Preaching
9781444750256 W alk ing with God
through Pain and Suffering
9780340995082 Counterfeit Gods
9781444754162 Encounters W ith
Jesus
9781444702606 Every Good
Endeavour
9780340995105 Generous Justice
9781444702149 King's Cross
1st Serial
2nd Serial
Audio
Dram atisation and
docum entary
Electronic
Film and TV
Large print
Podcast
Translation
Undram atised
(straight) reading
US

Refer to Publisher
Refer to Publisher
Refer to Publisher
Refer to Publisher
Refer to Publisher
Refer to Publisher
Refer to Publisher
Refer to Publisher
Refer to Publisher
Refer to Publisher
Refer to Publisher
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In On Birth, Timothy Keller - brilliant theologian and bestselling author - takes us on a
journey into the C hristian meaning of birth and baptism. With wisdom, joy and
compassion, Keller teaches us to understand birth and baptism through the lessons
embedded within the Bible.
The perfect gift for someone who is about to become a parent, On Birth is a short,
powerful book that gives us the tools to understand the miracle and meaning of birth and
baptism within God's vision of life.
'A C hristian intellectual who takes on the likes of Nietzsche, Marx, and Freud.' The Wall
Street Journal

Sales Points
A look at C hristian thinking around birth and baptism
An ideal gift for new parents, grandparents and godparents
Beautiful introduction to the thought and writing of bestselling author Tim Keller

Author Biography
Timothy Keller was born in Pennsylvania and educated at Bucknell University, GordonC onwell Theological Seminary, and Westminster Theological Seminary. He became a
C hristian at university, was ordained by the Presbyterian C hurch in America and worked
as a pastor for nine years.
He was asked to start Redeemer Presbyterian C hurch in Manhattan in 1989, and under his
leadership the church's congregation experienced unprecedented growth from 50 to 5,000
members. His target audience consists mainly of urban professionals, whom he believes
exhibit disproportionate influence over the culture and its ideas.
The 'Influentials' Issue of New York Magazine featured Dr. Keller as "the most successful
Christian evangelist in the city by recognizing that young professionals and artists are
'disproportionately influential' in creating the country's culture and that you have to meet
this coveted demographic on its own terms."
Timothy Keller is renowned for his clear, reasoned approach to C hristian apologetics and
his book THE REASON FOR GOD: BELIEF IN AN AGE OF SC EPTIC ISM was named Book of
the Year for 2008 by World Magazine.
Timothy Keller lives in New York C ity with his wife Kathy and sons David, Michael and
Jonathan.
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On Marriage
T imothy Keller
Keynote
A beautiful book that explores the spiritual meaning of marriage - ideal as an engagement
or wedding gift - from New York Times bestselling authors Tim and Kathy Keller

Description
There are few events as significant and life-altering as birth, marriage, and death. These
are the moments in which we experience our greatest happiness and our deepest grief.
And so it is profoundly important to understand these events and their religious and
spiritual significance in the course of our lives.
Publication date
Price
EAN\ISBN-13
BIC 2.1

Thursday, October
14, 2021
£6.99
9781529325720
Christianity (HRC)

Binding
Paperback
Form at
B Format
Ex tent
128 pages
W ord Count
Ex clusively for Sale Cw (ex Can); Ire;
UK
Not for Sale
Can; USA
Book locale
Author living in

N/A
NYC, USA

Previous Titles
9781473690509 The Prodigal Prophet
9781473647558 The W ay of W isdom
9781473642584 Hidden Christm as
9781473614222 My Rock ; My Refuge
9781444750195 Mak ing Sense of God
9781444750157 Prayer
9780340979334 The Reason for God
9780340979983 The Prodigal God
9781444702163 The Meaning of
Marriage
9781444702187 Preaching
9781444750256 W alk ing with God
through Pain and Suffering
9780340995082 Counterfeit Gods
9781444754162 Encounters W ith
Jesus
9781444702606 Every Good
Endeavour
9780340995105 Generous Justice
9781444702149 King's Cross
1st Serial
2nd Serial
Audio
Dram atisation and
docum entary
Electronic
Film and TV
Large print
Podcast
Translation
Undram atised
(straight) reading
US

Refer to Publisher
Refer to Publisher
Refer to Publisher
Refer to Publisher
Refer to Publisher
Refer to Publisher
Refer to Publisher
Refer to Publisher
Refer to Publisher
Refer to Publisher
Refer to Publisher
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In On Marriage, Timothy Keller and his wife, Kathy, take us on a journey into the
C hristian meaning of marriage. With wisdom, joy and compassion, the Kellers teach us to
understand marriage through the lessons embedded within the Bible.
The perfect gift for anyone thinking about marriage, On Marriage is a short, powerful book
that gives us the tools to understand its meaning within God's vision of life.
'A C hristian intellectual who takes on the likes of Nietzsche, Marx, and Freud.' The Wall
Street Journal

Sales Points
An exploration of C hristian ideas around marriage
An ideal gift for those considering marriage, or on engagement or getting married
A beautiful introduction to the thought and writing of bestselling author Tim Keller

Author Biography
Timothy Keller was born in Pennsylvania and educated at Bucknell University, GordonC onwell Theological Seminary, and Westminster Theological Seminary. He became a
C hristian at university, was ordained by the Presbyterian C hurch in America and worked
as a pastor for nine years.
He was asked to start Redeemer Presbyterian C hurch in Manhattan in 1989, and under his
leadership the church's congregation experienced unprecedented growth from 50 to 5,000
members. His target audience consists mainly of urban professionals, whom he believes
exhibit disproportionate influence over the culture and its ideas.
The 'Influentials' Issue of New York Magazine featured Dr. Keller as "the most successful
Christian evangelist in the city by recognizing that young professionals and artists are
'disproportionately influential' in creating the country's culture and that you have to meet
this coveted demographic on its own terms."
Timothy Keller is renowned for his clear, reasoned approach to C hristian apologetics and
his book THE REASON FOR GOD: BELIEF IN AN AGE OF SC EPTIC ISM was named Book of
the Year for 2008 by World Magazine.
Timothy Keller lives in New York C ity with his wife Kathy and sons David, Michael and
Jonathan.
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On Death
T imothy Keller
Keynote
A beautiful book that explores C hristian ideas around death and hope beyond it, from New
York Times bestselling author Tim Keller

Description
If life is a journey, there are few events as significant as birth, marriage and death. These
are the moments in which we experience our greatest happiness and our deepest grief.
And so it is profoundly important to understand these events and their significance in the
course of our lives.
Publication date
Price
EAN\ISBN-13
BIC 2.1

Thursday, October
14, 2021
£6.99
9781529325775
Christianity (HRC)

Binding
Paperback
Form at
B Format
Ex tent
128 pages
W ord Count
Ex clusively for Sale Cw (ex Can); Ire;
UK
Not for Sale
Can; USA
Book locale
Author living in

N/A
NYC, USA

Previous Titles
9781473690509 The Prodigal Prophet
9781473647558 The W ay of W isdom
9781473642584 Hidden Christm as
9781473614222 My Rock ; My Refuge
9781444750195 Mak ing Sense of God
9781444750157 Prayer
9780340979334 The Reason for God
9780340979983 The Prodigal God
9781444702163 The Meaning of
Marriage
9781444702187 Preaching
9781444750256 W alk ing with God
through Pain and Suffering
9780340995082 Counterfeit Gods
9781444754162 Encounters W ith
Jesus
9781444702606 Every Good
Endeavour
9780340995105 Generous Justice
9781444702149 King's Cross
1st Serial
2nd Serial
Audio
Dram atisation and
docum entary
Electronic
Film and TV
Large print
Podcast
Translation
Undram atised
(straight) reading
US

Refer to Publisher
Refer to Publisher
Refer to Publisher
Refer to Publisher
Refer to Publisher
Refer to Publisher
Refer to Publisher
Refer to Publisher
Refer to Publisher
Refer to Publisher
Refer to Publisher
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In a culture that often refuses to acknowledge death, Timothy Keller - brilliant theologian
and bestselling author - brings to light the C hristian tradition of facing death and
celebrating what comes after. With wisdom and compassion, Keller teaches us to
understand death through the lessons embedded within the Bible.
A short, powerful book, On Death gives us the tools to understand the meaning of death
within God's vision of life.
'A C hristian intellectual who takes on the likes of Nietzsche, Marx, and Freud.' The Wall
Street Journal

Sales Points
An exploration of C hristian thinking around death and what lies beyond
An ideal gift for anyone facing their own death or that of a loved one
A beautiful introduction to the thought and writing of bestselling pastor and author Tim
Keller

Author Biography
Timothy Keller was born in Pennsylvania and educated at Bucknell University, GordonC onwell Theological Seminary, and Westminster Theological Seminary. He became a
C hristian at university, was ordained by the Presbyterian C hurch in America and worked
as a pastor for nine years.
He was asked to start Redeemer Presbyterian C hurch in Manhattan in 1989, and under his
leadership the church's congregation experienced unprecedented growth from 50 to 5,000
members. His target audience consists mainly of urban professionals, whom he believes
exhibit disproportionate influence over the culture and its ideas.
The 'Influentials' Issue of New York Magazine featured Dr. Keller as "the most successful
Christian evangelist in the city by recognizing that young professionals and artists are
'disproportionately influential' in creating the country's culture and that you have to meet
this coveted demographic on its own terms."
Timothy Keller is renowned for his clear, reasoned approach to C hristian apologetics and
his book THE REASON FOR GOD: BELIEF IN AN AGE OF SC EPTIC ISM was named Book of
the Year for 2008 by World Magazine.
Timothy Keller lives in New York C ity with his wife Kathy and sons David, Michael and
Jonathan.
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The Bible in One Year – a Commentary by Nicky
Gumbel
Nicky Gumbel
Keynote
Start your day with the Bible in One Year and the accompanying commentary by Nicky
Gumbel, pioneer of the Alpha C ourse.

Description
<font size="+1"> 'My favourite way to start the day' - BEAR GRYLLS </font>
Publication date
Price
EAN\ISBN-13
BIC 2.1

Thursday, October
14, 2021
£17.99
9781473677074
Bibles (HRCF)

Binding
Trade Paperback
Form at
Royal
Ex tent
816 pages
W ord Count
Ex clusively for Sale UK; World (ex USA ,
Can)
Not for Sale
Can; USA
1st Serial
2nd Serial
Audio
Dram atisation and
docum entary
Electronic
Film and TV
Large print
Podcast
Translation
Undram atised
(straight) reading
US

Refer to Publisher
Refer to Publisher
Refer to Publisher
Refer to Publisher
Refer to Publisher
Refer to Publisher
Refer to Publisher
Refer to Publisher
Refer to Publisher
Refer to Publisher
Refer to Publisher

Nicky Gumbel, pioneer of Alpha - a series of sessions exploring the C hristian faith - and
vicar of Holy Trinity Brompton in Kensington, London, aids readers following the Bible in
one year programme to understand the Scriptures better.
Drawing out a theme for each day from the designated Bible readings, Gumbel's
exegetical writings on the Proverbs, Psalms and New and Old Testament excerpts are
packed with insight, wisdom and application.
These accompanying reading notes will enhance the study of anyone reading the Bible in
One Year each day.
Nicky's commentary on the Bible in One Year is available as an iOS and Android app. It
has over 3 million subscribers worldwide.

Sales Points
Daily commentary on the Bible in One Year readings.
Invaluable for anyone undertaking the Bible in One Year reading programme.
365 days' worth of Bible reading notes.
Each day includes an introduction, plus comments and prayers for each of the three
readings.
3 million people subscribe to the Bible in One Year app which enables you to read and
listen to Nicky Gumbel's daily commentary.

Author Biography
Nicky Gumbel is the pioneer of Alpha. Alpha is an international organisation that runs the
Alpha C ourse which is a series of sessions exploring the C hristian faith. Nicky read law at
C ambridge and theology at Oxford, practised as a barrister and is now vicar of HTB in
London.
@nickygumbel
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Where the Light Fell
Philip Yancey
Keynote
The unlikely origin story of one of today's bestselling Christian writers

Description
'Not until college days do I discover the shocking secret of my father's death.'

Publication date
Price
EAN\ISBN-13
BIC 2.1

Thursday,
November 11,
2021
£16.99
9781529364224
Memoirs (BM)

Binding
Hardback
Form at
Royal
Ex tent
288 pages
W ord Count
Ex clusively for Sale Cw; Ire; UK
Not for Sale
Can; USA
Book locale
Author born in
Author living in

USA
USA
Colorado, USA

1st Serial
2nd Serial
Audio
Dram atisation and
docum entary
Electronic
Film and TV
Large print
Podcast
Translation
Undram atised
(straight) reading
US

Refer to Publisher
Refer to Publisher
Refer to Publisher
Refer to Publisher
Refer to Publisher
Refer to Publisher
Refer to Publisher
Refer to Publisher
Refer to Publisher
Refer to Publisher
Refer to Publisher

With a journalist's background Philip Yancey is widely admired for taking on the more
difficult and confusing aspects of faith. Now in Where the Light Fell he shares, for the first
time, the painful details of his own origins - taking us on an evocative journey from the
backwoods and Bible-belt pockets of the South to the bustling streets of Philadelphia;
from trailer parks to church parking lots; from dark secrets and family oddballs to fireand-brimstone preachers and interminable church services. Raised by their impoverished
single mother, Philip and his brother Marshall struggle to comprehend her speeches about
their dead father, an Old Testament Bible story, and sons sacrificed for a divine cause.
This coming-of-age story is a slice of life, both intensely personal and broadly resonant,
set against a turbulent time in post-WWII American history shaped by the racism and
paranoia of fundamentalist C hristianity and reshaped by the mounting pressures of the
C ivil Rights movement and 60s-era forces of social change. An unforgettable read, it is at
once hugely funny, deeply disturbing and achingly poignant. A testament to the power of
the human spirit, Where the Light Fell illuminates Yancey's ability to bring comfort to those
bruised by the church, and hope to those who can't imagine ever finding a healthy faith.

Sales Points
Unforgettable coming-of-age story set in the US Bible belt
By hugely popular and trusted author Philip Yancey, bestselling author of What's So
Amazing about Grace
C ombining Hillbilly Elegy's rawness with the inspiring story of The Heavenly Man
Philip's book Prayer has sold over 100,000 copies for us

Author Biography
Philip Yancey is one of the most popular and acclaimed religious writers of our day. His
searching and refreshingly honest books, which include FINDING GOD IN UNEXPEC TED
PLAC ES, SOUL SURVIVOR, PRAYER and WHAT GOOD IS GOD? have encouraged and
inspired millions of people around the world.
With a background in journalism, Philip admits that he prefers to ask the questions instead
of answer them. This has led him through a path of re-discovering his faith and sharing
that publicly through his writing in some of the most heart-felt and tried ways imaginable.
A true wordsmith, a curator of language, Philip tackles difficult issues with an approach of
'this is what I've wrestled with and how I got through it so perhaps you might find it
helpful too' making his reading incredibly engaging.
Philip admits that he lost his faith in a racist church and made a living out of being a
doubter and sceptic. After he came back to his faith, he wrote books about his journey by
'circling the edges' of common issues and eventually moving on to topics like Jesus, grace
and most recently prayer.
Billy Graham has said that there is no one in the evangelical world whom he admires
more.

Market
Hillbilly Elegy meets Educated meets Pilgrim's Progress.
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A Seal Upon the Heart
God's Wisdom and the Meaning of Marriage: a
Devotional
T imothy Keller
Keynote
Pastor and New York Times bestselling author Timothy Keller, along with his wife Kathy,
write a new daily devotional drawing on their bestselling THE MEANING OF MARRIAGE.

Description
Publication date
Price
EAN\ISBN-13
BIC 2.1

Thursday,
December 09,
2021
£10.99
9781473690578
Christianity (HRC)

Binding
Paperback
Form at
B Format
Ex tent
400 pages
W ord Count
Ex clusively for Sale Cw (ex Can); Ire;
UK
Not for Sale
Can; USA
Book locale
Author living in

N/A
USA

Previous Titles
9781473690509 The Prodigal Prophet
9781473647558 The W ay of W isdom
9781473642584 Hidden Christm as
9781444750195 Mak ing Sense of God
9781444750157 Prayer
9780340979334 The Reason for God
9780340979983 The Prodigal God
9781444702163 The Meaning of
Marriage
9781444702187 Preaching
9781444750256 W alk ing with God
through Pain and Suffering
9780340995082 Counterfeit Gods
9781444754162 Encounters W ith
Jesus
9781444702606 Every Good
Endeavour
9780340995105 Generous Justice
9781444702149 King's Cross
1st Serial
2nd Serial
Audio
Dram atisation and
docum entary
Electronic
Film and TV
Large print
Podcast
Translation
Undram atised
(straight) reading
US

Refer to Publisher
Refer to Publisher
Refer to Publisher
Refer to Publisher
Refer to Publisher
Refer to Publisher
Refer to Publisher
Refer to Publisher
Refer to Publisher
Refer to Publisher
Refer to Publisher
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Tim and Kathy Keller's bestseller THE MEANING OF MARRIAGE looked at the human need
for love and its expression in marriage. This new devotional, drawing on that book but
consisting of all-new material, is a day-by-day devotional to help couples find God's
wisdom as they navigate the complexities of married life.
Each day includes a quotation from Scripture, a comment from the Kellers, and a prayer
to help you ground your married life in God. C overing friendship and commitment, the
completion of men and women in each other, and ministry and discipleship within the
context of marriage, alongside many other themes, this is a profound resource to help
you connect God's wisdom with your marriage.

Sales Points
Tim and Kathy's two previous devotionals have sold 75,000 copies between them, and
THE MEANING OF MARRIAGE, the inspiration for this devotional, has sold 71,000 copies
All-new material, but inspired by their bestselling THE MEANING OF MARRIAGE - giving
an overview of the biblical picture of marriage and how to draw on God's wisdom in
married life
The perfect wedding or anniversary gift

Author Biography
Timothy and Kathy Keller grew up at opposite ends of Pennsylvania, but met in the middle
through Kathy's sister, who was studying at Bucknell University along with Tim. They
dimly heard of each other's doings as leaders of their respective C hristian fellowship
groups, but it wasn't until they both attended Gordon-C onwell Theological Seminary that
they grew to be friends, then soul mates; they got married at the beginning of their final
semester. Tim's first church was West Hopewell Presbyterian C hurch, in Virginia, where
their three sons were born. After nine years in Hopewell, a degree at Westminster
Theological Seminary and a stint as associate professor of preaching there, the Kellers
moved to Manhattan in 1989 to start Redeemer Presbyterian C hurch.

Market
The Meaning of Marriage meets My Rock; My Refuge
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The Bible: A Story that Makes Sense of Life
Andrew Ollerton
Keynote
What is the Bible and how is it relevant to me? This book is the perfect read for anyone
asking those questions in the twenty-first century.

Description
'Honest, revealing insight into the bestselling book of all time.'
Bear Grylls
Publication date
Price
EAN\ISBN-13
BIC 2.1

Thursday,
December 09,
2021
£10.99
9781529327014
Christian life &
practice (HRCV)
Bible studies: for
individual or small
group study
(HRCG7)
Religion & beliefs
(HR)
Religion: general
(HRA )

Binding
Paperback
Form at
B Format
Ex tent
352 pages
W ord Count
Ex clusively for Sale UK; World (ex USA ,
Can)
Not for Sale
Can; USA
1st Serial
2nd Serial
Audio
Dram atisation and
docum entary
Electronic
Film and TV
Large print
Podcast
Translation
Undram atised
(straight) reading
US

Refer to Publisher
Refer to Publisher
Refer to Publisher
Refer to Publisher
Refer to Publisher
Refer to Publisher
Refer to Publisher
Refer to Publisher
Refer to Publisher
Refer to Publisher
Refer to Publisher

'A stimulating and accessible survey of history's most influential book.'
Tom Holland, historian and author of Dominion
'Personal and profound; informative and practical. If you want to experience
the Bible as a rich source of guidance and hope, this book is for you.'
Simon Thomas, former Sky Sports and Blue Peter presenter
When we make sense of the Bible, the Bible makes sense of us.
The political, social and cultural upheaval of our times can leave us feeling bewildered and
wondering where to turn for trustworthy guidance. As unlikely as it may seem, could the
Bible provide ancient wisdom that helps us flourish today?
Join Andrew Ollerton as he explores the storyline of Scripture, connecting six major
biblical events with six definitive human needs: for meaning, freedom, peace, community,
love and for an ultimate home. In short, digestible chapters, Andrew reveals how the
Bible story makes sense of our human story.
Discover for yourself a limitless source of guidance and hope in the face of so much
uncertainty.
Underpinned by a depth of scholarship, the book is non-technical in style, making it
accessible for the widest possible readership - including C hristians and seekers interested
in the Bible. The book will also provide a model for Bible communicators and church
leaders wishing to engage more deeply with the relevance of the Bible in our cultural
moment.
C ontains discussion questions for small groups, as well as suggested Bible readings and
reflection questions to accompany each chapter. The structure of the book makes it ideal
to read as a Lent course for 2021.

Sales Points
Will have wide appeal among spiritual seekers, C hristian audiences, Bible
communicators and church leaders
Each chapter is broken into seven sections with accompanying Bible reading
references, making it easy to read as a daily study over six weeks.
Helpful diagrams and maps are integrated throughout

Author Biography
Dr Andrew Ollerton is a theologian, pastor and popular communicator. He works with Bible
Society and developed The Bible C ourse, an eight-session guide to the big story of the
Bible for small groups. Andrew is married
to C harlotte and they have three kids, two fish, a snake and a dog. Follow Andrew on
Twitter @AndyOllerton, on Instagram @andyollerton and on Facebook @AndrewOllerton
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Faith after Doubt
Why Your Beliefs Stopped Working and What to Do
About It
Brian McLaren
Keynote
From the author of A New Kind of Christianity comes a bold proposal: only
doubt can save your faith - and the world.

Description
Publication date
Price
EAN\ISBN-13
BIC 2.1

Thursday, January
06, 2022
£10.99
9781529384468
Christian life &
practice (HRCV)
Christian
spirituality &
religious
experience (HRCS)
Religion & beliefs
(HR)
Spirituality &
religious
experience (HRLK)

Binding
Paperback
Form at
B Format
Ex tent
352 pages
W ord Count
Ex clusively for Sale Cw (ex Can); EU;
UK
Not for Sale
Can; USA
1st Serial
2nd Serial
Audio
Dram atisation and
docum entary
Electronic
Film and TV
Large print
Podcast
Translation
Undram atised
(straight) reading
US

Refer to Publisher
Refer to Publisher
Refer to Publisher
Refer to Publisher
Refer to Publisher
Refer to Publisher
Refer to Publisher
Refer to Publisher
Refer to Publisher
Refer to Publisher
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'For all those who have understood that doubt and free thinking are failings of
your faith, Brian's book will help you live fuller and breathe easier.' Glennon
Doyle
Sixty-five million adults in the US have dropped out of active church attendance and about
2.7 million more are leaving every year. In the UK, surveys indicate that religious belief is
also declining - and yet a surprising number of people still pray. Faith After Doubt is for all
those who feel that their faith is falling apart.
Using his own story and the stories of a diverse group of struggling believers, Brian D.
McLaren, a former pastor and now an author, speaker, and activist shows how old
assumptions are being challenged in nearly every area of human life, not just theology
and spirituality. He proposes a four-stage model of faith development in which questions
and doubt are not the enemy of faith, but rather a portal to a more mature and fruitful
kind of faith. The four stages - simplicity, complexity, perplexity and harmony - offer a
path forward that can help sincere and thoughtful people leave behind unnecessary
baggage and increase their commitment to what matters most.
'In this important book, my friend and colleague Brian McLaren helps you find a
deeper and wiser faith that is enriched by doubt instead of threatened by it.' Fr
Richard Rohr

Sales Points
Acclaimed author of WE MADE THE ROAD BY WALKING
Encouraging and thoughtful writing from trusted C hristian author

Reviews
'For all those who have understood that doubt and free thinking are failings of your
faith, Brian's book will help you live fuller and breathe easier.' - Glennon Doyle, #1
New York Times Bestselling author of LOVE WARRIOR and UNTAMED
'In this important book, my friend and colleague Brian McLaren helps you find a deeper
and wiser faith that is enriched by doubt instead of threatened by it.' - Fr Richard Rohr,
OFM, founder of the Center for Action and Contemplation, author of THE UNIVERSAL
CHRIST
'Former pastor McLaren (A Church on the Other Side) asks C hristians to contemplate
what faith might look like 'on the other side of doubt' in this smart rumination. Written
for those wrestling with aspects of the Bible or their church culture that they don't
agree with, McLaren's work introduces doubt as a companion to faith, a 'tough but
effective teacher and a difficult but faithful friend.'' - Publishers Weekly starred review

Author Biography
Brian McLaren is a bestselling author, internationally acclaimed speaker and outspoken
advocate for 'a new kind of C hristianity'. Named one of Time magazine's 25 most
influential Evangelical C hristians, McLaren was a pastor for over 20 years. He is a
frequent guest on radio and television programmes, and an in-demand blogger on faith
and public policy (brianmclaren.net). @brianmclaren
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Love is the Way
Holding Onto Hope in Troubling Times
Michael B. Curry
Keynote
Following on from his ground-breaking sermon at the wedding of Prince Harry and Meghan
Markle, Bishop Michael C urry continues his teaching on love as the source of hope in
troubling times.

Description
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£14.99
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We were created by love, for love, to love and to be loved. And we are at our best when
we live in God's love. And I believe deep down, it's what we all want. We don't want
hatred. We don't want the abyss. We want Beloved Community. The way of love is how to
live it.
When Prince Harry married Meghan Markle in 2018, two billion people watched around the
world. For one brief moment, love recreated the cosmos, the world came together. And
the Bishop Michael C urry preached his revolutionary sermon on the power of love.
In this book, Bishop C urry shares his deep faith that characterised that cultural moment:
the way of love. It is the underappreciated, all-but-forgotten understanding of agape, the
love that uplifts, liberates and changes the world. Though some might believe the world
has to be the same, this way has the power to change things for the better.
In his warm and accessible style Bishop C urry holds out the hope of love in troubling
times.

Sales Points
Highly visible and beloved author: Bishop C urry is already well-known in the
States as the first Black presiding bishop of the Episcopal C hurch, and for speaking out
on immigration, race, gun control, and other moral issues of our day. His international
fame and esteem has grown exponentially since the royal wedding.
Two Billion people watched Bishop Michael C urry deliver his sermon at the 2018 royal
wedding

Author Biography
The Most Reverend Michael B. Curry is the presiding bishop and primate of the Episcopal
C hurch. Elected in 2015, he is the first African-American to lead the denomination. He was
previously bishop of the Episcopal Diocese of North C arolina. A noted advocate for human
rights and author of several books, Bishop C urry is recognised as one of the most popular
preachers in the English language. He and his wife Sharon C urry have two daughters,
Rachel and Elizabeth. They live in North C arolina.
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Bobby Dean and the Golden Egg
Aled Jones
Keynote
The second instalment in the Bobby Dean series

Description
Spring Term is here and if Bobby Dean thought his adventures were over, he couldn't be
more wrong! He's going to have to deal with a giant Easter Bunny, an evil wizard, and a
trip to the zoo - and what is the story behind the strange golden egg? But massive news
then comes in and Bobby Dean needs to rescue the school, and his home, from
demolition!
Publication date
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With the help of his new pal, Noel the mouse, his fantastic gang of friends, and the magic
of his voice, Bobby is in for another rollercoaster ride of a school term!

Sales Points
Inspiring children to learn the power of music, friendship and fun!
Brilliant illustrations throughout by Rosie Brooks
Bobby Dean has a striking similarity to his author Aled Jones!
Exploring popular themes for kids today: friendship, loyalty, accepting differences and
being yourself.
A perfect alternative to chocolate this Easter

Author Biography
Aled Jones MBE has been a household name since the 1980s and will forever be
remembered as one of the world's most successful boy sopranos. He made his
professional debut as a 12-year-old performing the role of the Angel in Handel's Oratorio
'Jeptha' on BBC Two and BBC Radio 3 and aged 15 captured the hearts of the nation with
his cover of the signature tune to The Snowman: 'Walking in the Air'. He has performed
for Pope John Paul II, HM the Queen and the Prince and Princess of Wales in a private
recital, as well as presenting numerous radio and television programmes, including for
children. To date, he has released forty albums which have sold millions of copies around
the world and he has written four books, the most recent being Everyday Blessings,
released with great success in in 2020. Bobby Dean is Aled's brand new and first-ever
collection of books for children.
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Journalling the Psalms
A Guide for Reflection and Prayer
Paula Gooder
Keynote
A thoughtful guide to prayer and reflection on the Psalms with plenty of space for
journalling.
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In this beautifully designed hardback journal, well-respected yet down-to-earth
theologian, Paula Gooder leads readers through fifteen key Psalms, offering insight and
tips on how to pray and reflect on some of the most profound poetry in the Hebrew
Scriptures.
After a brief introduction to the history and context of each one, Paula invites readers to
stand back and contemplate the Psalm as a whole before zooming in to pick up on specific
details, posing thoughtful questions for us to explore as we put pen to paper. Paula selects
some of the most well-loved Psalms for the journal, including Psalms 1, 23, 42, 88, 139,
145, 150. Lined pages face each Psalm, with in-text boxes for journalling following each
question.

Sales Points
More rich and helpful writing from a popular British female voice on the Hodder Faith
list.
The perfect practical introduction to prayerful Bible journalling for those who don't
know where to start.
Paula Gooder is the author of Phoebe (Hodder Faith), and the forthcoming Lydia
(Hodder Faith, May 2022) as well as many other books to help C hristians engage with
the Bible, most recently The Parables (C anterbury Press, 2020).
Paula's novel Phoebe has sold over 15,000 copies across all editions since its
publication in 2018.
Journalling editions have been incredibly successful in the C hristian market in recent
years. The NIV Bible for Journalling and Verse-Mapping has sold nearly 18,000 copies
since 2018.

Author Biography
Dr Paula Gooder is a writer and lecturer in Biblical Studies. Her research areas focus on
the writings of the apostle Paul, with a particular focus on 2 C orinthians and on Paul's
understanding of the body. Her passion is to ignite people's enthusiasm for reading the
Bible today, by presenting the best of biblical scholarship in an accessible and interesting
way. Paula is C anon C hancellor at St Paul's C athedral.
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This Here Flesh
Spirituality, Liberation and the Stories that Make Us
Cole Arthur Riley
Keynote
In her stunning debut, the creator of Black Liturgies explores black spirituality
through her family history and personal reflections.

Description
"From the womb, we must repeat with regularity that to love ourselves is to survive. I
believe that is what my father wanted for me and knew I would so desperately need: a
tool for survival, the truth of my dignity named like a mercy new each morning."
So writes C ole Arthur Riley in an unforgettable book of stories and reflections on
discovering the sacred in her skin. In these deeply transporting pages, Arthur Riley
reflects on the stories of her grandmother and father and encounters of enfleshed,
embodied spirituality. As she also writes memorably of her own lived experiences of
childhood and selfhood, Arthur Riley boldly explores some of the most urgent questions of
life and faith: How can spirituality not silence the body, but instead allow it to come alive?
How do we honour, lament, and heal from the stories we inherit? In this indelible work of
contemplative storytelling, Arthur Riley invites us to ponder the site of soul by examining
our capacity to rest, wonder, joy, rage, and repair, and finding that our humanity is not an
enemy to faith but evidence of it.
At once a compelling spiritual meditation and a tender coming-of-age narrative, This Here
Flesh speaks potently to anyone who suspects that our spirit and stories might have
something to say to us.

Sales Points
The Black Liturgies Instagram account started in June 2020 and now has over 113k
followers.
The rapid growth of the instagram account shows that C ole is tapping into a deeply felt
need.
C ole's work attracts a diverse mix of communities.
C ole carries the same themes of her Instagram liturgies into her book - in the form of
narrative.
C omps: Good Vibes, Vex King (118k); Natives, Akala (131k); Falling Upwards, Richard
Rohr (23k)

Author Biography
Cole Arthur Riley is the creator of Black Liturgies, a space where Black words of dignity,
lament, rage, and rest, are curated and integrated with a liberating spirituality. She
serves as the content and spiritual formation manager for C hesterton House: A C enter for
C hristian Studies at C ornell University. Born and for the most part raised in Pittsburgh,
C ole studied Writing at the University of Pittsburgh. She once took a professor's advice
very seriously to begin writing a little every day, and has followed it for nearly a decade.

Market
Thomas Merton meets Toni Morrison.
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Title: Turn to the Lord
Subtitle: Forming Disciples for Lifelong Conversion
Series:
Imprint: Liturgical Press
Pub Date: 08/15/2021
ISBN13: 978-0-8146-6564-0
Format: Trade Paper
Trim Size: 6 x 9
Page Count: 296
Audience: Professional/Scholarly
Territory Sales rights: World
Price: $29.95 (23.99 GBP) (26.99 EUR)
All eBook Formats:

978-0-8146-6588-6

$19.99

Author: Leonard J. DeLorenzo
Item Number: 6564
Previous Edition ISBN:

Book Description:
God calls each of us to a life of goodness, and our yearnings to become more like God invite us to lifelong practices of
conversion. The sacrament of confirmation is a pivotal moment anchoring a Catholic’s commitment to God.
But do our current sacramental preparation programs really inspire candidates to turn toward the Lord? Leonard J.
DeLorenzo demonstrates how preparation for Confirmation can be life-giving for both candidates and those who accompany
them. Turn to the Lord: Forming Disciples for Lifelong Conversion empowers parents, confirmation sponsors, and all who
contribute to the holistic formation of young people to share the goodness of God in ways that shape hearts, minds, hands,
and habits.

Author Biography:
Leonard J. DeLorenzo, PhD, directs strategic planning for the McGrath Institute for Church Life, where he also directs the
Sullivan Family Saints Initiative, with a concurrent teaching appointment in the Department of Theology. Leonard is the author
of four books: A God Who Questions (OSV, 2019), What Matters Most: Empowering Young Catholics for Life’s Big Decisions
(Ave Maria, 2018), Work of Love: A Theological Reconstruction of the Communion of Saints (UND Press, 2017), and Witness:
Learning to Tell the Stories of Grace that Illumine Our Lives (Ave Maria, 2016). He is also the co-editor of two other books:
Dante, Mercy, and the Beauty of the Human Person (Cascade, 2018) and I Call You Friends: John Cavadini and the Vision
for Catholic Leadership in Higher Education (Pickwick, 2019).
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Title Prefix:
Title: Turn to the Lord
Subtitle: An Invitation to Lifelong Conversion
Series:
Imprint: Liturgical Press
Pub Date: 08/15/2021
ISBN13: 978-0-8146-6737-8
Format: Trade Paper
Trim Size: 6 x 9
Page Count: 168
Audience: General Trade
Territory Sales rights: World
Price: $14.95 (11.99 GBP) (13.99 EUR)
All eBook Formats:
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Author: Leonard J. DeLorenzo
Item Number: 6737
Previous Edition ISBN:

Book Description:
God calls each of us to a life of goodness, and our yearnings to become more like God invite us to lifelong practices of
conversion. The sacrament of confirmation is a pivotal moment anchoring a Catholic’s commitment to God. But do our current
sacramental preparation programs really inspire candidates to turn toward the Lord? Leonard J. DeLorenzo demonstrates
how preparation for Confirmation can be life-giving for both candidates and those who accompany them.
This book is for those who seek a substantive but accessible presentation of the Catholic faith, and who are willing to grow in
their knowledge of Scripture and Church doctrines, all while welcoming God into their lives. Turn to the Lord: An Invitation to
Lifelong Conversion presents to young people—or adults with struggles and doubts about their faith—a holistic, coherent
presentation of the human and divine drama of Catholicism. This book is ideal for parents of students involved in confirmation
preparation, family members of those participating in RCIA, and sponsors and godparents of those preparing for sacramental
initiation. Fully initiated Catholics who are interested in learning more about the Catholic faith would benefit from this
introduction, as would students in Catholic high schools or collegiate ministry centers.

Author Biography:
Leonard J. DeLorenzo, PhD, directs strategic planning for the McGrath Institute for Church Life, where he also directs the
Sullivan Family Saints Initiative, with a concurrent teaching appointment in the Department of Theology. Leonard is the author
of four books: A God Who Questions (OSV, 2019), What Matters Most: Empowering Young Catholics for Life’s Big Decisions
(Ave Maria, 2018), Work of Love: A Theological Reconstruction of the Communion of Saints (UND Press, 2017), and Witness:
Learning to Tell the Stories of Grace that Illumine Our Lives (Ave Maria, 2016). He is also the co-editor of two other books:
Dante, Mercy, and the Beauty of the Human Person (Cascade, 2018) and I Call You Friends: John Cavadini and the Vision
for Catholic Leadership in Higher Education (Pickwick, 2019).
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Subtitle: A People’s Guide to the Dedication of a Church and Its
Anniversary
Series:
Imprint: Liturgical Press
Pub Date: 09/15/2021
ISBN13: 978-0-8146-6661-6
Format: Trade Paper
Trim Size: 5.375 x 8.25
Page Count: 184
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Author: Paul Turner
Item Number: 6661
Previous Edition ISBN:

Book Description:
If your parish is planning the dedication of a new church and altar, this book will help prepare the whole community for the
celebration. It addresses other occasions as well: The laying of a cornerstone, the blessing of a chapel, and the blessing of a
new chalice and paten, for example. All of these rituals rely on a rich diet of biblical passages. This unique book will guide you
through a meditation on these passages as they pertain to the ceremonies that you will experience.
Our Church, Our Altar will also help you prepare for each anniversary of the dedication of your parish church. You may
meditate on the readings yourself, with your family, or with a prayer group. The spiritual reflections in this book will help you to
prepare for special celebrations happening within your community of faith.

Author Biography:
Paul Turner is pastor of the Cathedral of the Immaculate Conception in Kansas City, Missouri and director of the Office of
Divine Worship for the Diocese of Kansas City-St. Joseph. He holds a doctorate in sacred theology from Sant' Anselmo in
Rome. His publications include: Ars Celebrandi: Celebrating and Concelebrating Mass, The Stations of the Cross in
Atonement for Abuse and for the Healing of All, Glory in the Cross, Let Us Pray, Inseparable Love, One Love, Whose Mass Is
It? Light in the Darkness, and When Other Christians Become Catholic published by Liturgical Press. He is a contributor
to Give Us This Day.
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Author: Michael Casey, OCSO
Item Number: MW064P
Previous Edition ISBN:

Book Description:
After sixty years of living in a Cistercian community, Michael Casey combines his down-to-earth observations about the joys
and challenges of living in community with an appreciation of the deeper meanings of cenobitic life, taking into account the
changes in both theory and practice that have occurred in his lifetime. He invites his readers, especially monks and nuns, to
reflect on their own experiences of community as a means of seeing a path forward into the future.
Many of the key components of monastic community have kept the same names for more than a millennium. In an age of
paradigm shift, Michael Casey invites readers to examine these essential practices of community life and to ask how they
might be envisioned in a way that speaks to our contemporaries.

Author Biography:
Michael Casey, OCSO, has been a monk of Tarrawarra Abbey (Australia) since 1960. In the intervening years he has
conducted many retreats and workshops on every continent (except Antarctica) and has written many articles on topics
relating to monastic history and spirituality. He is also the author of many books, including The Road to Eternal Life:
Reflections on the Prologue of Benedict's Rule and Seventy-Four Tools for Good Living: Reflections on the Fourth Chapter of
Benedict’s Rule, both from Liturgical Press.
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Editor: Juliet Mousseau, RSCJ
Item Number: 6683
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Book Description:
A life of consecration prefigures what Christians hope for by calling into question the value of power, sexuality, and material
possessions. Religious life challenges the idea that these things alone bring happiness and shows that we can be more
fulfilled, happier, and more whole without being attached to them. Furthermore, detaching ourselves from these desires
allows others to live with more dignity and greater ease, as well. Consecrated life, then, is a prophetic witness to the joy of the
eschatological call of Christianity. In the words of Pope Francis to religious men and women leading up to the Year of
Consecrated Religious, “Wake up the world! Be witnesses of a different way of doing things, of acting, of living!”

Author Biography:
Juliet Mousseau, RSCJ, entered the Society of the Sacred Heart in 2009 and made her first vows in 2012. She lives in
St. Louis, Missouri, and serves as associate professor of church history at the Aquinas Institute of Theology.
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Author: Gregory K. Hillis
Item Number: 8460
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Book Description:
How Catholic was Thomas Merton? Since his death in 1968, Merton’s Catholic identity has been regularly questioned, both
by those who doubt the authenticity of his Catholicism given his commitment to ecumenical and interreligious dialogue and by
those who admire Merton as a thinker but see him as an aberration who rebelled against his Catholicism to articulate ideas
that went against the church. In this book, Gregory K. Hillis illustrates that Merton’s thought was intertwined with his identity
as a Catholic priest and emerged out of a thorough immersion in the church’s liturgical, theological, and spiritual tradition. In
addition to providing a substantive introduction to Merton’s life and thought, this book illustrates that Merton was
fundamentally shaped by his identity as a Roman Catholic.

Author Biography:
Gregory K. Hillis, PhD, is professor of theology at Bellarmine University in Louisville, Kentucky. He is a member of the
International Thomas Merton Society and has published articles and essays on Merton in Cistercian Studies Quarterly, The
Merton Annual, and The Merton Seasonal, as well as in America Magazine and The Tablet.
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Author: Susan H. Swetnam
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Book Description:
There is no better season to renew one’s relationship with God than Easter, the most joyful days of the church’s year. Rejoice
with these inspiring reflections on the daily Mass readings. In just minutes per day, the insightful meditations of Rejoice and
Be Glad can help you embrace, live, and share the good news of the great Paschal mystery.

Author Biography:
After three decades as an English professor at Idaho State University (during which she was honored as university
distinguished teacher, researcher, and public servant), Susan Swetnam retired to a second-act career as a licensed massage
therapist. She specializes in work with hospice patients, with the elderly, with cancer survivors, and with caregivers and the
bereaved. She is the author of nine books and has published many articles and essays in national magazines (Gourmet,
Mademoiselle), academic journals, regional magazines, and little/literary magazines. Widow of poet Ford Swetnam, she lives
in southeastern Idaho, where she is a member of Holy Spirit Parish.
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Series:
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Format: Trade Paper
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Page Count: 112
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Author: Susan H. Swetnam
Item Number: 6650
Previous Edition ISBN:

Book Description:
There is no better season to renew one’s relationship with God than Easter, the most joyful days of the church’s year. Rejoice
with these inspiring reflections on the daily Mass readings. In just minutes per day, the insightful meditations of Rejoice and
Be Glad can help you embrace, live, and share the good news of the great Paschal mystery.

Author Biography:
After three decades as an English professor at Idaho State University (during which she was honored as university
distinguished teacher, researcher, and public servant), Susan Swetnam retired to a second-act career as a licensed massage
therapist. She specializes in work with hospice patients, with the elderly, with cancer survivors, and with caregivers and the
bereaved. She is the author of nine books and has published many articles and essays in national magazines (Gourmet,
Mademoiselle), academic journals, regional magazines, and little/literary magazines. Widow of poet Ford Swetnam, she lives
in southeastern Idaho, where she is a member of Holy Spirit Parish.
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Author: Thomas D. Stegman
Author: Amy Ekeh
Item Number: 6607
Previous Edition ISBN:

Book Description:
Prayerfully journey through Lent with fresh and meaningful reflections on the daily Mass readings. In just minutes per day, the
insightful meditations of Not by Bread Alone can deepen your experience of this solemn season of prayer and penance.

Author Biography:
Rev. Thomas D. Stegman, SJ, is dean and professor of New Testament at the Boston College School of Theology and
Ministry. He is the author of many works, including Opening the Door of Faith: Encountering Jesus and His Call to
Discipleship and Written for Our Instruction: Theological and Spiritual Riches in Romans (Paulist Press). A priest of the USA
Midwest Province of the Society of Jesus, he offers lectures and workshops for parishes and dioceses. He is a contributor to
Give Us This Day.

Author Biography:
Amy Ekeh is the director of Little Rock Scripture Study, a program of Bible study resources published by Liturgical Press.
She is the author of Finding Peace: Letting Go of Stress and Worry and Lent: Season of Transformation (LRSS/Liturgical
Press). Amy is a writer, retreat director, instructor in the Hartford Catholic Biblical School, and adjunct professor at
Sacred Heart University. She lives in Milford, CT with her husband and four children. Visit her at amyekeh.com.
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Author: Thomas D. Stegman
Author: Amy Ekeh
Item Number: 6624
Previous Edition ISBN:

Book Description:
Prayerfully journey through Lent with fresh and meaningful reflections on the daily Mass readings. In just minutes per day, the
insightful meditations of Not by Bread Alone can deepen your experience of this solemn season of prayer and penance.

Author Biography:
Rev. Thomas D. Stegman, SJ, is dean and professor of New Testament at the Boston College School of Theology and
Ministry. He is the author of many works, including Opening the Door of Faith: Encountering Jesus and His Call to
Discipleship and Written for Our Instruction: Theological and Spiritual Riches in Romans (Paulist Press). A priest of the USA
Midwest Province of the Society of Jesus, he offers lectures and workshops for parishes and dioceses. He is a contributor to
Give Us This Day.

Author Biography:
Amy Ekeh is the director of Little Rock Scripture Study, a program of Bible study resources published by Liturgical Press. She
is the author of Finding Peace: Letting Go of Stress and Worry and Lent: Season of Transformation (LRSS/Liturgical Press).
Amy is a writer, retreat director, instructor in the Hartford Catholic Biblical School, and adjunct professor at Sacred
Heart University. She lives in Milford, CT with her husband and four children. Visit her at amyekeh.com.
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Series:
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Author: Genevieve Glen, OSB
Item Number: 6610
Previous Edition ISBN:

Book Description:
The familiar images of Word and Light break open with fresh insight in the imaginative and wise ruminations of Sister
Genevieve Glen, OSB. From Nazareth to Emmaus, psalms to beatitudes, Advent to Pentecost, through characters, stories,
and prayers, this nimble poet and lifelong student of Scripture takes us to new places in texts we thought we knew. At turns
probing, humorous, and inspiring, these reflections ultimately help us to know more deeply the Word made Flesh, Jesus
of Nazareth — crucified and risen, the Light of the World.

Author Biography:
Sister Genevieve Glen, OSB, is a nun of the contemplative Benedictine monastery of St. Walburga, where she has taught in
the formation program and conducted retreats in the retreat house. She has also given retreats in many Benedictine
monasteries of women and men. She is a poet, hymn text writer and essayist who contributes regularly to Give Us This Day.
She co-authored the 2016 issue of Waiting in Joyful Hope with Jerome Kodell, OSB, and is the author of Not by Bread Alone
2017, Waiting in Joyful Hope 2018-19; and Sauntering Through Scripture: A Book of Reflections (2018) published by
Liturgical Press.
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Series:
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Author: Maxwell E. Johnson
Author: Stefanos Alexopoulos
Item Number: 6355
Previous Edition ISBN:

Book Description:
In Introduction to Eastern Christian Liturgies, renowned liturgical scholars Stefanos Alexopoulos and Maxwell E. Johnson
fulfill the need for a new, comprehensive, and straightforward survey of the liturgical life of the Eastern Christian Churches
within the seven distinct liturgical Eastern rites still in existence today: Armenian, Byzantine, Coptic, Ethiopic, East Syrian,
West Syrian, and Maronite. This topical overview covers baptism, chrismation, Eucharist, reconciliation, anointing,
marriage, holy Orders, burial, Liturgy of the Hours, the liturgical year, liturgical ethos and spirituality, and offers a brief yet
comprehensive bibliography for further study. This book will be of special interest to masters-level students in liturgy and
theology, pastoral ministers seeking an introduction to the liturgies of the Christian East, and all who seek to increase their
knowledge of the liturgical riches of the Christian East.

Author Biography:
Maxwell E. Johnson is professor of liturgy at the University of Notre Dame and a pastor in the Evangelical Lutheran Church in
America. The author or editor of twenty-five books and of more than ninety articles and essays, he is also a past president of
the North American Academy of Liturgy, serves as an editorial consultant for Worship, and is a member of the Scientific
Advisory Board for Ecclesia Orans.

Author Biography:
Stefanos Alexopoulos is an associate professor of liturgical studies and sacramental theology at The Catholic University of
America, a Greek Orthodox priest, and the son and grandson of Greek Orthodox priests. He received his PhD in liturgical
studies from the University of Notre Dame. In addition to his monograph on the Byzantine presanctified liturgy, he has
coedited three books and published over thirty-five essays and articles. His research interests lie in the history of Byzantine
liturgy and how the official or public liturgy intersects with private piety, both in the Byzantine era and today. He is a founding
member of the Society of Oriental Liturgy, a member of the North American Academy of Liturgy, and a member of Societas
Liturgica.
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Series:
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Author: Massimo Borghesi
Translator: Barry Hudock
Item Number: 6735
Previous Edition ISBN:

Book Description:
One element of the church that Pope Francis was elected to lead in 2013 was an ideology that might be called the “American”
model of Catholicism—the troubling result of efforts by intellectuals like Michael Novak, George Weigel, and Richard John
Neuhaus to remake Catholicism into both a culture war colossus and a prop for ascendant capitalism.
After laying the groundwork during the 1980s and armed with a selective and dishonest reading of Pope John Paul II’s 1991
encyclical Centesimus Annus, these neoconservative commentators established themselves as authoritative Catholic voices
throughout the 1990s, viewing every question through a liberal-conservative ecclesial-political lens. The movement morphed
further after the 9/11 terror attacks into a startling amalgamation of theocratic convictions, which led to the troubling
theo-populism we see today.
The election of the Latin American pope represented a mortal threat to all of this, and a poisonous backlash was inevitable,
bringing us to the brink of a true “American schism.” This is the drama of today’s Catholic Church. In Catholic Discordance:
Neoconservatism vs. the Field Hospital Church of Pope Francis, Massimo Borghesi—who masterfully unveiled the pope’s
own intellectual development in his The Mind of Pope Francis—analyzes the origins of today’s Catholic neoconservative
movement and its clash with the church that Francis understands as a “field hospital” for a fragmented world.

Author Biography:
Massimo Borghesi is professor of moral philosophy at the University of Perugia. He is the author of several books, including
The Mind of Pope Francis: Jorge Mario Bergoglio’s Intellectual Journey (Liturgical Press, 2018) and volumes on Augusto del
Noce, Luigi Giussani, and political theology.
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Title: Saint Mary of Egypt
Subtitle: A Modern Verse Life and Interpretation
Series: Monastic Wisdom Series
Imprint: Cistercian Publications
Pub Date: 12/15/2021
ISBN13: 978-0-87907-116-5
Format: Trade Paper
Trim Size: 5.5 x 8.5
Page Count: 112
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Territory Sales rights: World
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All eBook Formats:
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Author: Bonnie B. Thurston
Foreword by: Benedicta Ward, SLG
Item Number: MW065P
Previous Edition ISBN:

Book Description:
From its origins in the fourth and fifth centuries, first in monastic circles and then in wider Christian communities, the story of
Mary of Egypt was wildly popular. From early Christianity through the medieval periods, from Egypt to Scandinavia, verse
lives in Greek, Latin, and vernacular languages portray her as the model of repentance. Continuously venerated in the liturgy
and icons of the Orthodox Churches, she is now seldom known in the West. This modern verse life and the accompanying
essay reintroduces St. Mary’s extraordinary life, its theological and spiritual implications, and its remarkable depiction of
gender complementarity.

Author Biography:
Bonnie B. Thurston, after years as a university and seminary professor, lives quietly in her home state of West Virginia. She is
the author of many books on Scripture and theology, including Maverick Mark: The Untamed First Gospel, The Spiritual
Landscape of Mark and Philippians in the Sacra Pagina series, all published by Liturgical Press. Her poetry appears
frequently in religious periodicals, and among her published collections is Belonging to Borders: A Sojourn in the Celtic
Tradition. She is also a contributor to Give Us This Day (Liturgical Press).
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Title: Life of Jesus Christ
Subtitle: Part Two; Volume 2, Chapters 58-89
Series: Cistercian Studies Series
Imprint: Cistercian Publications
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Audience: Professional/Scholarly
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$44.99

Translator: Milton T. Walsh
Item Number: CS284H
Previous Edition ISBN:

Book Description:
This fourth and final volume of The Life of Jesus Christ presents extensive meditations on the passion of Christ, a favorite
theme for Ludolph’s contemporaries. He then conducts the reader through the events of Easter and Pentecost, concluding
with meditations on the return of Christ at the end of time, bringing to a triumphant conclusion the sweep of salvation history
begun in the first volume. Along with presenting the final part of the Carthusian’s magisterial work, this volume includes a
detailed index to all four volumes.

Author Biography:
Milton T. Walsh holds a doctorate in sacred theology from the Gregorian University in Rome. For many years, he taught
theology at St. Patrick's Seminary in Menlo Park, California. He is the author of several books, including Second Friends:
C.S. Lewis and Ronald Knox in Conversation, In Memory of Me: A Meditation on the Roman Canon, and Witness of the
Saints: Patristic Readings in the Liturgy of the Hours.
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Author: Catherine Ann Cory
With: Little Rock Scripture Study staff
Item Number: 6709
Previous Edition ISBN:

Book Description:
The book of Revelation, also known as the Apocalypse, has fascinated believers for centuries. Colorful imagery, rich
symbolism, layers of meaning, and brilliant allusions to the Old Testament convey the book’s perennial truth: God will triumph
over evil, and God’s faithful ones will share in that victory. Break open this ancient text with Little Rock Scripture Study’s
Revelation and discover its ongoing relevance for us today. Commentary, study and reflection questions, prayers, and access
to online lectures are included. 7 lessons.

Author Biography:
Catherine Ann Cory, PhD, is an associate professor in the theology department, at the University of Saint Thomas, St. Paul,
Minnesota.
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Author: Erin Brigham
Item Number: 6720
Previous Edition ISBN:

Book Description:
Through an ethnographically driven study of expressions of sanctuary in San Francisco, Church as Field Hospital constructs
an ecclesiology that expands notions of public engagement and sacred space in Christian theology. Sanctuary practices that
create spaces for those who have been marginalized—immigrants, refugees, and unhoused people—reflect the field hospital
church Pope Francis has envisioned and enacted. This book investigates sanctuary as a way of being church, one marked by
prophetic witness, embodied solidarity, sacramental praxis, and radical hospitality.

Author Biography:
Erin Brigham is the Faculty Coordinator of Research for the Joan and Ralph Lane Center for Catholic Studies and Social
Thought and Adjunct Professor in the Theology and Religious Studies Department of the University of San Francisco. She
earned her PhD in systematic and philosophical theology at the Graduate Theological Union in 2010. Her research interests
include Catholic public theology and social thought as well as post-conciliar ecclesiology and ecumenism. Her work has
appeared in Ecumenical Review, The Journal of Ecumenical Studies, and other periodicals.
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Author: Catherine Upchurch
Item Number: 6614
Previous Edition ISBN:

Book Description:
Easter is the high point of the church year and the very heart of Christian hope, and yet sometimes we are tempted to simply
move on once Easter Sunday is over. Easter, Season of Realized Hope invites us to linger a bit. Join the women who visit the
tomb of Jesus in the early morning and encounter the risen Lord. Travel with the disciples walking to Emmaus and let your
heart burn with recognition. Learn from Paul what a difference it makes that Christ is risen. Let your deepest hopes be
realized.

Author Biography:
Catherine Upchurch is the former director of Little Rock Scripture Study and the general editor of the Little Rock Catholic
Study Bible. Catherine speaks and writes regularly on a variety of biblical and spiritual topics. She is the author of several
books in the Alive in the Word series, including Mary: Favored by God; Christmas: Season of Wonder and Hope;
and Hospitality: Welcoming the Stranger. She is also a contributor to Give Us This Day published by Liturgical Press.
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Title: “Sense of the Faith” in History
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Author: John J. Burkhard, OFM Conv
Item Number: 6689
Previous Edition ISBN:

Book Description:
While taught by Vatican II, the “sense of the faith” (sensus fidei) has had little official impact in the Catholic Church. What
would the church look like if it took this conciliar teaching to heart? In an effort to address this neglect, this book locates the
historical roots of the teaching and its emergence at Vatican II. It attempts to better understand the “sense of the faith” in the
light of other fundamental teachings of the council and challenges the hierarchical church to invite all the faithful to rightfully
participate in the prophetic ministry of the whole church, closely allied with Pope Francis’s call for a more “synodal Church.”

Author Biography:
John J. Burkhard, OFM Conv, PhD, is a teacher for the Education for Parish Service Program of the Archdiocese of
Washington, D.C., and Professor of Systematic Theology at Washington Theological Union. He is the translator of Imagining
the Catholic Church written by Ghislain Lafont, and is a contributor to the journals New Theology Review and Worship
published by Liturgical Press.
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Author: Scott P. Detisch
Item Number: 6697
Previous Edition ISBN:

Book Description:
The eucharistic celebration is a vital part of the life and ministry of every priest and deacon. At the same time, the Eucharist is
also a compelling narrative of all that Christ is for the People of God. In this book, Fr. Detisch explores a spirituality of holy
orders through the eucharistic actions of Christ: take, bless, break, and give. These are more than ritual actions the deacon or
priest performs within the liturgy. As they did for Jesus Christ, these eucharistic words define who a priest or deacon is for
God’s people.

Author Biography:
Fr. Scott Detisch is a priest of the diocese of Erie, Pennsylvania. He has been involved in parish ministry and priestly
formation for many years. He currently serves at St. John the Evangelist Church in Girard, Pennsylvania, and he is an adjunct
faculty member at St. Mary Seminary in Wickliffe, Ohio.
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Author: Jessica Coblentz
Item Number: 8502
Previous Edition ISBN:

Book Description:
Dust in the Blood considers the harrowing realities of life with depression from a Christian theological perspective. In
conversation with popular Christian theologies of depression that justify why this suffering exists and prescribe how people
ought to relate to it, Coblentz offers another Christian approach to this condition: she reflects on depression as a wilderness
experience. Weaving first-person narratives of depression, contemporary theologies of suffering, and ancient biblical tales of
the wilderness, especially the story of Hagar, Coblentz argues for and contributes to an expansion of Christian ideas about
what depression is, how God relates to it, and how Christians should understand and respond to depression in turn.

Author Biography:
Jessica Coblentz, PhD, is an assistant professor in the Department of Religious Studies and Theology at Saint
Mary’s College in Notre Dame, Indiana, where her research and teaching focuses on Catholic systematic theology,
feminist theologies, and mental health in theological perspective.
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Pheme Perkins
Patricia McDonald
Eloise Rosenblatt
Linda M. Maloney
Barbara E. Reid, OP
8206

Previous Edition ISBN:

Book Description:
This volume provides a look at 1-2 Peter, Jude through a feminist critical lens. Themes include the bodily, psychological, and
social suffering experienced by those without stable support of family or homeland; community tensions over women’s
leadership; and concern for those attempting to live by the gospel in difficult circumstances.

Author Biography:
Pheme Perkins, the Joseph Professor of Catholic Spirituality at Boston College, is the author of over twenty-five books on the
New Testament and early Christianity.
Patricia McDonald, a member of the Society of the Holy Child Jesus, is currently academic program director and teacher of
New Testament at the Pontifical Beda College, Rome, where she has been since 2012.
Eloise Rosenblatt is a Sister of Mercy, a theologian, and an attorney in private practice in family law in California.

BISAC Category 1:

Religion/Biblical Commentary/New Testament/General Epistles (REL006820)

BISAC Category 2:

Religion/Biblical Criticism & Interpretation/New Testament (REL006100)

BISAC Category 3:

Religion/Biblical Studies/New Testament/General Epistles (REL006860)

New Titles: Nov 2021 - Feb 2022
Title Prefix:
Title: Lively Oracles of God
Subtitle: Perspectives on the Bible and Liturgy
Series:
Imprint: Liturgical Press Academic
Pub Date: 02/15/2022
ISBN13: 978-0-8146-6722-4
Format: Trade Paper
Trim Size: 6 x 9
Page Count: 280
Audience: Professional/Scholarly
Territory Sales rights: World
Price: $34.95 (27.99 GBP) (31.99 EUR)
All eBook Formats:

978-0-8146-6723-1

$24.99

Volume Editor: Gordon Jeanes
Volume Editor: Bridget R. Nichols
Item Number: 6722
Previous Edition ISBN:

Book Description:
This book reexamines what we often take for granted: how Scripture is presented to worshipers; how it is heard, especially by
those with little experience of the life of the church; Scripture’s role in mediating the great narratives of incarnation and
redemption at the high points of the year; where Scripture meets people in ritual transition; how the Bible itself provides the
language of much public prayer. Contributors also consider how the relationship between Scripture and liturgy is tested by
new priorities—the climate crisis, the inclusion and protection of children, the recognition and honoring of those who find
themselves on the margins of the church, and the significance of gender and identity in all areas of the church’s life. This
book does not offer definitive statements. It is an invitation to a wide audience to engage in new conversations with their
practice of worship.
Contributors include:
John Baldovin, SJ
Christopher Irvine
Anne McGowan

Normand Bonneau, OMI
David Kennedy
Thomas O’Loughlin

Stephen Burns
Lizette Larson-Miller
Catherine Reid

Cally Hammond
Ann Loades, CBE
Armand Léon van Ommen

Author Biography:
Gordon Jeanes has recently retired as a parish priest in London. Previously he taught liturgy in the Universities of Durham
and Cardiff. He is the author of The Day Has Come! Easter and Baptism in Zeno of Verona (1995) and Signs of God’s
Promise: Thomas Cranmer’s Sacramental Theology and the Book of Common Prayer (2008).

Author Biography:
Bridget Nichols lectures in liturgy and Anglicanism at the Church of Ireland Theological Institute in Dublin. She is the author of
Liturgical Hermeneutics (1996) and editor of The Collect in the Churches of the Reformation (2010). She is a past president of
Societas Liturgica.

New Titles: Nov 2021 - Feb 2022
Title Prefix: The
Title: Heavens Are Telling the Glory of God
Subtitle: An Emerging Chapter for Religious Life; Science,
Theology, and Mission
Series:
Imprint: Liturgical Press
Pub Date: 02/15/2022
ISBN13: 978-0-8146-6724-8
Format: Trade Paper
Trim Size: 6 x 9
Page Count: 226
Audience: Adult Education
Territory Sales rights: World
Price: $29.95 (23.99 GBP) (26.99 EUR)
All eBook Formats:

978-0-8146-6725-5

$21.95

Author: Laurie Brink, OP
Item Number: 6724
Previous Edition ISBN:

Book Description:
Building on the work of Teilhard de Chardin, the New Cosmology integrates scientific facts and theories, including discoveries
about the expanding universe and evolution, and proposes that creation is developing into greater complexity. But how are
we to understand concepts like “original sin” and “redemption” if creation isn’t complete and humanity is still in process? How
does one “retrofit” religious tradition and Scripture into this scenario? Is there room for the historical Jesus in the New
Cosmology? While a ready concern for all Christians, this question has unique implications for women religious whose lives
are centered on the person and mission of Jesus Christ. How is a Catholic sister to understand her vows of poverty, chastity,
and obedience in light of a cosmology in which the need for redemption and the role of Jesus are significantly redefined?
The Heavens Are Telling the Glory of God probes these questions and offers possible answers. Beginning with the
experiences of women religious and their encounter with the New Cosmology or Universe Story, this book seeks to mediate
among the various perspectives and proposes how informed and reflective engagement with science, tradition, and theology
can bridge the generational divides and foster a spirituality that is both emergent and incarnational.

Author Biography:
Laurie Brink, OP, PhD, is a Dominican Sister of Sinsinawa and professor of New Testament studies at Catholic Theological
Union, in Chicago. She serves as an associate editor for The Bible Today and has authored numerous articles and books on
Scripture, religious life, and spirituality. As a Dominican, she is keenly interested in promoting biblical literacy and has given
presentations and workshops throughout the United States and in Australia, Bolivia, Jamaica, New Zealand, the Philippines,
Solomon Islands, and Trinidad & Tobago.
BISAC Category 1:

Religion/Christian Theology/General (REL067000)

BISAC Category 2:

Social Science/Sociology of Religion (SOC039000)

BISAC Category 3:

Religion/Christianity/Catholic (REL010000)

Paraclete Press

PARACLETE PRESS

The Saint Benedict Prayer Book
Jacob Riyeff

Summary
For over a thousand years, Benedictine monks around the world have followed the
daily pattern of morning, noon, and evening prayer known as the Liturgy of the Hours,
or the Divine Office.
Gathered from the Benedictine tradition, the prayers included in this book grew up
around the celebration of the Divine Office—embellishing it, illuminating it, and echoing
it for generations of the faithful. The Saint Benedict Prayer Book also reclaims
little-known prayers (Little Offices, Commemorations, and Litanies) from long ago. For
anyone seeking a way of prayer rooted in ancient wisdom, this little book offers a sure
path.

Contributor Bio
Jacob Riyeff is a Benedictine oblate, translator, teacher, and poet. His books include
his translations and editions of Benedictine works from the early medieval through the
modern periods, as well as his own poetry collection, Sunk in Your Shipwreck. Jacob
lives on Milwaukee's Lower East Side with his wife and three children.

Paraclete Press
9781640606241
Pub Date: 7/6/2021
On Sale Date: 7/6/2021
$16.99/$21.99 Can./£12.99 UK
Discount Code: P+PT
Trade Paperback
176 Pages
Carton Qty: 0
Grades 13 And Up
Religion / Prayerbooks
REL052010
7.3 in H | 4.3 in W
Status: ACTIVE
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PARACLETE PRESS

Thirty Days Praying The Imitation of Christ
A Companion to the Classic
Bridget Haase

Summary
For over six centuries, The Imitation of Christ has been the most beloved book of
devotional literature, second only to the Bible as a pathway to everyday holiness.
If you have ever wondered how to dip your toes into the deep waters of this powerful
classic, this book is for you.
Sister Bridget Haase, known for her down-to-earth wisdom and generous heart, offers
a thirty day companion guide to The Imitation of Christ. Designed to be used alongside
the classic work or on its own, this little book includes daily excerpts, prayers, and
reflection questions, along with space for drawing or journaling. Sifting through the
text, Sister Bridget has uncovered golden “nuggets of spirituality” that can enrich and
guide our everyday lives.

Contributor Bio
Paraclete Press
9781640606821
Pub Date: 7/13/2021
$9.99/$12.99 Can./£7.99 UK
Discount Code: P+PT
Trade Paperback

For more than 50 years, Sr. Bridget Haase, OSU has traveled the world, teaching
students in Appalachia and across the U.S. and Mexico, working with children in Sudan,
and serving in Ursuline communities in West Africa, Italy, and England. She is the
author of Generous Faith: Stories to Inspire Abundant Living and Doors to the Sacred:
Everyday Events as Hints of the Holy. The recipient of numerous ...

96 Pages
Carton Qty: 0
Grades 13 And Up
Religion / Christian Living
REL012070
7 in H | 5 in W
Status: FORTHCOMING
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PARACLETE PRESS

Monastery Mornings
My Unusual Boyhood Among the Saints and Monks
Michael Patrick O'Brien

Summary
A love letter to a community of Trappist monks who provided family when it was
needed the most.
This warmhearted memoir describes how a small, insecure boy with a vibrant
imagination found an unlikely family in the company of monks at Holy Trinity Abbey, in
the mountains of rural Latter-day Saint Utah. Struggling with his parents' recent
divorce, Michael O'Brien discovered a community filled with warmth, humor,
idiosyncrasies, and most of all, listening ears. Filled with anecdotes and delightful
"behind the scenes" descriptions of his experiences living alongside the monks as they
farmed, prayed, buried their dead, ate, and shared the joys of life, Monastery Mornings
speaks to the value of spiritual fatherhood, the lasting impact of positive mentoring,
and the stability that the spiritual life can offer to people of all ages and walks of life.

Contributor Bio
Paraclete Press
9781640606494
Pub Date: 8/17/2021
On Sale Date: 8/17/2021
$18.00/$22.00 Can./£13.00 UK
Discount Code: P+PT
Trade Paperback

Michael Patrick O’Brien is a Catholic writer and lawyer living in Salt Lake City. He is
married to Vicki, a preschool teacher, and they have three adult children. Learn more
about him at theboymonk.com.

192 Pages
Carton Qty: 0
Grades 10 And Up
Religion / Christian Living
REL012170
8.5 in H | 5.5 in W
Status: FORTHCOMING
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IRON PEN

To Shatter Glass
Sister Sharon Hunter

Summary
Poems of pain and forgiveness, for those who struggle to find healing from a childhood
marked by addiction
To Shatter Glass is essentially a memoir in poetic form, tracing seventy years of
struggle and experience. In her early thirties, at the end of an abusive and childless
marriage, Sister Sharon Hunter entered a modern convent. Neither sheltered nor
immune from reality, she confronted demons of the past and trauma brought with her,
unresolved and in need of healing. Her collection obliterates a common belief that men
and women enter religious orders to escape life. Its fifty-six poems vary in style and
capture the heart and imagination of those searching for straight answers to difficult
questions. It touches on the need to know ourselves, to accept our humanity as
defined by God, and to strive toward reconciliation through self-examination and
forgiveness.
To Shatter Glass is an invitation to wholeness for those scarred by family alcoholism. It
is written for the quiet and sensitive...
Iron Pen
9781640607149
Pub Date: 9/21/2021
On Sale Date: 9/21/2021
$24.00/$30.00 Can./£18.00 UK
Discount Code: P+PT
Hardcover with dust jacket
80 Pages
Carton Qty: 0
Grades 13 And Up
Poetry / Women Authors
POE024000

Contributor Bio
Sister Sharon Hunter, CJ, is a professed religious of thirty-five years at the
Community of Jesus, Cape Cod, Massachusetts. Born in 1947 in the farming region of
Western Pennsylvania, Sister Sharon was raised a country girl. Her writing, infused
with practical, sometimes stark reality, compliments her desire to offer hope in
extreme circumstances, beauty in our sufferings, and assurance that light...

8.5 in H | 5.5 in W
Status: FORTHCOMING
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PARACLETE PRESS

Stability
How an ancient monastic practice can restore our relationships, churches, and
communities
Nathan Oates

Summary
What is the foundation of work that lasts?
As Christians in a hypermobile culture, most of the time we talk about going and doing,
about the need for meaningful action, service, and pilgrimage.
Here, we listen to a quieter call. We consider the foundation, the roots, the bass note,
that place of origin from which the building rises and the fruit blooms and the music
soars and all the action comes—the place of stability. This call is rooted in the being of
God; the faithfulness, reliability, and unchanging character of God.
Drawing from some of the best writings on Benedictine spirituality and from his
personal experiences raising a family, pastoring a church, and spending time living with
monks, Nathan Oates offers a compelling invitation to find inner peace and stillness
right where we are.
Paraclete Press
9781640605466
Pub Date: 9/7/2021
On Sale Date: 9/7/2021
$16.99/$21.99 Can./£12.99 UK
Discount Code: P+PT
Trade Paperback
160 Pages
Carton Qty: 0
Grades 13 And Up
Religion / Christian Living
REL012140
8.5 in H | 5.5 in W
Status: FORTHCOMING

When faced with decisions to stay or go, we rarely consider a beautiful, challenging
third option—embracing the value of stability, which is moving closer to the
root. Rather than pulling up our ten...

Contributor Bio
Nathan Oates writes, speaks, and serves as lead pastor of Emmaus Church
Community, which he started with a few friends in 2004. For more than a decade, he
has been captivated by the Rule of St. Benedict, focusing on how the Benedictine vow
of stability can restore the North American church. Nathan holds a masters degree in
spiritual formation from Wheaton College. He lives in Northern California w...
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Centering Prayer
How Sitting Quietly in God's Presence Can Change Your Life
Brian D. Russell

Summary
A new, but ancient, way to pray can turn your life around. Discover how to experience
God’s love at your core, freeing you to love others, and even yourself.
When biblical scholar and coach Brian Russell discovered centering prayer at a difficult
crossroad in his life, he had no idea how his life would change. “Sensing God’s love for
me has been so transformational that it almost feels as though I’ve experienced
conversion all over again,” he writes. He became calmer, less anxious, less reactive,
freed of past wounds, and a better listener in the presence of others.
Centering prayer, also known as the prayer of silence, helps you quiet your mind from
the constant thoughts and impulses, and frees your true self to experience more of
God’s love in the very core of your being.

Paraclete Press
9781640606432
Pub Date: 9/14/2021
On Sale Date: 9/14/2021
$17.99/$22.99 Can./£12.99 UK
Discount Code: P+PT
Trade Paperback
176 Pages
Carton Qty: 0
Grades 13 And Up
Religion / Christian Living
REL012080

This inviting guide gives you practical tools to make centering prayer a consistent habit
in your life, gives the history and theological foundation for the practice, and helps
identify and overcome common obstacle...

Contributor Bio
Dr. Brian D. Russell is an ordained pastor, an award winning professor of Biblical
studies, and founder of Deep Dive Spirituality, a coaching program for pastors and
spiritual leaders interested in deepening their spiritual formation for authentic Christian
living and mission in the world. Brian and his wife are parents to six adult children and
three grandchildren, and live in Orlando, Florida.
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Status: FORTHCOMING
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PARACLETE PRESS

Manchester Christmas
A Novel
John Gray

Summary
“Sweet, romantic, and suspenseful, Manchester Christmas is an unexpected gift.”
—Richard Paul Evans
#1 New York Times Bestselling Author of The Christmas Box
A young writer is drawn to a small New England town in search of meaning for her life.
Soon, she encounters kindness, romance, and is pulled into a mystery centered on an
old, abandoned church and the death of a special girl. Are the images that only she can
see in the church's stained-glass windows a warning, or is someone trying to reach her,
to help heal this broken community? Manchester Christmas illustrates how God often
uses the most unlikely among us to spread grace and healing in a wounded world. Full
of love, hope, and forgiveness, this debut novel from an Emmy-winning writer will
touch your heart and have you longing for Christmas in Manchester.

Paraclete Press
9781640607446
Pub Date: 9/15/2021
On Sale Date: 9/15/2021
$16.99/$21.99 Can./£12.99 UK
Discount Code: P+PT
Trade Paperback

Contributor Bio
John Gray is an Emmy Award-winning television journalist and columnist in upstate
New York, and the author of three popular children’s books, God Needed a
Puppy, Keller’s Heart, and Sweet Polly Petals, and his debut novel, Manchester
Christmas. John's books have captured the hearts of readers around the world. His
heart shines through his uplifting stories, teaching children that kindness is

240 Pages
Carton Qty: 0
Grades 13 And Up
Fiction / Christian
FIC042100
Series: Paraclete Fiction
8 in H | 5.8 in W
Status: FORTHCOMING
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IRON PEN

Glory in the Margins
Sunday Poems
Nikki Grimes

Summary
A study of scripture reveals that Jesus spent a lot of time with people in the margins.
As an African American, Nikki Grimes lives in the margins, and she can tell you that it's
a place most of us would rather not be. And yet, she knows there is always glory to be
found in the margins because of the Lord’s presence in, and with us.
As Poet Laureate of Grace Brethren Church in Southern California, it’s Ms. Grimes’ job
to distill the heart of the weekly sermon into a poem. She dives into each week’s
chosen scripture, viewing it from her own perspective as Black, as woman, as poet,
always a little left of center, and looking for the glory to be found in the margins of life,
and of the text. Of course, she says, those of us who live in the margins are not what
anyone expects, and the very notion that God might speak through us, may seem a bit
wild. But he does. ‘I will pour out my spirit on all flesh,’ said the Lord. God’s busy in the
hearts of all who call on him.

Contributor Bio
Iron Pen
9781640606777
Pub Date: 9/21/2021
On Sale Date: 9/21/2021
$22.00/$28.00 Can./£16.00 UK
Discount Code: P+PT
Hardcover with dust jacket

New York Times bestselling poet Nikki Grimes received the 2020 ALAN Award for
outstanding contributions to young adult literature. Author of over 75 books, her
distinguished works include the modern classic Bronx Masquerade, award-winning
verse novel Dark Sons on the life of Ishmael, memoir in verse Ordinary Hazards winner
of the Printz Honor, Siebert Honor, and Boston Globe-Horn Book Honor, the a...

176 Pages
Carton Qty: 0
Grades 13 And Up
Poetry / American
POE005050
8.5 in H | 5.5 in W
Status: FORTHCOMING
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Mr. Nicholas
A Magical Christmas Tale
Christopher de Vinck, Joanne Rogers

Summary
A story that helps us see the unique goodness in each person.
Every town has its secrets. When it becomes known that Mr. Nicholas, the eccentric
owner of the local hardware store, is somehow involved with reindeer, toys, and
children, the town becomes more and more suspicious that this man is more than just
a clerk on Main Street.
JB, a clever, open ten-year-old boy with Down syndrome, is able to figure out the
secret from the first time Mr. Nicholas gives him a chocolate deer wrapped in gold foil.
JB’s father and mother, both cynical and on the brink of divorce, follow the adventures
of JB as he flies on the back of a reindeer, feeds Mister Rogers’s fish, and defines what
can be forgotten by those who are too busy to remember the magic of Christmas,
cuckoo-clocks, and love.

Contributor Bio
Paraclete Press
9781640607354
Pub Date: 9/21/2021
$20.00/$25.00 Can./£14.99 UK
Discount Code: P+PT
Hardcover with dust jacket

Christopher de Vinck, husband, father, and grandfather, earned his doctoral degree
from Columbia University and devoted 40 years to his career in public education. He is
the author of countless essays for the New York Times, Wall Street Journal, Chicago
Tribune, National Catholic Reporter, Dallas Morning News, USA Today, Reader’s Digest,
and Good Housekeeping, and thirteen books including the best...

160 Pages
Carton Qty: 0
Ages 18 And Up
Fiction / Christian
FIC042100
8 in H | 5 in W
Status: FORTHCOMING
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Wanderlost
Falling from Grace and Finding Mercy in All the Wrong Places
Natalie Toon Patton

Summary
A coming-of-age travel memoir that probes thorny spiritual questions while taking the
reader on a wild ride from the deep American South to the Middle East, Europe, and
the Far East.
Once the golden girl of her Arkansas town, Natalie finds herself squeezed under small
town shame and rejection after being kicked out of church for getting a divorce. It’s a
hard fall off of a sanctimonious high horse, and religious fundamentalism has left her
feeling broken and stuck. But she can’t shake the ‘wanderlust woes’ that have plagued
her since childhood, so she runs away to the Middle East. As a mostly-sheltered
Southerner, she struggles to adapt but is determined to be ‘at home’ in the world.

Paraclete Press
9781640606746
Pub Date: 10/12/2021
On Sale Date: 10/12/2021
$18.00/$23.00 Can./£13.00 UK
Discount Code: P+PT
Trade Paperback
224 Pages
Carton Qty: 0
Grades 13 And Up
Religion / Christian Living
REL012170

Her journey is more than a pilgrimage, it’s a peregrination: a one-way ticket to
elsewhere in search of the place of her own resurrection. Within these pages is a
suspenseful adventure filled with love, loss, laughter, tears, and a little bit of
scandalous behavior, but at the heart of it, Natalie walks squ...

Contributor Bio
Natalie Toon Patton was born and raised in Arkansas, where she learned all the
correct answers until she lived abroad for ten years and became very confused. She
writes on the intersection of travel and spirituality, as well as refugee causes. She
currently lives in rural Virginia with her husband, three children, and Burmese cat
named Genghis Khan, but she’ll soon be moving to Botswana. Her work ...
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The Raven and the Dove, The Big Fish, and The
Stubborn Donkey
Stories of Animals from the Bible
Sandy Eisenberg Sasso, Roy DeLeon

Summary
From the snake in the Garden of Eden to the lost sheep in Luke’s parable, stories about
fish and birds, rams and goats abound. We read about them, but they have no voice of
their own. Here we allow the raven and the dove on Noah’s ark, the big fish that
swallowed Jonah, and the donkey on which Balaam rode, to be the narrators of their
own stories, to inform us and help us to re-imagine our stories. We learn something
about the intrinsic value of all living beings, and something about ourselves.

Contributor Bio

Paraclete Press
9781640606630
Pub Date: 10/19/2021
On Sale Date: 10/19/2021
$17.99/$22.99 Can./£12.99 UK
Discount Code: P+PT
Trade Paperback

Sandy Eisenberg Sasso is Rabbi Emerita of Congregation Beth-El Zedeck and director
of the Religion, Spirituality, and the Arts Initiative at IUPUI Arts and Humanities. The
second woman to be ordained as a rabbi in the U.S., she and her husband are the first
rabbinical couple in world Jewish history. An award-winning children’s author, she loves
to imagine old stories in new ways, giving voice and ...

64 Pages
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Before Margaret Met the Pope
A Conclave Story
Jon M. Sweeney, Roy DeLeon

Summary
"Before Margaret met the Pope, she lived on the streets of Rome. She was a small cat
in one of the busiest, most crowded, cities in all Europe. Rome is the capital of
Italy. Rome surrounds Vatican City, the world’s tiniest country, and home to the Pope,
the Curia, and the Swiss Guard." So begins this fifth adventure in the lives of Margaret
and the Pope.
A prequel, this episode tells of the conclave that elected the Pope who would one day
meet Margaret on the Via della Conciliazone. It turns out, Margaret was somehow
there, watching, in the Sistine Chapel as the votes were cast.
Children and adults alike will delight in this behind-the-scenes story about love and the
Church, learning not only about what popes do, but this time, how popes are chosen.

Paraclete Press
9781640605022
Pub Date: 10/26/2021
On Sale Date: 10/26/2021
$10.99/$14.99 Can./£8.99 UK
Discount Code: P+PT
Trade Paperback
64 Pages
Full color illustrations
Carton Qty: 0
Ages 6 to 10, Grades K to 4
Juvenile Fiction / Religious
JUV033050
Series: The Pope's Cat

Contributor Bio
Jon M. Sweeney’s popular history, The Pope Who Quit, was optioned by HBO. In
addition to The Pope’s Cat series for children, he’s the author or translator of many
other books including The Complete Francis of Assisi, and Francis of Assisi in His Own
Words: The Essential Writings, often used in classes, book groups, and for individual
study by people around the world wanting to know more about St. ...
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Unforgettable
Memory and the Presence of God
Gregory Floyd

Summary
From beloved spiritual writer and Catholic leader Gregory Floyd comes a moving
meditation on the power of memory and how God is often more clearly seen when we
look back.
This is a book about memory, about what stays in the mind, and why. It is a book
about the presence of God in our lives and the sights, sounds, words, and experiences
that become unforgettable. Beginning with a single word he heard in the middle of the
night—one that changed his life—this powerful memoir by Gregory Floyd asks the
question: without memory, who are we? It is a meditation on beauty, marriage, family,
and prayer, asking of the memories that each implants: what do they reveal? Where do
they lead? —and witnessing to their potential to draw us to God.

Contributor Bio

Paraclete Press
9781640605640
Pub Date: 11/2/2021
On Sale Date: 11/2/2021
$17.99/$22.99 Can./£12.99 UK
Discount Code: P+PT
Trade Paperback

Gregory Floyd is Assistant Director of the Center for Diaconal Formation at Seton Hall
University. Prior to that, he served as a missionary in England and Ireland, and as a
director of Legatus, an international organization of Catholic business leaders and
executives. Gregory and his wife, Maureen, are the parents of nine children and are
parishioners at Our Lady of the Mount in Warren Township, N...

192 Pages
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IRON PEN

Cornered by the Dark
Poems
Harold J. Recinos

Summary
"Cornered by the Dark is a triumph.”
—Junot Díaz, author of The Brief Wondrous Life of Oscar Wao
W. H. Auden, Jorge Luis Borges, Howard Thurman, Julia Equivel, Thomas Merton,
Langston Hughes, Pedro Pietri and Miguel Piñero, in their work make a connection
between poetry, social criticism and the meaning of life together—that is a part of
Harold Recinos’ literary labor. His work creates a fusion between the personal and the
public in verse that is searching, expansive, and walking hurt streets. Cornered by the
Dark is a work about truth-telling and witness-bearing to the marginal men, women,
and children who tell their story about a culture of indifference and callousness while
finding courage and compassion to hope in everyday life. 978164060429233080002"A
beautiful, mesmerizing collection. The supremely gifted Recinos is working the height
of his formidable powers and Cornered by the Dark is a triumph.” —Junot Díaz, author
of The Brief Wondrous Life of Oscar Wao, winner of the Pulitz...
Iron Pen
9781640604292
Pub Date: 11/9/2021
On Sale Date: 11/9/2021
$19.00/$26.00 Can./£15.00 UK
Discount Code: P+PT
Trade Paperback

Contributor Bio
Harold Recinos is a poet with ten previous collections, and he is also Professor of
Church and Society at the Perkins School of Theology at Southern Methodist University,
a cultural anthropologist by training. His poetry has been featured in Anglican
Theological Review, Weavings, Anabaptist Witness, and Afro-Hispanic Review, among
others. Since the early-1980s, Recinos has worked with and defended...
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PAULIST P RESS
At the Intersection of Faith and Culture
997 Macarthur Boulevard, Mahwah NJ 07430
Tel: 201-825-7300 • Business Office Fax: 201-825-6921 • www.paulistpress.com

Title

MASS CLASS
Your Questions Answered

Author

Dave Dwyer

Bio

Fr. Dave Dwyer, CSP, is executive director of Busted
Halo and host of The Busted Halo Show with Fr. Dave
on Serius XM Radio, chanel 129.

Pub. Date
ISBN
Price
Binding/pages
Category
Language/Rights

1/4/2022
978-0-8091-0666-0
€16.99 / £ 13.99
Hardcover / 112 (t) pages
Faith Formation
All / World

MARKET
• Young people who are seeking to satisfy the urge for spirituality in their lives; those who have fallen away from
organized religion, and those who are curious about aspects of Catholicism that they may not have grasped.

SUMMARY
In a handy book form, join Father Dave Dwyer and Busted Halo for Mass Class. Patterned after his popular call-in
radio show, the book is filled with actual answers Father Dave has given to questions often asked about the Mass and
Communion. Some peculiarly interesting issues are also addressed. Father Dave's "I'm glad you asked" responses provide
the good sense thoughtful Catholics need to live a fruitful life of faith. Whether you want to settle disputed points about
being Catholic or broaden your faith horizon, Father Dave's wit and wisdom are near at hand when and where you need
them.

SALES HANDLE
• Fr. Dave is charismatic and fun to listen to. This book will reflect that.

PAULIST P RESS
At the Intersection of Faith and Culture
997 Macarthur Boulevard, Mahwah NJ 07430
Tel: 201-825-7300 • Business Office Fax: 201-825-6921 • www.paulistpress.com

Title

AWAKENING TO THE
VIOLENCE OF SYSTEMIC
RACISM

Author

Vince Gallagher and Sherine Green

Bio

Sherine Green serves as director of Youth Faith Formation at Christ Our Light Parish in Cherry Hill, New Jersey. She is an adjunct professor of theology at St. Joseph’s
College, Maine, and Villanova, Pennsylvania.
Vince Gallagher has worked for the U.S. Department of
Labor and the UN International Labor Organization in
worker injury prevention. He lives in Philadelphia, Pennsylvania.

Pub. Date
ISBN
Price
Binding/pages
Category
Language/Rights

11/02/2021
978-0-8091-5566-8
€ 28.99 / £ 24.99
Paperback / 208 pages (t)
Ethics & Social Issues
All / World

MARKET
• Primary: young adults and HS and college students
• Secondary: Parish study groups and general adult audiences

SUMMARY
This book shines a penetrating light to reveal eye-opening insights by the means of presenting thorough and probing
research. No stone is left unturned in the pursuit of the truth about how white persons in sanctioned seats of power—
governmental, judiciary, commercial—have abused their power to harm Black people in every area of life: health, finances, education, housing, and judicial proceedings. These egregious abuses are described here by marshalling facts,
whereby the authors appeal to the conscience of every white person ready to face the issues, especially those who love
God who loves all. Each chapter therefore concludes with points of application that are for reflection and discussion, as
well as prayer for the outworking of the insights being gained.

SALES HANDLE
• There is no more timely book in these violent, volatile period.y

PAULIST P RESS
At the Intersection of Faith and Culture
997 Macarthur Boulevard, Mahwah NJ 07430
Tel: 201-825-7300 • Business Office Fax: 201-825-6921 • www.paulistpress.com

Title

THE STUDY GUIDE TO
THE ENCYCLICAL LETTER OF POPE FRANCIS
Fratelli Tutti, On Fraternity and
Social Friendship

Author

Marcus Mescher

Bio

Marcus Mescher is associate professor of Christian ethics
at Xavier University in Cincinnati, Ohio. He holds a
PhD from Boston College and specializes in Catholic social teaching.

Pub. Date
ISBN
Price
Binding/pages
Category
Language/Rights

10/5/2021
978-0-8091-5565-1
€ 16.99 / £ 13.99
Paperback / 240 pages (t)
Ethics & Social Issues
All / World

MARKET
• Academic; study groups

SUMMARY
Fratelli Tutti sets out the pope's vision for a postpandemic world—a preoccupation of his homilies and addresses in
the Covid-19 period. It's a rich document that lends itself easily to making connections with theological anthropology,
moral theology, and ecumenism/interfaith dialogue. This study edition helps readers pray with the text, reflect on it, and
look for connections with the canon of Catholic social teaching, and ultimately leads us toward action that builds "communities of belonging and solidarity."

SALES HANDLE
• The topic is relevant timely, given the terrible year that humanity has endured.

PAULIST P RESS
At the Intersection of Faith and Culture
997 Macarthur Boulevard, Mahwah NJ 07430
Tel: 201-825-7300 • Business Office Fax: 201-825-6921 • www.paulistpress.com

Title

PRAYERS FOR
UNCERTAIN TIMES

Author

Robert J. Wicks

Bio

Robert J. Wicks is professor emeritus at Loyola
University Maryland. He has published more than fifty
books, chiefly for helping professionals and caregivers
on the topics of resilience, self-care, and maintaining a
healthy perspective. Dr. Wicks lives in West Chester,
Pennsylvania.

Pub. Date
ISBN
Price
Binding/pages
Category
Language/Rights

10/5/2021
978-0-8091-5550-7
€ 11.99 / £ 10.99
Paperback / 120 pages (t)
Spirituality
All / World

MARKET
• The general public, which has suffered during these difficult times of pandemic
• Fans of Robert Wicks's considerable body of work and his speaking appearances

SUMMARY
Popular and distinguished author, lecturer, and educator Robert Wicks has assembled here a brief collection of
prayers, a vademecum of both previously published and new works that offers hope, encouragement, and direction in
these volatile times. Prayers for Uncertain Times is the result of an effort to provide support so life may be richer, compassion greater, and perspective clearer.

SALES HANDLE
• A popular, distinguished author who connects on a visceral level, with his considerable audiences, whether in print
or in person
• He is a bestselling author whose books have sold very well

PAULIST P RESS
At the Intersection of Faith and Culture
997 Macarthur Boulevard, Mahwah NJ 07430
Tel: 201-825-7300 • Business Office Fax: 201-825-6921 • www.paulistpress.com

Title

ST. JOSEPH,
PRAY FOR US
Meditations and Prayers

Author

Pope Francis

Pub. Date
ISBN
Price
Binding/pages
Category
Language/Rights

Available
978-0-8091-5582-8
€ 7.99 / £ 6.99
Paperback / 96 pages
Spirituality
English / World

MARKET
• Devotees of St. Joseph
• Lovers of devotional reading
• Average Catholics who appreciate a small, exquisitely illustrated book with popular content

SUMMARY
In St. Joseph, Pray for Us, Pope Francis captures the spiritual lessons of one of our most beloved saints. With these
meditations from his Apostolic Letter, Patris Corde, Francis seeks “to increase our love for this great saint, to encourage
us to implore his intercession and to imitate his virtues and his zeal.” Alongside many beautiful images of St. Joseph,
readers can prayerfully reflect on these meditations and consider how to apply them in their daily lives. In the final section we are invited to join the Holy Father in praying to this great saint for our needs, the needs of the whole Church,
and the needs of all the world.

SALES HANDLE
•
•
•
•

Beautifully illustrated
St. Joseph is always popular, especially with Italian Americans
Affordably priced
Books by the pope sell well

PAULIST P RESS
At the Intersection of Faith and Culture
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Title

RETHINKING
CATHOLIC DEVOTIONS
Energy, Engagement, Transformation!

Author

Jim Clarke

Bio

Rev. Jim Clarke, PhD, has an extensive background in
teaching, spiritual direction, parish ministry, and retreat
leadership. At present he is the director of new evangelization for the Archdiocese of Los Angeles.

Pub. Date
ISBN
Price
Binding/pages
Category
Language/Rights

02/01/2022
978-0-8091-5533-0
€ 14.99 / £ 12.99
Paperback / 128 (t) pages
Spirituality
All / World

MARKET
• Spiritual seekers

SUMMARY
The author addresses the broad topic of devotionalism in the Catholic Church—its implications for a mature spirituality in individuals, and its impact on the ecclesial community. He does this by examining a variety of well-known
Catholic devotions across cultural lines to probe the truth and meaning of each of these lines of faith expression. I explore the benefits—and the potential traps inherent in many of these devotions, and in devotionalism in general. When
the historical and cultural context of a devotion is ignored and is directly applied with no discernment process, distortions can, and do, occur.
Using various insights from the fields of theology, depth psychology, anthropology, and spirituality, Clarke explores
the historical narrative behind many popular devotional practices and surveys the principles of the ritualistic expression
of their prayer practices. Informed by the Church’s doctrine, he addresses the misconceptions, superstitions, misapplications, and misalliances behind some of these devotions. A strong linkage can often be discerned between faith expression
and national origin; this gives space to a strange mixture of political and ecclesial influences, and often leads to a cultic
following. The author reclaims the original fire of the creator of the particular devotion.
Finally, the author offers some helpful and healthy devotions for the present historical context. Making a case for the
need for an embodied and prophetic spirituality, he then re-presents much-loved devotions through that lens. These
tools for adaptation will be clearly spelled out and accessible to anyone seeking to deepen and enrich their engagement
with the divine.

SALES HANDLE
• The author has a high profile and speaks at LAREC every year.

PAULIST P RESS
At the Intersection of Faith and Culture
997 Macarthur Boulevard, Mahwah NJ 07430
Tel: 201-825-7300 • Business Office Fax: 201-825-6921 • www.paulistpress.com

Title

INTERIOR LIFE, AN
Rummaging through the Christian
Tradition

Author

John Welch, O.Carm.

Bio

In graduate-level teaching, Father John Welch specialized in Carmelite spirituality and human development.
He served for twelve years on the Carmelite International
Commission for Charism and Spirituality and was president of the Carmelite Institute from 1993‒2001. He lives
in Joliet, IL.

Pub. Date
ISBN
Price
Binding/pages
Category
Language/Rights

2/1/2022
978-0-8091-5570-5
€ 20.99 / £ 17.99
Paperback / 192 pages (t)
Spirituality
All / World

MARKET
• Primary: General audience of adult laypersons
• Secondary: Pastors and retreat leaders (resource for ministry)

SUMMARY
Timeless and readable, the brief reflections in this volume can be “rummaged through” for spiritual nurture and wise
counsel. They first appeared as articles in Christ is our Hope, a monthly publication of the Catholic Diocese of Joliet
aimed at evangelizing and educating.
Father John Welch says that to have an interior life is to live with one center, one source of identity and meaning. He
therefore emphasizes how the one center orders all other centers that divide our attention and calms our anxieties.
Short biographies, smatterings of theology, discussions about prayer, and comments on faith, are among the resources
here offered. Throughout the writings, prayer, community, and service are seen as the soil in which the seeds of an interior life take root. Far from encouraging retreat from daily life, Father John’s reflections call Christians to give our best
gifts to living outwardly the eternal stirrings that comprise the spiritual life.

SALES HANDLE
• A reputation as a “luminary” in the circles of Carmelite spirituality

PAULIST P RESS
At the Intersection of Faith and Culture
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Title

KARL BARTH:
SPIRITUAL WRITINGS

Author

Edited by Ashley Cocksworth and W. Travis
McMaken; foreword by George Hunsinger

Bio

Ashley Cocksworth is tutor in systematic theology at the
Queen’s Foundation, Birmingham, UK. He holds a PhD
from the University of Cambridge.
W. Travis McMaken is associate professor of religion
and assistant dean of multidisciplinary humanities at Lindenwood University in St. Charles, Missouri. He holds a
Ph.D. in systematic theology from Princeton Theological
Seminary.
George Hunsinger (Princeton Theological Seminary) is
a leading expert on Karl Barth, and was the 2010 recipient of the international Karl Barth Prize,

Pub. Date
ISBN
Price
Binding/pages
Category
Language/Rights

2/1/2022
978-0-8091-0654-7
€ 40.99 / £ 34.99
Hardcover / 336 (t) pages
Spirituality
English / World

MARKET
• Barth enthusiasts
• Church historians and historical theologians especially in Reformed tradition

SUMMARY
For Karl Barth, all dogmatic work is spiritual. Thus, like Aquinas and other renowned theologians, Barth did not write
an independent spiritual theology, but integrated spirituality into his dogmatic work. Nevertheless, specific texts within
Barth’s corpus are dedicated to spiritual matters and they form the basis of the material in this volume. The selections
draw widely from Barth’s commentary on Romans, Church Dogmatics, sermons, lectures, speeches, seminars, and his own
prayer life. They illumine for researchers, students, and the general reader the distinctiveness of Barth’s theology of Christian spirituality and the important contribution he makes to the wider traditions of Christian spirituality.
To augment the primary sources, this volume also contains an introductory essay that comments on the selection of
texts, sets Barth in his historical context, charts the development of his thought, and indicates the significance of spirituality to his theology (including drawing out the distinctively christological shape of his spiritual theology). Each of the
subsequent four sections will contain briefer introductions and a contextualizing introduction for each source.

SALES HANDLE
• Illumine for researchers, students, and the general reader the distinctiveness of Barth’s theology of Christian spirituality and the important contribution he makes to the wider traditions of Christian spirituality.

PAULIST P RESS
At the Intersection of Faith and Culture
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Title

THE PILGRIM
PARADIGM
Faith and Motion
André Brouillette

Author
Bio

Pub. Date
ISBN
Price
Binding/pages
Category
Language/Rights

André Brouillette, SJ, earned graduate degrees in philosophy, history, and theology in Europe and North
America. An expert on St. Teresa of Avila, he specializes
in 16th- and 17th- century spiritual theology and history,
as well as the systematic theological issues of pneumatology and soteriology.
1/4/2022
978-0-8091-5541-5
€ 24.99 / £ 20.99
Paperback / 240 (t) pages
Spirituality
All except French / World

MARKET
• Academic
• Those who have undertaken a pilgrimage

SUMMARY
Pilgrimage is a fitting metaphor for our times. Movement, displacement, discovery, embodiment, and encounter appeal to the contemporary mind. It is not surprising that pilgrimages attract broad interest from travelers, dreamers, and
readers. This contemporary interest continues a long tradition.
Despite the enduring popularity of pilgrimages, Christian theology has not fully engaged this reality. On the theological front, there lacks an explicit theology of pilgrimage. From this oversight stems an invitation to consider pilgrimage
in theology anew.
The aim here is to explore the richness of the pilgrimage metaphor and reality to see how we can let ourselves be
challenged theologically—intellectually and practically—by pilgrim insights.

SALES HANDLE
• Pilgrimage is a popular topic
• Given the effects of the pandemic, this topic could have wider interest

PAULIST P RESS
At the Intersection of Faith and Culture
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Title

THE OLIVE PICKER
Pursuing Human Potential

Author

Peter M. Kalellis

Bio

Peter M. Kalellis is a psychotherapist, marriage and family therapist, lecturer, retreat director, and writer. A longtime resident of New Jersey, he recently retired to
Virginia Beach, VA, where he continues to write.y

Pub. Date
ISBN
Price
Binding/pages
Category
Language/Rights

9/7/2021
978-0-8091-5585-9
€ 15.99 / £ 13.99
Paperback / 384 pages (t)
Spirituality
All / World

MARKET
• The general public, especially those with a Greek-Orthodox background
• The many followers of this popular author

SUMMARY
The Olive Picker offers a detailed account of the life, labors, and miraculous pursuits of a boy from a Greek village. It
is a must-read story that will benefit many people interested in the pursuit of their human potential,
“Peter Kalellis’s new book, The Olive Picker, takes the reader on what could be the most important journey that anyone could imagine. Reading this biographical book, the reader will sense a strong desire to find a dear friend and share
with him or with her the experience of self-discovery and the human potential.”
—Ernie Anastos, TV News Anchor, Fox 5, New York
“I’ve traveled with Peter Kalellis to Lesvos, the Greek island where his life story begins, and I followed him through
the events and time that he delineated in his journey. As I read The Olive Picker for a second time, I felt motivated and
have started writing my own biography. This is a most interesting book.”
—Andy McCabe, PsyD, author of The Gifted One
“Anyone who reads The Olive Picker will discover a hidden treasure that will enhance her or his human potential. In
this adventurous journey, Dr. Kalellis offers experiences and highly positive suggestions for a more rewarding life. I have
recommended this dynamic book to my own family, friends, and students as a ‘must read.’”
—Frank J. Esposito, PhD, distinguished professor of history and education, Kean University, New Jersey

SALES HANDLE
• Readers of the author's previous books will want to purchase this one as well.
• He is a proactive author and has a devoted following.
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Title

ILLUMINATE THE
FUTURE
Pope Francis in Conversation with
Religious Superiors

Author

Compiled and edited by
Antonio Spadaro, SJ

Bio

Antonio Spadaro, SJ, is the editor in chief of La Civiltà
Cattolica in Rome.

Pub. Date
ISBN
Price
Binding/pages
Category
Language/Rights

02/01/2022
978-0-8091-5578-1
€ 7.99 / £ 6.99
Paperback / 64 pages (t)
Personal Growth
English / World

MARKET
• Men and women religious

SUMMARY
“When Pope Francis decided to grant an audience to the Union of Superiors General of Male Religious Institutes at
the end of their 82nd General Assembly (November 29, 2013), he had one thing clear: he did not want to make speeches and did not want to hear them. It was his intention to enter the dynamics of the discussion of the Generals, to have
questions to reflect on and to answer. I was there to record the conversation and be able to tell it in writing. It was an
experience that I would define as "spring": the dialogue was truly such and the contents arose from the confrontation in
a spontaneous, natural way, leaving in the present the sense of a true and consoling encounter. In this booklet the reader
will find the story of that conversation and the answers that the Pope gave to the questions he was asked "(Antonio
Spadaro, director of La Civiltà Cattolica).

SALES HANDLE
• Books having to deal with Pope Francis, in whatever way, are popular and are reviewed

PAULIST P RESS
At the Intersection of Faith and Culture
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Title

CAT IN THE
CATHEDRAL

Author

C. M. Millen
illustrated byBrian Gallagher

Bio

C. M. Millen is an award-winning children’s books author, She lives in Toledo,
Ohio.

Pub. Date
ISBN
Price
Binding/pages
Category
Language/Rights

11/02/2021
978-0-8091-6799-9
€ 13.99 / £ 11.99
Paperback / 32 pages (t) / Ages 7-10
Children
All / World

MARKET
• Children, parents, grandparents, CCD programs

SUMMARY
CAT learns from a boy: “If your name is on a thing, it means it is yours. It belongs to you and you belong to it.” Yet,
when CAT sets out to find his place, he finds that other humans do not agree with what the boy said about belonging.
They yell and angrily chase him away! Sad, scared, and disappointed, CAT at last finds the best place of all to belong
—where humans of all kinds and some animals, too, are welcome. For CAT, this is a particular place of belonging, with
his name in big letters in CATHEDRAL. It definitely is the one place on his adventure that gives him a reason to purr.

SALES HANDLE
• A charming, unique story
• Beautifully illustrated in black and white

PAULIST P RESS
At the Intersection of Faith and Culture
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Title

LITTLE OWL IN
THE BIG CITY

Author

Marcia Mogelonsky
illustrated by Jill Alexander

Bio

Originally from Montreal, Canada, Marcia
Mogelonsky lives in upstate New York, not
far from where Little Owl began its adventure
to the Big City.

Pub. Date
ISBN
Price
Binding/pages
Category
Language/Rights

11/02/2021
978-0-8091-6800-2
€ 15.99 / £ 13.99
Hardcover / 32 pages (t) / Ages 7-10
Children
All / World

MARKET
• Primary: Children, ages 7-10
• Children of all ages

SUMMARY
Little Owl in the Big City based on the true story of a Northern Saw-Whet owl found in the boughs of the Christmas
tree at Rockefeller Center. The tree came from Oneonta, New York, 175 miles away. After being cared for at a wildlife
center, the owl was released in a conifer forest in Upstate New York.
The Northern Saw-Whet is one of the smallest owls in the United States. It is famous for its nomadic ways; at nesting time, females take care of the eggs while males keep the family well-supplied with food, usually mice and other small
rodents. But except for nesting periods, males tend to roam instead of staying in just one place.

SALES HANDLE
• Based on a real event, this book will charm both adults and children

PAULIST P RESS
At the Intersection of Faith and Culture
997 Macarthur Boulevard, Mahwah NJ 07430
Tel: 201-825-7300 • Business Office Fax: 201-825-6921 • www.paulistpress.com

Title

“SAINT PIERRE”
OF NEW YORK
From Slave to Businessman

Author

Laetitia Zink

Bio

Laetitia Zink is both storyteller and illustrator of
children’s books that include materials for catechism
and Scripture knowledge. A resident of Brooklyn
many years, she presently lives in Paris, France.

Pub. Date
ISBN
Price
Binding/pages
Category
Language/Rights

11/2/2021
978-0-8091-6797-5
€ 13.99 / £ 11.99
Paperback / 64 pages / Grades 7-9
Children
All / World

MARKET
•
•
•
•

Adolescents ages 11-14
All middle and high school students
Sure to interest people of all races
New Yorkers

SUMMARY
This exquisitely illustrated graphic novel tells how Pierre went from being a house slave to being an independent
businessman, a hairdresser to wealthy socialites in New York City—to having a cause for sainthood, for his faith, prayer,
and loving service to others. His good works extended from helping orphans and establishing an employment agency to
funding the building of St. Patrick’s Cathedral. This fascinating telling of Pierre’s life story, starting from his birth in
Saint Domingue (now Haiti), will engage the interest of children and young people who otherwise might never hear
about a leading Black New Yorker in the first half of 1800s. Pierre Toussaint was the first layperson to be buried beneath
the main altar of St. Patrick’s Cathedral, usually reserved for bishops of the Archdiocese of New York. He was declared
“Venerable” by Pope John Paul II in 1996.

SALES HANDLE
• Beautifully illustrated
• A story that will capture the imagination of both adults and adolescents, with its African American theme and
Pierre’s significance to NYC and the beloved St. Patrick’s Cathedral

PAULIST P RESS
At the Intersection of Faith and Culture
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Title

HOPE FROM THE ASHES
Insights and Resources for Welcoming
Lenten Visitors

Author

Paul E. Jarzembowski

Bio

Paul Edward Jarzembowski serves on the staff of the
United States Conference of Catholic Bishops (USCCB)
in Washington, DC, working within the USCCB Secretariat of Laity, Marriage, Family Life and Youth as the
director for youth and young adult ministries and lead
staff for the Bishops Working Group on Youth and
Young Adults. Within his portfolio, Paul also cocoordinates the USCCB’s efforts on lay ecclesial ministry.

Pub. Date
ISBN
Price
Binding/pages
Category
Language/Rights

2/1/2022
978-0-8091-5575-0
€ 24.99 / £ 20.99
Paperback / 224 pages (t)
Pastoral Ministry
All / World

MARKET
• Pastors and priests, deacons and pastoral associates
• Parish pastoral staff members, including those working with young adults, evangelization and outreach, faith formation and catechesis, and liturgical and music ministries
• Parish councils and/or key leadership within the parish community, including active volunteers
• Bishops and diocesan-level staff and diocesan leadership teams
• Active Catholic parents and families and parishioners

SUMMARY
Explores the phenomenon that millions of people, many who are not otherwise active in the practice of their faith,
come back to church to receive ashes and engage in Lenten practices every year. It offers some practical ideas for active
Catholics to accompany newcomers and visitors throughout the season of Lent and beyond – and in so doing, help turn
brief moments into memorable milestones on the journey of faith.

SALES HANDLE
• There are no other books on this particular topic. Hope from the Ashes would be the first of its kind
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Title

THE HERMENEUTICS
OF THE BAN ON IMAGES
Exegetical and Systematic Theological
Approaches

Author

Friedhelm Hartenstein and Michael Moxter

Bio

Friedhelm Hartenstein is professor of Old Testament at
the Protestant Theological Faculty of the Ludwig-Maximilians-Universität Munich. He is an ordained Lutheran
pastor.
Michael Moxter is professor of systematic theology at
the Department of Protestant Theology at the University
of Hamburg.

Pub. Date
ISBN
Price
Binding/pages
Category
Language/Rights

10/5/2021
978-0-8091-5454-8
€ 40.99 / £ 35.99
Paperback / 236 (t) pages
Faith & Culture English /
World

MARKET
• Students and scholars of the Bible

SUMMARY
In the history of Judaism and Christianity the biblical ban against images has been a decisive factor in shaping collective identity around opposition to the veneration of images. The biblical ban inspired the iconoclastic controversy in
Byzantium as well as iconoclasm during the Protestant Reformation.
Even in the present, biblical texts prohibiting images may be easily misunderstood in ways that can lead to religious
conflicts and even violence. At the same time, the humanities are experiencing an “iconic turn,” a marked attention to
the role of images. Recognizing both the potential for misunderstanding the biblical texts and the promise of a more nuanced appreciation of the role of images in human experience, this book constructs a framework for understanding the
place of images, and their prohibition, within the biblical text and Christian religious practice. In the form of a dialogue
between an Old Testament scholar and a Protestant systematic theologian, the volume explores potential lines of convergence between the rationale behind rejecting visual representations of God and that behind regarding the icon of Christ
as a representation of the invisible God. Consideration of Old Testament texts in their cultural context clarifies key distinctions underlying the prohibition of material representations of God, while explaining the central importance of the
biblical texts for creating “mental iconography” of God.

SALES HANDLE
• A one-of-a-kind book

PAULIST P RESS
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Title

PELAGIUS ACW #76
Commentaries on the Thirteen Epistles
of Paul with the Libellus fidei

Author

Translated and introduced by
Thomas P. Scheck

Bio

Dr. Thomas P. Scheck is associate professor of theology
at Ave Maria University and the author/translator of several volumes in the ACW series as well as of other important texts from early Christianity.

Pub. Date
ISBN
Price
Binding/pages
Category
Language/Rights

2/1/2022
978-0-8091-0659-2
€ 123.99 / £ 105.99
Hardcover / 464 (t) pages
History
English / World

MARKET
• Patristics students and scholars

SUMMARY
The British monk Pelagius (360?–420) is best known for his claim that human beings could perform good works on
their own strength, without need of divine assistance, a teaching condemned by the Council of Carthage (417-418).
Yet, before this, Pelagius also penned a collection of commentaries on all the Pauline epistles This new volume will
include new English translations of all of Pelagius’s Pauline Commentaries, including the commentary on Romans,
thought to be thus far the only commentary to have been previously translated into English.
The commentaries are not only of interest in demonstrating an orthodox side of someone condemned as a heretic
but, perhaps even more importantly, they are of extreme importance for the history of Pauline exegesis.

SALES HANDLE
• Probably the first-ever English translation of Pelagius’s commentaries
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Title

THE MALINES
CONVERSATIONS
The Beginnings of Anglican-Roman
Catholic Dialogue

Author

Rowan Williams

Bio

Rowan Williams is former Archbishop of Canterbury
and an internationally recognized theologian.

Pub. Date
ISBN
Price
Binding/pages
Category
Language/Rights

12/7/2021
978-0-8091-5587-3
€ 13.99 / £ 11.99
Paperback / 64 pages (t)
World Religions
All / World

MARKET
• Academics
• Anyone concerned for the unity of the Christian churches.

SUMMARY
The contours of the Malines Conversations, a fascinating episode in the history of ecumenism where leading Anglican and Catholic scholars, with the knowledge of their respective Church authorities, entered into dialogue with each
other These conversations are skillfully outlined in this publication by Rowan Williams, He reflects on the ecclesiastical
context of the time, on the intellectual profile of the various participants, on the themes that were discussed, and on the
meaning of the Conversations for today.

SALES HANDLE
• The Conversations are worth studying, not only from the standpoint of the academic expert, but by anyone concerned for the unity of the Christian churches.
• Rowan Williams is the former Archbishop of Canterbury.
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SUMMARY
For many Christians, the Apocalypse of John (Book of Revelation) remains a closed book. Yet it provides one of the
richest resources for christological reflection in the whole New Testament, and for centuries functioned as the Church’s
Easter book par excellence, presenting in vivid imagery the victory of the Paschal Lamb. Engaging narrative, historicalcritical and reception-historical tools, this proposed volume will introduce readers to the multiple dimensions of Christ
as portrayed in the Apocalypse, within the unfolding narrative of John’s visions, and exploring the Jewish and GrecoRoman background to the book’s christological titles and images.

SALES HANDLE
• Focuses in the most important theme of the book of Revelation, being addressed to a larger audience with some
basic theological knowledge. Other books are too general or addressed to an scholarly audience.
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SUMMARY
Much has changed in the more than two decades since the first edition of this book appeared. Parable scholarship
continues to be a dynamic area of New Testament research, and a number of important studies were published and significant developments have occurred during those years. Jesus’s parables, these simple but profound stories, continue to
challenge us, and, even after many readings, continue to reveal new insights.
Not surprisingly, parable scholarship remains fascinating, and this book explores three distinct but interrelated components of parable interpretation,

SALES HANDLE
• Anyone desiring to keep up with the scholarship of the past two decades.
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